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CONJUGAL VISITS by Guardian columnist Erwin James .................................. PAGE 21



Judicial Review to challenge Government over prisoners right to vote Eric McGraw reports



A



legal challenge to the Government’s refusal to give prisoners the vote is being planned, Inside Time has learnt.



The European Court of Human Rights published its judgement in HIRST v UK five years ago in March 2004. The Court decided that the UK Government’s blanket ban on convicted prisoners having the vote in General and local Elections breached their human rights. The Government lodged an appeal with the Grand Chamber and lost. They then spent 2 years on a ‘consultation’ exercise but have refused to publish the results. It has now decided to run a second consultation but declines to give a date as to when the consultation will begin or end. To add to the Government’s troubles, Parliament’s Joint Committee on Human Rights has gone so far as saying:



“The Government must give prisoners the right to vote or the next General Election will be illegal under European Law, ministers have been warned”.



Inside Time understands that a Judicial Review is planned in an effort ‘to shove them along’. The initial focus of the legal challenge will be to get the High Court to rule that the current voting law is out of step with the Human Rights Act, and to force the Government to enact legislation before the next General Election which has to be held on or before 3rd June 2010. If the Government fails to act, an injunction will be issued to prevent the General Election taking place and that alone will create a major constitutional crisis. Gerard McGrath, in this issue of Inside Time, acknowledges that giving prisoners the vote is not a vote winner for any major political party, but argues that disaffection and alienation can themselves be a cause of crime. His proposal is for the Ministry of Justice to roll-out a citizenship course, which imparts an understanding of the relationship of the rights, duties and responsibilities of all citizens. He adds that accepting personal responsibility and duty is a core offending behaviour issue for many prisoners. * Ballot box bandits by Gerard McGrath and John Hirst writes page 20



And the Oscar for Best Actress goes to… Kate Winslet for her role as Hanna Schmitz, a guard at Auschwitz concentration camp who after the war is given a life sentence. Just days before eventually being released from prison, Hanna takes her life. Film review - page 41
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Moving the goalposts



Come out of hiding



.....................................................



.....................................................



THOMAS BOURKE - HMP FRANKLAND



GERARD MCGRATH - HMP HAVERIGG



Having read Inside Time for a number of years there have been many occasions when I’ve sent articles of interest to my family by cutting them out, or even sending the paper through the post. However, after sending the current issue I’ve had the envelope returned with a note from the censor indicating that ...’no papers or paper cuttings to be sent out’.



Towards the end of January, I received an anonymous letter forwarded from my previous prison, HMP Dovegate. I have no idea if the author is male or female, and can only assume it is from a fellow prisoner.



Can Inside Time clarify the situation and why this practice has suddenly been adopted at Frankland?



¬ The Ministry of Justice writes: It would not be appropriate to comment on Mr Bourke’s personal circumstances, about any measure imposed on his incoming or outgoing mail, as the day to day management of this area is a local decision. However, it is a requirement of Prison Service Order 4411 paragraph 9.2 that: ‘Prisoners may not, without permission, enclose any article or paper, other than a visiting order, with their correspondence. Prisoners' correspondence is subject to the provisions of the Prison Act 1952 on the importation of unauthorised articles into establishments. Accordingly, both incoming and outgoing correspondence may be opened and examined for illicit enclosures’. Frankland has confirmed that following a recent review of local procedures, the above paragraph has now been included in their protocol. If any prisoner wishes to seek permission to include an item in their mail at the Governor’s discretion, they should do so via the prison’s local applications system. Editorial note: Inside Time is also available online via www.insidetime.org. Access to the internet is of course available via public libraries for those who do not have direct access at home.



‘Don’t count the time, make the time count’ ..................................................... MARTIN HOUSE - HMP LITTLEHEY I was very pleased to see one of my paintings featured on the front page of the January issue of Inside Time. The portrait of world champion Lewis Hamilton hung in the Royal Festival Hall in London in an exhibition called ‘Spirit Level’. The painting eventually sold for £500 and I donated £150 to the Koestler Trust; a fine charity that provides a valuable outlet for many prisoners, including myself. Since becoming involved in work for Koestler it has given me a real goal and when I am working away in my cell, the hours just melt away. I only found art when I came to prison and it really is surprising what people can find when thrown into a completely unknown environment. My advice to any prisoner is: don’t count the time, make the time count. By this I mean take advantage of all the courses - I have gained computer qualifications, advanced business qualifications, Maths and English to name a few. I will continue with my art when I leave prison. I have won a two-year mentoring award from Koestler which will introduce me to the art world and established artists; so massive thanks to the Koestler Trust for all their marvellous support and encouragement.



My initial reaction was to tear it up and deposit the content in my wastepaper bin, which I duly did. Anonymous letters should be treated with the contempt they deserve. Selfevidently, the authors are not possessed of the moral courage of their conviction to sign the letter and cite a return address - much less the common courtesy of doing so. Upon reflection, I retrieved the letter from the bin, pieced it back together and sent it as evidence to Inside Time with this considered response. The author takes me to task regarding a poem of mine entitled ‘In Memorium 9/11’ published in the poetry supplement of Inside Time’s January 2009 issue. The poem is of no great literary merit; consisting of three four-line verses of rhyming couplets. The anonymous letter-writer cited two lines of my poem about which he/she takes exception; these being: ‘It is hard to believe that Allah could smile, Bless and condone an act so vile.’ On the basis of these two lines, I stand accused of being ignorant where Islam is concerned, of bringing Islam into disrepute and of blasphemy! If the author of my anonymous letter is reading this, I cordially invite you to have the moral courage of your conviction and correspond with me in an open and honest manner - or not at all. You have grossly misinterpreted the lines you regard as ‘bringing Islam into disrepute, of being ignorant and blasphemous’. The lines are intended to portray Allah as being a loving, benevolent god. Not a god who would condone or bless an act of mass murder and suicide as was the vile event of 9/11. No form of disrespect to Allah and Islam was intended. I do not pretend to be expertly versed where Islam is concerned. I am a lifelong student of history and though I have studied the subject to degree level, my relative ignorance of the subject remains lamentable. However, I am acutely aware of all that Islam has contributed to the evolution of humankind having regard to science, architecture, literature and philosophy. I have read enough of the Koran to know that amongst its fundamental tenets it teaches respect for ones fellow beings and the sanctity of life, tolerance, forgiveness, peaceful coexistence and the non-subjugation of women, as do the other great religions of the world. Ballot box bandits page 20
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Star Letter of the Month ........................................................... Congratulations to Daniel Morgan who wins our £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter.



Canteen prices .......................................................................................... JOHN STUBBS - HMP BEDFORD Would it be possible for Inside Time to run a price comparison check between canteen suppliers Booker and Aramark? We haven’t yet got Booker, so I can only provide you with a copy of Aramark’s prices; however I would be most interested to see the differences. BOOKER/DHL 12 January 09 at HMP Hull



TESCO Superstore 16 Feb 09



Golden Virginia 12.5g Benson and Hedges (10)



£2.94 £2.89



£2.88 £2.83



£2.92 £2.89



Colgate toothpaste whitening (50ml) Eucryl smokers toothpaste (50ml)



£1.10 £1.67



Head and Shoulders shampoo (200ml) Dove soap (100g) Gillette Mach 3 razor Gillette aftershave moisturiser (75ml)



£2.29 £0.71 £5.69 £3.99



£1.61 (100 ml) £1.84 £1.75 £1.60 (only ARM and Hammer 75ml) £1.78 (250 ml) £1.17 £0.69 £0.45 £5.34 (5 razors) £6.81 £2.96 £3.99



Kia-Ora mixed fruit drink (1ltr) PG/Tetley tea bags (40) Cadbury drinking chocolate (250) Coca Cola (1.5ltr) Instant coffee granules (100g) Alpen breakfast cereal (750g) Weetabix (12) Instant noodles curry (85g) Cream crackers (200g) Ambrosia creamed rice (425g) McVities digestive (400g) Cadbury Bournville (200g) Cadbury Double Decker Walkers cheese and union crisps Marvel powdered milk (198g) UHT whole milk (500ml)



£1.13 £0.95 £1.39 £1.55 £1.29 £2.69 £1.10 £0.79 £0.32 £0.82 £0.99 £1.33 £0.43 £0.35 £1.50 £0.46



£1.22 (Tesco brand) £0.54 £1.09 £1.06 £1.28 £1.59 £1.46 (2ltr) £1.59 £1.59 £1.75 £2.64 £2.46 £1.28 £1.18 £0.25 (100g) £0.55 £0.39 (Tesco brand) £0.26 £0.83 £0.79 £0.94 (500g) £0.60 £1.36 £1.37 £0.46 £0.41 £0.37 (per packet - 6 pack) £0.23 £1.59 (340g) £2.99 £0.52p £0.44



...................................................



I write to express my disgust at the proposed new government policy concerning evicting council tenants who refuse to attend employment courses and job clubs. Many tenants are long term sick on income support or incapacity benefit, and not capable of seeking work or attending courses on a regular basis. Thousands are registered addicts on prescribed medication who are actively addressing their addiction issues and have turned to the medical profession and the government for help; many are single mothers. The position they are in is stable with substitute medication instead of street drugs and a roof over their heads. This new policy could see that protective shield taken away and to remove it would be cruel. They may never get another chance and should be encouraged not penalized. The World Health Organisation has identified a ‘chaotic lifestyle’ as a recognised symptom of addiction, with the most common sub-symptom being memory lapses. These symptoms should be understood rather than attacked. To impose a highly structured routine on addicts is setting them up to fail. The problem will surface when assessing attendance on courses. The vast majority of non-attendees will be addicts - once again the government setting addicts up to fail. Only this time instead of putting them in prison they are putting them on the streets. Maybe if the government had got their priorities right to begin with by not introducing impossible conditions for addicts to keep to, the vast majority of recalled prisoners wouldn’t be addicts and soon to be evicted council tenants. Millions of pounds are put into drug initiatives yet it appears that the people allocating the money have no idea about the nature of addiction and continue to pour money into ill-conceived ideas. No wonder this country is in the mess it’s in, with half-baked schemes and policies and ignoring the evidence that is staring them full in the face.



TOTAL SHOPPING BILL



Booker/DHL £38.16



Tesco £39.48



.................................................................................................................. MALCOLM SMITH - HMP NOTTINGHAM I Yet another week here at Nottingham without the proper canteen orders being made up from DHL/Booker; no sugar, no coffee, no biscuits - it’s becoming a disaster area and although we never thought we’d ever say it, the general view from the lads here is ... come back Aramark!



..................................................................................................................



Education ......................... page 17 Inside Health .................. page 18 Comment ................. pages 19-29



Wheel of the Year Polly Wallace ................. page 19



Recipe for further offending Charles Hanson ............ page 24



March 2009 The magazine for women offenders and ex-offenders



WOMEN PRISON



SPECIAL ISSUE



IN



I DHL/Booker have taken over the canteen contract here at Lincoln and I have to say the service is abysmal, and that’s putting it mildly! The canteen is distributed right outside my cell door and I sit listening to a barrage of complaints such as out of date food; no soft drinks; shampoo leaking over food; and a terrible selection of cards. The view here is that Booker should be thrown out of the prison, and if other prisons are experiencing similar problems then perhaps HMPS should conduct an investigation as a matter of urgency?



CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW SPECIALIST



KRM SOLICITORS



Month by Month ............ page 16



KENNETH GOLDSMITH - HMP LINCOLN



All prison law including: ‡ Adjudications ‡ Parole Hearings ‡ Categorisation & Transfers



‡ Legal visits arranged immediately ‡ Legal aid available ‡ Anywhere in the north & central England Contact our friendly staff at :



●



WIP celebrates ..... pages 30-31



GANS & CO



0151 549 4120



Mailbag ........................ pages 2-9
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Aramark £39.39p



Specialist Prison Law Solicitors



Room 74, Admin Buildings, Admin Road, Kirkby, Liverpool, L33 7TX (consultation rooms)



Contents Newsround .............. pages 10-15



ARAMARK 15 December 08 At HMP Bedford



Setting them up to fail PAUL EATON - HMP GUYS MARSH
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



Women in Prison is 25! Laurel Townhead



News from the House pages 32-33



SOLICIT ORS



Legal Comment ... pages 34-36



Has the justice system let you down? Why not contact our friendly team for free and friendly advice?



Legal Advice ..................... page 37



‡ Appeals against conviction/Sentence ‡ Sentence and Parole Reviews ‡ Categorisation ‡ Recall to Custody



Legal Q&A ............... pages 38-39



‡ Lifers and Adjudications ‡ Mandatory Life Sentence Review ‡ Judicial Review ‡ H u m a n R i g h ts I s s u e s



Nationwide Service



Immediate visit, advice & representation, call or write: Angela or George



0207 469 7010 or 0793 053 2183



(24hrs)



Gans & Co Solicitors, 214 - 216 Rye Lane, Peckham, London SE15 4NL



Book Reviews .................. page 40 Film Review ..................... page 41 Poetry ........................ pages 42-43 Jailbreak ................... pages 44-48
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Ministry of Justice responds



Thorough investigation needed



................................................................................................................



......................................................................................



In our February issue we reported the story of ‘Harold (not his real name) a 74 year-old wheelchair user who was released after serving a 5 year prison sentence at privately run Dovegate. According to Harold, he was dropped off at the train station and then left in his wheelchair on the platform to wait for the train to take him on his five hour journey home. We asked the National Offender Management Service (NOMS) whatever happened to their policy of providing a ‘through the gate service’. Inside Time has now received a reply from the Briefing and Casework Unit at NOMS and so we asked Harold to comment on their account of what happened.



IAN KENNEDY - HMP WAKEFIELD Having just finished reading, for the second time, the front page of your February issue I feel compelled to put pen to paper and express my utter disgust at the manner in which ‘Harold’, a severely disabled 74 year-old wheelchair user, was treated upon release from HMP Dovegate just before Christmas. Words cannot convey my deep loathing and contempt towards those responsible for the callous, inhumane, uncaring, disgraceful way that a person suffering from incontinence, diabetic, registered disabled and who has had five heart attacks was treated, and in my view it was a blatant human rights abuse. How dare they deduct money from him for a rail ticket covering only part of his journey home, leaving him to pay the rest; why was no travel warrant issued? How on earth could the prison just drop him off at the station and leave him on the platform in his wheelchair to wait for the train? It is quite right that Inside Time should ask NOMS to seek a response from Dovegate; indeed this matter requires a thorough investigation involving HMCIP, the Prisons & Probation Ombudsman, Age Concern and Harold’s own constituency MP. to run a through the gate service to work with prison leavers returning to 14 boroughs in London. It has been up and running for six months and had an extremely positive impact.



February 2009



“When a prisoner is released from custody the prison must provide the prisoner with a rail warrant for the entire journey and, if eligible, a discharge grant.” According to Harold he was not supplied with a travel warrant. “Mr H was given pre-booked seats on the train for the entire length of his journey. Dovegate and Norfolk Probation had previously contacted Network Rail to advise them additional assistance may be required by Mr H and ensured a guard was available at each station to assist him both on and off the trains.” Firstly, as tickets were only purchased on his behalf for the first leg of the journey it would have been impossible to reserve a seat for the entire journey as you suggest. Secondly, Harold travelled the entire 180 mile journey sitting in his wheelchair as he was unable to manage in a standard railway seat. “I can advise whilst in prison he was located in a single cell on the ground floor of the Vulnerable Prisoners Unit. Mr H was provided with a new wheelchair whilst at Dovegate and had use of this and an older chair. On discharge Mr H advised staff he would only take his old wheelchair as he was to be provided with a new electric chair by the British Legion. The other chair remains at Dovegate.” We understand Harold was supplied with a wheelchair in 2004 whilst in Woodhill but on his transfer to Dovegate he was told that the



Julian Young & Co



Specialists in all aspects of



PRISON LAW including Adjudications, Parole Board and Oral Hearings and



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & APPEALS Nationwide Service For a prompt friendly response C o n ta c t J u d y R a m j e e t a t : JULIAN YOUNG & CO 57 Duke Street Mayfair London W1K 5NR



0207 4932211



prison was not suitable for one to be used. We understand that it was only some months later, when another prisoner with a broken leg was issued with a wheelchair, his request was reconsidered. He was then supplied with a broken chair with no foot rests and had this right up to the time of his release. “You ask why Mr H was not moved to a prison closer to his home prior to discharge. Mr H did not request for transfer at any stage, and as no MAPPA level had been set he did not meet that criteria for transfer.” Harold has written evidence of seven requests for transfer, some of which have written support from his local MP. “The paperwork for Mr H’s community care grant was completed and sent out to the local Job Centre Plus on the 24 October 2008. Mr H was also advised that he should contact Pensions Direct as opposed to attending the Job Centre as this was not beneficial to him due to his individual circumstances.”



‘Through the gate’ ..................................................... ROB OWEN - CHIEF EXECUTIVE, ST GILES TRUST The experiences of ‘Harold’ upon leaving Dovegate Prison did indeed make very depressing reading - Whatever happened to the idea of a 'through the gate' service? Inside Time - February issue. However, we are hopeful that Harold's story is not one that will be repeated. St Giles Trust was commissioned by the Probation Service



Our staff - some of whom are ex-offenders themselves with first-hand experience of leaving prison - meet prison leavers on the day of release and offer intensive support around immediate issues such as housing and benefits. St Giles Trust can also offer longer-term support around training and employment. Hundreds of prison leavers have been helped by this very busy service. In the past six months alone we have received nearly 600 referrals, found accommodation for 375 people and helped nearly 300 people claim benefits to which they are entitled. We hope that it will be extended to other areas of the country in the coming months as our clients have told us that they have found it to be a lifeline at a very difficult time. Anyone who is returning to the London area and in need of support should speak to their resettlement officer to see if we are able to assist.



Not the case. Harold, with the help of his wife, completed his own forms after release. “Both Dovegate and Norfolk Probation have worked hard to provide Mr H with a far higher level of support than is normally expected and to ensure his discharge was as well planned as possible.” Despite three requests to Dovegate Probation by Harold’s solicitors, they were still unable to get the required paperwork. The very helpful probation officer in Norfolk intervened and became equally frustrated with Dovegate when she was ignored and eventually told that they only deal with fax requests.
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be viewed as extremely positive. After the performance the cast sit in small groups and share some of their own life experiences; mainly the detrimental circumstances that can arise from the abuse of drugs and alcohol.



Inside Time January 2009



‘Choose Life’ .....................................................



If Matt looked at the benefits these kids get out of their visit instead of seeing himself as a ‘victim’ then who knows what may happen? I would like to invite him to join the Choose Life cast and then he may truly understand the meaning of change.



..................................................... JOHN BENNETT - HMP WOODHILL



JOHN NOONAN - HMP ALTCOURSE I write in response to the Selective Risk letter by Matt Nutley (January issue), a fellow resident here at Altcourse. I would like to mention that as part of the ‘Choose Life’ cast, I am involved in discussion group sessions with the same youths he seemed so surprised to see in his cell. May I point out that before these youths are taken onto a prison wing, never mind a cell, a risk assessment is carried out; and before they enter any cells the inhabitants are asked their permission. Unfortunately, Matt Nutley seems to have personalized and twisted this incident to suit his own agenda, i.e. a category ‘D’ knock-back. What Matt doesn't mention, or isn't aware of, are the positive effects these young people take away with them from their experiences at Altcourse. To start with, the majority of these youngsters are bordering on criminal activity, i.e. Asbos, probation and supervision orders, and the groups that attend are brought in by recognised organizations. After a short trip around the prison they are given a performance of Choose Life, which is performed by inmates. This is a drug/alcohol intervention programme aimed towards highlighting the negative affects to the young people in the audience and the feedback we have received can only



I would like to draw your readers’ attention to a project called PUKKA run here at Woodhill. Eleven of us demonstrate the dangers of drink and drugs to children aged 12-18 years. The children come from local schools and it’s always a great day, with constructive information, a play and games. This is done in our own time and with no funding, which means we mostly have to make our own things. We get a lot of support from some officers and the governor by giving us time together to put these days together, especially Lorraine Reilly, manager of the PUKKA project, who treats us lads with so much respect; if it wasn’t for her the project wouldn’t exist. We come from all walks of life and I feel that the youngsters listening to us really do gain something - as we always get good feedback. What concerns me is that we are doing this and consider it a way of giving something back to society and showing that we can change our lives for the better. Hopefully we are helping prevent these youngsters from turning to a life of crime; yet probation don’t appear to view this as a positive move on our part, and fail to accept that those on the PUKKA project intend to carry on with this when we get out as counsellors for those with drug and drink abuse problems … such a pity.



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (concise and clearly marked) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, if you have a query and for whatever reason do not wish your letter to be published in Inside Time or appear on the website, or yourself to be identified, please make this clear. We advise that wherever possible, when sending original documents such as legal papers, you send photocopies as we are unable to accept liability if they are lost. We may need to forward your letter and /or documents to Prison Service HQ or another appropriate body for comment or advice, therefore only send information you are willing to have forwarded on your behalf.



One flew over the cuckoo’s nest



‘Fiction and fact rolled into one’ ........................................................................................ JOHN ILLINGWORTH - HMP GARTH The extract below is from the cult fiction book ‘One flew over the cuckoo’s nest’, and it describes the therapeutic community perfectly! The fiction of the book and the reality of life on a therapeutic community are obviously one and the same. We are told it’s a democracy, yet to express a personal opinion is immediately quashed and regarded as ‘not beneficial to the community’, while any deviation from the strict structure of the treatment programme leaves staff a gibbering mess and apparently unable to respond; apart from looking clueless and vulnerable. Fiction and fact rolled into one!



“



I’ve heard the theory of the Therapeutic Community enough times to repeat it forwards and backwards - how a guy has to learn to get along in a group before he’ll be able to function in normal society; how the group can help the guy by showing him where he’s out of place; how society is what decides who’s sane and who isn’t, so you got to measure up. All that stuff. Every time we get a new ‘patient’ on the wing the staff goes into the theory with both feet; it’s probably the only time they take things over and run the meeting. They tell how the goal of the ‘Therapeutic Community’ is a democratic wing, run completely by the ‘patients’ and their votes, working toward making worthwhile citizens to turn back out onto the street. Any little gripe, any grievance, anything you want changed, they say, should be brought up before the community and discussed instead of letting it fester inside you. Also, you should feel at ease in your surroundings to the extent you can freely discuss emotional problems in front of ‘patients’ and staff. Talk, they say, discuss, confess. And if you hear a friend say something during the course of your everyday conversation then list it in the logbook for the staff to see. It’s not, as the movies call it, ‘squealing’, it’s helping your fellow. Bring these old sins into the open where they can be washed in the sight of all. And participate in group discussion. Help yourself and your friends probe into the secrets of the subconscious. There should be no need for secrets among friends. Our intention is to make this as much your own democratic, free neighbourhood as possible - a little world inside that is a made to scale prototype of the big world outside that you will one day be taking your place in again.



”



Views expressed in Inside Time are those of the authors and not necessarily representative of those held by Inside Time or the New Bridge Foundation.
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24hr Prison Law & Criminal Defence Specialists Prison Law Including Licence Recalls, Adjudications, Parole Board Hearings, Lifer & IPP, HDC, Tariff and Judicial Reviews



Criminal Defence & Appeals Free 24 hour Police Station Attendance, Magistrates' and Crown Courts, Appeals, Confiscation, CCRC



Call our 24 hour number: 020 8521 9955 413 Chingford Road, Walthamstow, London, E17 5AF



Henscott Solicitors 24 hours a day, day, 7 days a week



Have you just received a ‘knock back’ or been nicked? We can assist you in all aspects of Criminal & Prison Law matters incl: ‡ Reprsentation in all aspects of Criminal Proceedings ‡ Appeals (conviction or sentence) ‡ Adjudications ‡ Home Detention Curfew ‡ Re-categorisation and Transfers ‡ Parole and Licence Issues ‡ Recall Community Legal Service Criminal ‡ MDT & VDT Defence Service ‡ Closed Visits ‡ Lifer Reviews Contact Ken Jokosenumi at 406 Holloway Road London N7 6PZ Tel: 0207 700 7826 Fax 020 7700 7819



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING YOUR CAUSE! Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters ‡ All Criminal Courts Proceedings and Appeals ‡ Parole Hearings ‡ Licence Recalls ‡ Judicial Reviews ‡ Recategorisation ‡ Confiscation Orders ‡ Adjudications ‡ Lifer Panel Representations ‡ Human Rights Appeals ‡ Miscarriage of Justice ‡ Appeals Against Deportation



-Nationwide Servicecontact



Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234 or write to: Rodman Pearce Solicitors 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH
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Mailbag



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



Foreign nationals’ phone calls



Lost in the system



..................................................... CHRIS QUINN - HMP KIRKHAM



ALLAN CONNOR - HMP KIRKLEVINGTON GRANGE



As a person who strongly advocates racial diversity and equality, I would appreciate being furnished with Prison Service policy regarding the monitoring of phone calls made by foreign nationals and moreover, how do they effectively monitor the calls, given the sheer volume and different nationalities within the prison estate?



¬ The National Offender



Management Service writes: It may be useful to remind Inside Time readers that the pinphone compact and notices which should be found by each handset state that all non-privileged calls will be recorded and may be monitored by prison staff. We think Mr Quinn is asking about prisoners whose first language is not English. Staff should not differentiate between foreign national prisoners, those who do not speak English, and domestic prisoners when deciding whether to monitor a call. This decision is usually based either on a prisoner's previous or current offending, security category, or as a result of specific intelligence. If the conversation is not conducted in English, and there are no staff available who speak the relevant language, a translation can be obtained to help with monitoring.



....................................................... DAL PEARSON - HMP ACKLINGTON Can Inside Time tell me whether family and friends can place credit on a prisoner’s pinphone account?



¬ The National Offender Management Service writes: This cannot be done directly. Prisoners may of course supplement their earnings with money received from family and friends through their private cash account and then purchase pinphone credits from their spending account. There are weekly limits on the amount that a prisoner can transfer from their private cash account and this is determined by their positioning on the Incentives and Earned Privileges Scheme and whether the prisoner is convicted or unconvicted.



............................................................................................................



As a mandatory lifer with a tariff of ten years and yet 8 years over tariff, I’m writing because I’m lost in the system and no matter what I do, I seem to get nowhere. My parole review was an utter farce, with a solicitor who was incapable and an external probation officer who would not decide on an address for my release, so the Board returned an ‘unsatisfactory release plan’ in the end report. I was astounded by the Board’s new goals, i.e. much wider support network. Having served 18 years, I have lost a number of family members through death, including my mother, and there will be no support for various reasons from siblings and father. The Parole Board has rejected the address of aged relatives and although I could rent a place, it would automatically be rejected. I have provided supported premises, including two probation hostels, but these too have been turned down. Resettlement isn’t working and neither is probation; quick to take away what I had and now, when it’s time to return me to the community, they can’t do it and find every excuse possible. I came into prison when I was 20 and now I’m closing in on 40. The prison system has let me down badly. I’m backed into a corner and with no future prospects of being released, what’s the point of keeping my present job; it serves no purpose and anyway is limited to November. I have no support network and can’t realistically gain one, so I’m lost in the system and after the loss of my mother and knock-back with unrealistic/unachievable goals, I may as well throw in the towel.



Victorian attitudes ........................................................................................................... G D COOPER - HMP RISLEY Until fairly recently I was at HMP Albany, festooned with its GALIPS endorsed posters about combating homophobia, which appeared days before the Prison Inspectorate’s visit, and its claim to be one of the leading prisons in developing ‘Real Voices’, a support group for gay and bisexual partners. It fails to tell anybody that an alarming number of Real Voices meetings never actually take place, or that money allocated to the group seems to be diverted to other minority groups. I had reason to complain about my partner and myself being called ‘a couple of queers’. Not surprisingly, the diversity complaint got lost. When word of the complaint reached a governor they did act; they sent the officer I had accused of making the remark to investigate. He told me it didn’t matter if I thought his actions homophobic because if he didn’t think they were then it wasn’t. Course facilitators kept asking when I realised I was ‘gay’. Would they have dared to ask someone when they realised they were straight? I was told I needed to do the Better Life Booster course, as learning how to have a lasting relationship would help me not re-offend. I have been with my partner for over 30 years. It’s not a proper relationship, they advised; it wasn’t as if it was with a woman. So is the BLB intended to make me straight? In April 2008 I complained to the head of courses at Albany and was told my comments would be looked at ‘as a matter of urgency’. I have since heard nothing. I have now transferred and despite all its bad press, Risley has shown me respect and decency; I have not heard one single disparaging remark by any member of staff.



Dorcas Funmi & Co Solicitors Adjudications Applications to CCRC Cat ‘A’ Reviews Categorisation Transfers Tariff Reviews HDC Judicial Reviews Licence Conditions Lifer & Parole Issues MDT’s and VDT’s Recalls Serious Crime Fraud



plus All Criminal Court Proceedings & Appeals



Insidetime March 2009 www.insidetime.org



For a friendly & professional service that’s second to none Please contact: Yetunde, Linda or Dorcas at: Dorcas Funmi & Co 12 Brook Street Erith Kent DA8 1JQ



01322 335005 Emergency 07743820346 [email protected] www.dorcassolicitors.com



O’REILLYS SOLICIT ORS



Specialists in all aspects of Prison Law and Criminal Defence



HDC CCRC Parole Lifer Panels Adjudications Licence Recalls Categorisation Please contact Donna Entwistle (24/7)



0161 819 5999 O’ Reillys Solicitors 196 Chapel Street, Salford, Manchester M3 6BY



Saving my revenge ..................................................... DAVID SOUTER- HMP BULLINGDON An excellent article appeared in your December issue by John Bowden (Factories of Repression) which starts by asking … ‘what happened to the spirit of revolt’ (in prisons). This brought a sardonic smile from my neighbour, who was one of the ringleaders of the Strangeways riots that John refers to; riots that led to the Woolf Report which opened the eyes of the moribund government of the day to the iniquities of the penal system. Without these riots nothing would have changed, and the prison system would be considerably worse than it is today. So what was my neighbour's reward from a grateful establishment for bringing to their attention the pathetic state of the nation's prisons? Halfway through a life sentence with a 15 year tariff, their gratitude was displayed by in effect raising his tariff to 26 years before any possibility of release; an extra 11 years. As a lifer already past my tariff date because of HMPS total inability to provide me with offending behaviour courses in time, I would say to John Bowden go ahead, if you want to riot then feel free … but count me (and my neighbour) out. The only ‘revenge’ I may have on the ‘Westminster Weasels’ will be upon my release at the ballot box. Unless of course I am given the opportunity sooner after the pressure applied by the valiant John Hirst and others via the European Courts. But I will not be holding my breath waiting for my vote any more than I will be holding it for a logical explanation from those responsible for parole policy.



Insidetime March 2009 www.insidetime.org



Mouth searches ..................................................... JON O’BRIEN - HMP HULL Do healthcare staff have the right to search a prisoner’s mouth once medication has been issued to ensure it has been swallowed? On a couple of occasions I have witnessed healthcare staff put on rubber gloves and place their fingers in the prisoner’s mouth to check whether he has swallowed his medication. Surely this represents an internal check whereby a GP should be present?



¬ The Ministry of Justice writes: A healthcare professional may ask a prisoner to open their mouth, as part of the medication issuing process, so that they can check if any medication remains. However, they should not use their fingers to search inside the mouth. If Mr O’Brien is concerned that this procedure is not being adhered to, we would suggest that he raises his concerns locally using the complaints process. When doing so, he should provide as much detail as possible, including relevant dates, times and names of staff. This will allow thorough enquiries to take place.



Gated community ................................................... BILLIE EVANS - HMP WHITEMOOR I’m writing on an issue I’ve spoken to a lot of sexual offenders about over the years and whether they would be interested in living in such a place. I’m talking about a security gated community for sex offenders who offend against children; somewhere for those who want to live out their days with no risk whatsoever of hurting another child, or indeed anyone, yet at the same time having a reasonable quality of life and being free. I’m putting things together to send to someone but I need numbers and for people to write to me with their thoughts. If the powers that be see considerable interest in my proposal then the next step is to get the thoughts of the public. Write to: Billie Evans NG2779, Fens Unit, HMP Whitemoor, Longhill Road, March, Cambs. PE15 0PR.



Mailbag
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Not merely a register .......................................................................................................... BRIAN UTTLEY - LEEDS The Sex Offender Register became law on 1st September 1997. The Act was immediately appealed to the European Court of Human Rights in that the Register was an added penalty to a sentence imposed by the United Kingdom and therefore violated Article 7 of the Human Rights Act, which holds that no heavier punishment may be given that was not lawful at the time of the offence. What the European Court had to decide was whether or not the Register was an added penalty, and they decided that it was ‘preventative’ rather than ‘punitive’. Over the years, so many additions have been made (now part of the Register) that it would be obvious to any right-thinking person that the Register is a punishment added to that of any original sentence imposed by the courts. When the 1997 Act became law, anyone registered would have to inform the police of his/her whereabouts. If he/she changed their residence or used another name, they must inform the police. This could be done by telephone, or by letter. That was it. Nothing else was required. The police, and certain others, needed to know where ex-offenders were living. They would also want to know, obviously, where the offender was working. The Sexual Offences Act 2003 insists notification must be made in person at a designated police station, and must be made within three days of any change of name, new address or home address; and much more. The ECHR say the above is ‘merely’ registration. It most certainly is not. It is severe restriction on movement and anyone would understand that it is an added penalty in every sense of the word. Somewhere there must be a lawyer who would be willing to take a case to the ECHR once more?



Retrospective application ...................................................................................... PETER FINNEY - HMP PARKHURST I write in support of Stephen Faulkner whose letter (Wrong Interpretation) in your January issue finally provided me with some renewed optimism, as I have frequently argued for a retrospective application of the legislation regarding IPP sentences since the amendments to the CJA in July 2008. Now at least my view that a gross miscarriage of justice continues to exist is shared by others. In my efforts to bring forth a retrospective application of the new legislation, I wrote several letters to the House of Lords, particularly to those who made significant contributions to the discussions leading to the amendments. One letter was passed to the Ministry of Justice, who wrote back informing me that the IPP sentence will remain a major plank of the Government’s public protection policy and why such a sentence might be issued. If such an offence was not considered ‘dangerous’ prior to April 2005, and not regarded as such now, there can be little justification for upholding the sentences imposed during the intervening period. My argument is that in light of the new legislation, sentences for those with a tariff of two years or less should be brought into line and the standard half remission should apply. I have not given up my fight for a retrospective application of the new laws and would willingly add my support to anyone currently serving a tariff period of less than two years who wishes to launch a legal challenge against the sentence imposed.



We are passionate about getting justice, justice being our priority.



24 hours a day 01704 500771 We work to win A L B L AW 21a Hoghton Street Southport PR9 0NS A r t h u r L B l a c k h u r s t - Solicitor Advocate Mike Gibbons LLB - Solicitor www.alblaw.co.uk e-mail: [email protected] Regulated by Solicitors Regulation Authority



The day started with one question: ‘Gov, can I get a pair of boxer shorts please?’ ‘You’ll need to fill in an application form’, he says. ‘Which form is that? Can I have one’? ‘You’ll need a form for the clothing application but to get one you will need to fill out a general application form for the application form for the clothing form to receive your boxer shorts’. ‘Ok Gov, can I have one please?’ The officer then asked if I had filled out a B714 form. ‘No’ I said, ‘What’s one of those’? I say, feeling confused. ‘It’s the form you will need to fill in for an application form for the form to get the application form for the clothing form to get your boxer shorts’, he replied. ‘OK Gov, can I get one please?’ Note I’m still being polite! ‘Before you can get the B-714 application form you will need the C/782 form to get the B-714 form for the application to receive the application form for the clothing form for your boxers’, he says as he begins to walk off. ‘Hang on Gov, can I get a C/782 form to start this all off … PLEASE!’ Walking back to the bars he explains to me that to get the C/782 form for the B-714 form for the application form to receive the application form to get the clothing form application form for the boxers … I first need an F-221B form. ‘Sod it, I’m going commando!’ I replied.



D EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY & APPROACHABLE FIRM OF SOLICITORS YOU CAN TRUST TO FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS



W e provide legal protection for Prisoners' Rights



www.banksy.co.uk



ALB Law are Nationwide specialists in shortening sentences and securing the release of the wrongly convicted.



including murder, rape/serious sexual assaults, drug related cases and serious fraud



PETER MULCAHY - HMP BULLINGDON



PRISON LAW & CRIMINAL APPEAL SPECIALISTS



SENTENCE T OO LONG? WRONGLY CONVICTED?



‡ All aspects of crime



.....................................................



CRYSTAL PARTNERS SOLICIT ORS



A LB LAW Professional Specialist Lawyers



‡ Combined ‘in house’ legal experience of more than 50 years



HMP application forms!



KEEP FIGHTING FOR



YOUR RIGHTS U Human rights U Parole U Transfer U I.E.P U Re-categorisation U Adjudications U Tariff U Recall U J.R. U Appeals U Prison Law U Medical mistakes 62a The Avenue Southampton SO17 1XS 3-5 South Street, Havant PO9 1BU The DC Centre, Speedwell Street London SE8 4AT



W e can provide you with legal advice, assistance and effective effective representation in the following matters:



DDisciplinary adjudications, MDT'S Unauthorised possessions etc DLicence Revocation and Recall to Custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board)



DParole Applications/Appeals DOral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) DRecall and Adjudications: Advice and Representation DRe-categorisation and Cat A Reviews DTariff Reviews and Minimum term Representations DCare proceedings DContact with Children: (Allocation to Mother and Baby unit) DCriminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC'S, DCCRC Cases (assistance with review applications) C r y s ta l P a r t n e r s S o l i c i t o r s 8 a Tu r n p i k e L a n e , L o n d o n N 8 0 P T



0 8 4 5



Tel. 023 9248 3322



SPECIALISTS IN PRISON LAW



5 0 0 0



2 4 0



Mr. Chris Isichei Mob: 07737 146 733 Mr. Cosmas Emeti Mob: 07944 624 607 Mr. Godwin Ehujor Mob: 07828 159 638



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E



FOR AN IMMEDIATE RESPONSE AND PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
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MDT contamination



‘Irresponsible’ cartoon



..................................................... DAVID LAMONT - HMP GARTREE



..................................................... ALISON HENDERSON - LANCASHIRE I would like to reply to HMP Parc Equalities Manager Jo Melen’s complaint in your February issue regarding the ‘irresponsible’ cartoon that she considered homophobic. I actually found her complaint to be completely and utterly bonkers. I don’t agree with any kind of bullying, nor do I condone any form of discrimination, but there are various cartoons we could all easily take offence to; for example the George and Lynne cartoons in The Sun newspaper. It so happens that Lynne has far bigger knockers than I have, but I have no intention of rounding up the 32AA bra size brigade in order to ask the editor to replace his cartoon for something more suitable … like an advertisement for fried eggs! In the February issue of Inside Time there was a cartoon that featured Noah and a couple of animals. I wonder if the cartoon ridiculed religion in any way. Others, like myself, who are animal lovers, don’t take too kindly to a father Christmas lookalike taking half of Longleat on a boat which was stuck up on a mountain. I don’t hear any animal rights activists kicking off about it because he only took two of a kind! Where do we draw the line? No disrespect but maybe Jo Melen, as an Equalities Manager, should look at what is screened on our TVs. ‘Little Britain’ is a typical example - ‘the only gay in the village’ - which is played by a gay actor/comedian himself. Dozens of reality TV shows feature gay celebrities that openly talk about their sexuality live on air and make the odd joke or two about it. Take Joe Swash and George Takei for example in ‘I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here. Light-hearted humour is what it’s called! Finally, I would like to make a complaint of my own to Inside Time. Your paper featured a cartoon showing a woman looking through a mirror that made her backside look massive; as Ricky Tomlinson would say: ‘Irresponsible cartoon my arse!’



Insidetime March 2009 www.insidetime.org



Photo courtesy: Leighton Observer



Max Szuca ( top row, third from left) with family and friends after the retrial.



Justice finally done ..................................................... MAX'S DAUGHTER Having given a ‘voice’ to my father Max Szuca through his article in your August 2008 issue (Lamb to the Slaughter), in which he relived the nightmare scenario of being wrongfully found guilty of sexual offences of which he was totally innocent, in no small measure due to inadequate legal representation, your readers might like to know that following his retrial, which lasted for nine days; on 18th February the jury unanimously found him ‘not guilty’ of all charges.



August 2008 Our nightmare (and I say ‘our’ nightmare, meaning my father's and our family) lasted for 1,388 days. He was arrested in December 2005 and charged in January 2006. It then



went to trial and my father was found guilty in November 2006. He was given a 7 year sentence, upon which his law team advised there was no ground for appeal on either conviction or sentencing. It was my sister that got it to the Royal Courts of Justice, in a story one cannot believe possible - but she did and on 8th July 2008, his case was finally heard at the Royal Courts where his conviction was rendered unsafe pending a retrial.



¬ Max Szuca, author of ‘Lamb



to the Slaughter’ told Inside Time: ‘I would like to thank Inside Time for their open-minded editorial content for prisoners. Furthermore, in the February 2009 issue, the article ‘Appeals against conviction - conduct of trial lawyers’ by David Wells, much of the content rang true to my successful appeal, especially the reference to applicants waiving privilege. ‘My life can slowly gain some normality, as I try to rebuild it and my message to the 32 prisoners, and their families, who wrote to me in response to my article would be that I hope any help I gave them in trying to find justice will come to mean just that … justice. ‘I would also like to take this opportunity to thank my family and friends who stood by me throughout this evil madness’.



SEB Solicitors Prison Law Specialist



Has your right been ignored, Act now! We are a specialist Criminal and Prison Law practice based in East London. We are willing to fight the Prison Service system for you and can provide effective advice and assistance in the following areas:



Licences recalls -Sentence Calculation Recategorisation & allocation HDC conditions & breaches Lifer reviews - Tariff reduction Parole - Criminal appeals and CCRC Adjudications - Human rights issues MDT and Independent urine tests Judicial reviews Criminal Defence - Appeal and CCRC Transfer to other prisons



I was recently called in front of the governor for refusing to supply a sample for an MDT. The charge against me was proven, despite the fact that I had provided evidence in my defence. I was expected to provide my sample in the VDT suite. This suite is a prime setting for cross contamination, with cushioned chairs, carpeted floor and due to its position there are regular comings and goings. From the hygiene aspect, the suite does not have easy to clean floor and wall surfaces and does not have a strict access policy for staff and prisoners. Even when it is being used for MDT it is still open for VDT with anybody able to walk in. The equipment for MDT is not isolated and staff not wearing white coats, as stated they should be in the PSO. In light of these discrepancies, I deemed that my MDT would not be legal. Even when quoting the relevant PSO, the governor would not drop the charge. If the case had been found in my favour, would that mean all previous MDTs taken when staff were not wearing a white lab coat would be considered null and void?



¬ The Ministry of Justice writes: The wearing of protective clothing is for hygiene purposes and is not an absolute requirement for sample collectors involved in Mandatory Drug Testing. While the situation described by Mr Lamont cannot be described as ideal, there is nothing here that would render an MDT test invalid. Health and safety arrangements for MDT are set out in Appendix 10 to PSO 3601. Chapter 5 of the PSO states that: “Only a properly equipped and maintained sample collection site provides the necessary conditions, free of potential contaminants and interference from other prisoners ...” but then also explains that: “The site must be searched, cleaned and any potential contaminants removed (e.g. soap, cleaning fluids, salt)”. The point here is to remove any possibility of prisoners seeking to interfere with the MDT process. The chance of drugs contaminating samples is extremely remote and in any case this would be identified by the laboratory as the evidence through urine analysis would confirm whether or not the drugs had passed through the body.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE APPEALS PRISON LAW



ikp



Imran Khan & Partners



Solicitors Advice and representation on all aspects of prison law including: Prison Discipline Licence Recall Parole Board Reviews/Appeals Lifer/IPP & Extended Sentences Categorisation, Allocation & Transfers HDC/ROTL Tariff Reviews Judicial Reviews & Prisoners Rights plus Crime, Family and Actions Against the Police



Please contact: Tabitha Bushill Imran Khan & Partners 47 Theobalds Road London WC1X 8SP



Please contact Ms Shewli Begum or Mr Tuoyo Eruwa at SEB Solicitors, 328b Bethnal Green Road, London E2 OAG 0207 729 9042 or 0207 033 9697



020 7404 3004 020 8598 8558



We shall be pleased to visit you as soon as we hear from you



[email protected]



or freephone 0800 088 4050 24 Hour Emergency 07738 802 993
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Life after drugs



Facing the demons



Bar set too high



..................................................... KATE LOFTUS - HMP SEND



..................................................... ADRIAN BURKE - HMP WAKEFIELD



.....................................................



I came to jail in 2006 as an addict who’d lost everything - children, family and self-respect. In 2007 I was shipped to Send Prison to do the RAPT drug course. I had no idea what I was letting myself in for and in my sick head was in denial and just ticking boxes, or so I thought.



‘What Happened Next’ was the title of a very interesting programme on TV about a recovering alcoholic facing up to the demons of his past in the only way an alcoholic can - one day at a time. Almost three years ago I contacted AA headquarters who put me in touch with two sponsors and believe me, I have never looked back.



I can honestly say the five months spent on the course were the hardest five months of my life; they stripped me down to nothing and made me look at the one person I didn’t want to face or examine too closely - myself. I had to open my deepest, darkest thoughts and shames to twelve other women, all pretty much in the same boat as myself. I am the type of person who will sit back and fix others’ problems but when it comes to me; I’ve always kept stuff very close to my chest. I was told that this was a relapse waiting to happen. This really scared me, so I opened up, trusted my peers, grieved, and started working through my issues and made some special friends who never once judged me and I’ll have for the rest of my life.



Prisons today are full of people who are there as a result of drink-fuelled crime. To those people I can advise that going on alcohol education courses will be of great use if they are prepared to take on board what is said, but for an alcoholic it is a completely different ball game. I was convicted over ten years ago of causing the death of my best friend - the reason was jealousy fuelled by alcohol; I wasn’t just drunk; I am an alcoholic. I have attended alcohol groups and courses and find they are little or no use - their forums don’t tell me anything I don’t already know. My need is the AA meetings which most prisons hold but not here at Wakefield; they were stopped with nothing by way of an explanation. Since I was introduced to my sponsors they have kept my resolution strong, which is to remain sober when or if I am released. There isn’t a prison that can really do anything for an alcoholic, one of my sponsors has been dry now for almost twenty years but still needs AA and attends 3/4 meetings a week.I had to reach out on my own because the prison system does not fully grasp what an alcoholic really is. Any alcoholic out there can, like I did, strike out on your own by contacting the AA Office: PO Box 1, 10 Toft Green, York YO1 7NJ.



Just over a year on and my life has changed dramatically, and it’s all due to RAPT, fellowship and a belief in myself. I have worked in the community for six months and built strong relationships with my son and my mother which I honestly thought could never happen. Yes I’m still in prison, but I’ve discovered something I’d lost and forgotten … the real me. So to all you addicts out there, who feel there’s no way out, don’t sit in prison waiting for the end of your sentence; take the opportunity to attend the RAPT programme - what do you have to lose?



Visitors’ Amenities Fund ............................................................................................. CHARLES HANSON - HMP BLANTYRE HOUSE I have a query regarding 20p per week deductions being made from prisoners' earnings for the 'Visitors Amenities Fund'. Having been informed that it is ‘common practice across the estate to make a deduction for this purpose’, I’ve referred to PSO 4460 and can see no reference whatsoever to this and am of the belief that permission from the prisoner is required. Might Inside Time clarify the situation?



¬ The Prison Service writes: The policy on Prisoners’ Pay is set out in Prison Service Order (PSO) 4460, which can be viewed in the prison library. The section on ‘Deductions’ is at 2.10 which states: ‘The Prisoners Earnings Act 1996 has not been implemented, therefore establishments have no powers to make compulsory deductions from prisoners’ pay in respect of board and lodging, voluntary organisations, dependants, or savings schemes, however establishments may operate voluntary schemes - particularly with regard to contributions to voluntary organisations and/or savings schemes, provided the terms of the scheme are clearly set out in the prisoner’s compact. These may be linked to particular employment’. As we are unable to get involved in individual cases, can we advise Mr Hanson that he submits either an application or a Form COMP 1 requesting an explanation as to why he is being deducted money each week from his earnings for the Visitors Amenities Fund.



VLS



Solicitors



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists PRISONERS’ LEGAL RIGHTS - NEED HELP? ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



Licence Recalls Parole Reviews Adjudications Categorisation Transfers HDC Appeals



Please contact,



Aloysius or Sam at:



VLS Solicitors Gibson House 800 High Road London N17 0DH



0208 808 7999 Mobile 07940 728 166
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PETER MANN - HMP GARTREE I read with interest the article in your January issue by David Wells of Wells Burcombe Solicitors regarding the CCRC and their tests in relation to referring ‘fresh evidence’ cases to the Court of Appeal. If only it was that simple! My application to the CCRC, which directly related to fresh evidence that clearly met the statutory basis for admission referred to by Mr. Wells, was summarily rejected. The application was based on the grounds that cogent evidence which was not introduced at trial, but existed at the time, should have been used; something that Mr. Wells refers to as constituting the ‘fresh’ evidence the CCRC require. What I found particularly galling was his assertion that the general rule (upon which the CCRC operate reference what constitutes fresh evidence) is that the Court of Appeal has a discretionary power to receive fresh evidence which represents ‘a potentially very significant safeguard against the possibility of injustice’. Speaking from the sharp end of the stick, I found the reality to be that the bar set by the CCRC is impossibly high and that they require a virtually impossible standard of proof before they will even consider referring a case back to the Court of Appeal.



Handling legal documents ..................................................... HOWARD WOODIN - HMP DOVEGATE I am extremely concerned that my legal correspondence was handled and searched during a cell ‘spin’ without me being present, therefore seek confirmation of national procedure and policy.



¬ The National Offender



Management Service writes:



¬ David Wells, Partner with Wells Burcombe Solicitors writes: I would



As outlined in Function 3 of the National Security Framework, prisoners must be asked to identify legal documentation at the start of a cell search. Searching staff may not read legal papers but may examine the bundle to ensure that it is bona fide legal documentation and does not contain an unauthorised article.



disagree that the bar set by the CCRC is impossibly high; difficult yes, and for good reason, but not impossible. The task of the CCRC is a difficult one. It has to assess how the Court of Appeal might receive and interpret new evidence. I note the CCRC’s reason for rejecting Mr Mann’s application. I can only assume from the decision that the CCRC concluded that there was no reasonable explanation for the failure to introduce the ‘fresh evidence’ at the time of the trial.



The Daly Judgement, which was ruled in the House of Lords in 2001, found that prisoners must, in normal circumstances, be present when legal correspondence is searched during a cell search. However, staff are not prevented from conducting a search of legal papers where there is an operational emergency or intelligence which requires immediate action on senior management authority, irrespective of the presence of the prisoner.



It is difficult for me to comment in great detail because I cannot ascertain with certainty from what Mr Mann says whether or not his trial lawyers had sight of the statements prior to or during the trial. If his legal team did not have the benefit of having had sight to the statements, then the finger points towards the prosecution for non-disclosure. If this is the case, the statements would have been ‘fresh’ in the true sense of the word. If they were disclosed, but his trial lawyers saw them, it is not fresh evidence per se, although that does not mean that his conviction ought to be regarded as safe. I wonder if Mr Mann gave thought to Judicially Reviewing the decision of the CCRC not to refer his case? I would be happy to hear from him direct.



On completion of searching legal documentation, the prisoner must be given the option to either have his legal papers sealed whilst he is not present for the remainder of the search or to take them with him/her.



Apology In our February issue we featured a contribution from Geoff Wilson in HMP Albany and inadvertently misquoted Mr Wilson. It should have read … ‘the only running he ever did was for a ‘bus’, and not for a ‘hit’ as printed. We apologise to Mr Wilson for the error and for any embarrassment caused.
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Newsround



HMP Leicester ... ‘some improvement, but more needed’ Leicester had begun to improve, but a great deal of further progress was needed said Chief Inspector of Prisons Anne Owers DBE on the small, overcrowded, inner-city local prison with old and inadequate buildings. Inspectors found that in spite of a poor environment in reception and the first night centre, prisoners had good quality care and reported positively on their early experiences. Efforts had been made to improve violence reduction and safer custody procedures, but these areas still needed a great deal of development. Much of the accommodation was in a poor state of repair, and some single cells were unsuitable for double occupancy. Staff-prisoner relationships were ‘reasonable’, but the personal officer and incentives schemes were not effective. It was disappointing, said Inspectors, that in a city with one of the most diverse populations in the country, diversity work was so underdeveloped. Security was good, as were measures to reduce the supply of drugs into the prison, and detoxification arrangements were sound. However there was insufficient activity; inspectors found nearly half the prisoners locked in their cells. This was disguised by ‘grossly inadequate’ recording. The quality of education was poor and the resettlement strategy needed improvement, however there were good practical reintegration services.



HMP Swansea ... ‘safe but overcrowded’ Swansea performed reasonably well in the three important areas of safety, respect and resettlement but struggled with too many prisoners, said Anne Owers publishing the findings of a short follow-up inspection. Recent inspections have shown that good staff-prisoner relationships helped to mitigate some of the problems caused by old and unsuitable buildings and insufficient activity space; this inspection confirmed that relationships in general remained very good.



Inspectors found that Swansea was in general a safe prison, but there was too much reliance on relationships, as opposed to systems, to support this, with the danger that some prisoners less well-known to staff could be overlooked. Personal officer work was underdeveloped and cultural and racial awareness was not strong; the environment remained clean but overcrowded - single cells with unscreened toilets were shared and there were insufficient showers. First night and induction procedures had improved, but there were weaknesses in the oversight of anti-bullying and suicide prevention measures. Vulnerable prisoners were now integrated into the prisoner population with access to a full regime. There was still no dedicated detoxification wing, but drug use appeared relatively low for a local prison. Inspectors commented that there had been noticeable improvements in activity, despite the limitations of space. Time out of cell had increased, as had the number of education and training spaces, although there was insufficient basic skills provision. Unfortunately there had been little progress in Swansea’s resettlement work since the last inspection.



HMP/YOI Peterborough ... ‘progress but weaknesses remain’ Peterborough opened in spring 2005 and, as the only prison holding both men and women, had made progress but there were weaknesses in staff-prisoner relationships and in meeting the specific needs of women. Inspectors found procedures to ensure safety had improved, with better support in the early days of custody, and considerably improved detoxification arrangements. However, levels of self-harm among women remained high, and bullying procedures needed strengthening. Staff-prisoner relationships were not positive, with little interaction or support for prisoners from relatively inexperienced officers. More progress was needed in race, foreign national and diversity issues. Healthcare had improved, but there remained much to be done, and primary mental health services were underresourced.



CLARKE KIERNAN SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE SOUTH EAST WE ARE A RESPECTED ‘LEGAL 500’ FIRM FRANCHISED BY THE LEGAL SERVICES COMMISSION AND OUR DEDICATED AND EXPERIENCED TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU IN ANY AREA OF LITIGATION PRISON LAW DEPARTMENT Catherine McCarthy



CIVIL DEPARTMENT Gemma Clennell



FAMILY DEPARTMENT Amanda Marshall



All aspects of criminal law, including Appeals/CCRC/Confiscation Orders.



Assault, personal injury and any other civil claims against the Police or Prison Service.



All aspects of matrimonial and child care law, including proceedings involving Local Authority or individuals in relation to children, all aspects of domestic work, both for Applicant and Respondent, all aspects of financial proceedings between married or formerly married parties and non-married parties between each other and in relation to children



All aspects of prison law, including adjudications,parole, DLP, categorisation, Judicial Review



Employment and discrimination claims, especially on behalf of Prison Officers.



2-4 Bradford Street Tonbridge Kent TN9 1DU Tel: 01732 360999



MARCH/APRIL 2009 HMCIP inspection schedule 09/03 30/03 30/03 20/04 20/04



Aylesbury Garth Dorchester Wetherby Haslar IRC & Escort



Prisoner Survey Responses 2007/08 HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales Annual Report 2007-2008 published 29th January 2009 Number of completed questionnaires returned



White prisoners



THE INSPECTOR CALLS...



The mother and baby unit was well-run. The quantity and quality of activity places had increased, with better allocation procedures and more skills training. However, there was still not enough activity. Resettlement work had improved, with the introduction of the offender management system, and better accommodation and drug treatment services. However, there was insufficient provision for the specific needs of short-term prisoners and women lifers and young adults.



Black and minority ethnic prisoners
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1,081



2,471



%



%



Did you have any problems when you first arrived?



16



21



Did you feel safe on your first night here?



71



84



Is it easy/very easy to get a complaints form?



81



85



Do you feel complaints are sorted out fairly?



17



21



Do you feel complaints are sorted out promptly?



20



23



Have you ever been made to or encouraged to withdraw a complaint since you have been in this prison?



17



13



Are you on the enhanced (top) level of the IEP scheme?



35



40



Do you feel you have been treated fairly in your experience of the IEP scheme?



35



55



In the last six months have any members of staff physically restrained you (C&R)?



10



6



In the last six months have you spent a night in the segregation/care and separation unit?



15



13



Do you feel your religious beliefs are respected?



58



55



Are you able to speak to a religious leader of your faith in private if you want to?



60



59



Are you able to speak to a Listener at any time, if you want to?



53



67



Do you have a member of staff, in this prison, that you can turn to for help if you have a problem?



61



70



Do most staff, in this prison, treat you with respect?



62



72



Have you ever felt unsafe in this prison?



39



34



Do you feel unsafe in this establishment at the moment?



21



15



Have you been victimised (insulted or assaulted) by another prisoner?



24



24



Have you been victimised (insulted or assaulted) by a member of staff?



34



23



Have you ever felt threatened or intimidated by another prisoner/group of prisoners in here?



22



25



Have you ever felt threatened or intimidated by a member of staff in here?



27



19



Do you think the overall quality of the healthcare is good/very good?



39



42



Do you feel your job will help you on release?



30



31



Do you feel your vocational or skills training will help you on release?



34



34



Do you feel your education (including basic skills) will help you on release?



51



44



Do staff normally speak to you at least most of the time during association time?



16



21



Do you know who to contact, within this prison, to get help with finding a job on release?



36



42



Do you know who to contact, within this prison, to get help with finding accommodation on release?



39



44



Do you know who to contact, within this prison, to get help with your finances in preparation for release?



27



32
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Assistance with all Prison Law issues, in particular CCRC Applications, Adjudications and Parole Board Hearings



PLUS Deportation & all Immigration Matters



Specialists in all aspects of Criminal Law with particular expertise in Serious Crime and Fraud Cases and Confiscation Proceedings



For immediate assistance please contact 4HEO"ENSONOR0HYLLIS%GOLEAT



For a prompt service please contact



0HIL3OLICTORS "ROAD,ANE ,ONDON.$*







 



Fax: 0208 885 2748
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Gareth Martin or Sarah Bull 19 Ralli Courts West Riverside Manchester M3 5FT 0161 831 5535



approved member of the Serious Fraud Panel



Newsround



Insidetime March 2009 www.insidetime.org agency Gyro International for St Giles Trust, a charity dedicated to rehabilitating offenders, Paphitis urged fellow entrepreneurs to help however they could. The audience also heard from former Lord Chief Justice Phillips; Sir Anthony Greener (former Chairman of Diageo and vice-Chairman of BT), and exoffenders who now work for the St Giles Trust.



Prison Officers reject pay deal Prison officers have overwhelmingly rejected the government's proposed changes to pay and working conditions because they fear the new structure would be unsafe.



Theo Paphitis said: “I’ve often talked about the social barriers I had to address in order to establish myself as a success in business, but they are nothing compared to those faced by ex-prisoners looking to start a new life. So often, the issues behind the stats are deeply ingrained, and span generations of families who have found it impossible to break this depressing, costly, vicious circle.



The government's £50m workforce modernisation programme would see existing staff become "residential" officers, while a tier of "operations officers" would be created. The intention is that by 2012, up to 30% of new recruits will be operations officers. Although they would receive the same training, operations officers would have fewer responsibilities. All prison officers would have to pass an annual fitness test where they run between bollards at a certain speed.



Addressing social barriers Star of BBC TV’s ‘Dragon’s Den’ Theo Paphitis (pictured) is spearheading a charity drive to address the national statistics on re-offending. Speaking at an event at Wandsworth Prison launched by marketing



“I know that giving to prisoners and ex-prisoners isn’t high on many of our agendas, but once you start to understand the reasons for re-offending, and the hefty cost to the British taxpayer, up to £11 billion per year, you begin to understand exactly how important the work of St Giles Trust is”.



New director for Action for Prisoners’ Families Deborah Cowley (pictured) has replaced Lucy Gampell as the new director of Action for Prisoners’ Families (APF). Deborah has worked for some years in the field of parenting support and was most recently Director of Operations at Parenting UK, an umbrella organisation for agencies and individuals working with parents. She now heads a 15 year-old charity that has grown from a ‘one woman show’ run by Lucy Gampell to an organisation that employs 10 people and represents over 100 members. Deborah told Inside Time, "This year's HM Inspectorate annual report has reminded us that the quality and provision of visits centres is largely dependent on the involvement of community and voluntary sector organisations. APF represents these organisations and we will be doing everything we can to ensure that the importance of their work is highlighted at policy making and funding levels." In return, the government offered a 4.75% consolidated pay rise over three years. But in a ballot of 25,000 members of the Prison Officers Association (POA) in England and Wales, 84% rejected the proposals, warning the plan was unsafe and could risk disturbances in jails. The Association’s National Chairman Colin Moses said: “Clearly the Prison Service has failed to win the hearts and minds of POA members. They do not trust NOMS or the management team of the Prison Service, who the POA believe have hoodwinked the Ministry of Justice and Government officials into supporting their ill thought out proposals, which were never designed to reform the Prison Service, addressing offending behaviour or re-offending rates but were simply to save money and allow those in authority to continue to mismanage the public sector Prison Service.”



ROSS SIMON & CO Unit 23 Eurolink Business Centre 49 Effra Road London SW2 1BZ



‡ParoleReviews ‡ LicenceRecalls ‡Categorisation&Transfer ‡ Adjudications ‡ReviewandAppeals ‡LiferPanels(Reviews) ‡ ConfiscationOrders ‡ FurtherCharges ‡ ImmigrationMatters ‡ AppealsagainstDeportaion ‡ HumanRightsIssues



Call - Miss Wang or Mr Debe



0207 738 7953 Specialists in Criminal Defence & Prison Law



Action for Prisoners Families is seen as the representative voice of practitioners working with families affected by imprisonment lobbies to demonstrate the needs of those families at policy-making levels, and is committed to providing well designed much needed information to individuals whose lives are so often damaged when a person goes to prison.



OLLIERS S O LI C ITO R S Parole We will advise you throughout the process and will inform you if the decision is challengeable by way of judicial review



Lifers Representation for discretionary and mandatory lifers Automatic Life sentence and I.P.P. inmates and Tariff Review g sentin Repre rs in e prison and d n a l g En for 10 Wa l e s s year



Recatagorisation



Video Link faciliti e s no Licence Conditions availab w l e Confused? We will advise you



Cat A to Cat D



Recalls



North W est Adjudications Advice given on all aspects of Prison Law



0 1 6 1
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Inside Time says goodbye and ‘thank you’ to: The Rt Hon Sir Peter Lloyd, former Minister of Prisons, who retires having served for 14 years as Chairman of the New Bridge Foundation - Inside Time’s parent body. He was asked to serve as President of the Independent Monitoring Board (IMB) for 4 years from 2003 until April 2007 to help put into effect the recommendations of the 2001 BOV Review, which he chaired. Tony Pearson CBE, former Deputy Director General of HM Prison Service, who retires from the Board of Directors of Inside Time. He told the newspaper: 'Inside Time has had to contend with assorted opposition since it first appeared. But I'm sure the value of a newspaper in which prisoners can air views, challenge practices, ask questions and, I hope, learn is now well established. I've been very glad to have been associated with IT over the last few years and to see it grow and thrive. Very soon I shall have been retired for 10 years and it's time to hand over to someone with up to date knowledge of the prisons world. Geoff Hughes fits the bill nicely. Long may IT fill a much needed niche.'



... and warmly welcomes David Graham MBE, the new Chairman of the New Bridge Foundation, who joined the Independent Monitoring Board (IMB) almost two decades ago and has been a member of the IMB National Council since it was first created in 2003. Geoff Hughes, former Governor of Belmarsh prison, who joines the Board of Directors of Inside Time. He told the newspaper: ‘I am delighted to be joining the Board of Directors of Inside Time following my retirement from the Prison Service. I hope my experience, including governing Belmarsh, Cardiff and Drake Hall plus 4 years as a prison inspector with HMCIP, will enable me to contribute to Inside Time, with it's excellent reputation for providing interesting and accurate information to prisoners.’ Louise Shorter, former producer on the BBC Rough Justice programme, who joins the Board of Directors of Inside Time.



Prompt representation for Determinate Sentence and Life Sentence Recalls.



Contact Jeremy Pinson: Olliers Solicitors Castlefield Chambers 11 Duke S treet Manchester M3 4NF
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Criminal Defence Service



1 5 1 5



FED UP WITH THE SYSTEM? WE’LL FIGHT IT FOR YOU!



She told the newspaper: ‘Joining the Inside Time Board is a golden opportunity to continue my long standing interest in prisons and the people inside; those who are there willingly as well as those who are not. It is a real chance to continue the experiences I have had over the past 15 years in making television and radio programmes about criminal justice issues, and I am thrilled to be able to assist with such a vital resource for prisoners.’
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Newsround IPP prisoners ‘abandoned in a maze’ Campaigners have urged ministers to act over the holding of prisoners in jail beyond their minimum sentences because they do not have access to the various courses they are required to take to demonstrate they no longer present a risk.



Diversion works says Sainsbury report Diverting people with mental health problems from prison is good value for taxpayer’s money but existing diversion arrangements are not achieving their potential, says a report published by Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health. ‘Diversion: A better way for criminal justice and mental health’ finds that court diversion and liaison schemes in England only work with one in five of the people with mental health problems who go through the criminal justice system. Too little is being done to ensure that offenders with mental health problems make continuing use of community mental health services. The report concludes that good quality diversion offers excellent value for money to the taxpayer. It can reduce the costs of expensive court proceedings and unnecessary imprisonment of people on remand or sentence. It can reduce the risk of re-offending among people who get mental health treatment in the community instead of being imprisoned; and it can improve people’s mental health, which benefits them, their families and society as a whole. It finds that there is an especially strong case for diverting people who commit comparatively minor offences from short prison sentences to community sentences. For each person who is diverted from a prison sentence, and who gets good quality mental healthcare in their community, an average of £20,000 can be saved in crime-related costs alone. Diversion: A better way for criminal justice and mental health is available from Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health Tel: 020 7827 8305 or www.scmh.org.uk, price £10.



"Approaching 1,000 IPP prisoners are now being held beyond the tariff set by the courts," said Juliet Lyon, director of the Prison Reform Trust. "It is likely that many of these prisoners who have served their minimum tariff but remain in prison do so because they have had no opportunity to demonstrate they pose no risk if released." She added that the IPP was ‘unnecessary, indiscriminate and has proved to be unworkable; overfilling prisons and leaving prison staff to try to make sense of the mess ... ministers cannot abandon these people in a maze with no exit or think the problem will go away if they ignore it."



Watchdogs urge NHS to improve healthcare in prison The Healthcare Commission and Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Prisons have joined forces to call on the NHS to provide better healthcare for adults in the prison system. The watchdogs said commissioning of healthcare services by primary care trusts (PCTs) was variable and did not always meet the health needs of individual prisoners. The Report points to lack of planning and poor assessment of the health needs of prisoners. This meant that PCTs were not always able to provide the right services or ensure the right number or mix of staff. The watchdogs also said that many PCTs did not commission court diversion schemes, which may help to divert offenders with mental health problems out of the criminal justice system and into appropriate health services Anna Walker, Healthcare Commission Chief Executive, said: "We know that prisoners generally have poorer health than the general population. Statistics show that 90% have a mental health problem, a problem with drugs and alcohol, or both. "It is clear from our work that, while improvements have been made, healthcare for offenders is not what it should be - for adults



and young people. This must change, not just because it is the right thing to do for individuals, but because it is the right thing to do if we are serious about addressing the causes of crime. The Report highlighted issues such as: I Only four of the 18 PCTs had conducted recent assessments of needs for healthcare in prison, although six said they had assessments underway. I Half of PCTs interviewed did not formally measure whether prisoners had equal access to healthcare as the general population. I Thirteen out of 18 PCTs said they did not commission court diversion schemes, however three of these PCTs said schemes were in place, but not commissioned by them. I While 10 out of 18 PCTs said they ringfenced money for healthcare in prisons, there was no specific budget in the remaining eight and it was not clear how money was allocated. I There was limited evidence of clinical audits and only two PCTs used clinical audits to improve services. The ability to conduct audits was hampered by lack of computerised records. I Where healthcare staff were employed directly by the prison, it was not clear how training was monitored. I All PCTs interviewed needed to do further work to plan for the number of staff needed for prison healthcare.



Massive increase in legal aid for prisoners Legal aid for prisoners has increased almost twenty-fold in just six years thanks to an enormous growth in challenges over human rights and disciplinary action, and inmates being recalled to jail. Some £19 million of public funds was spent on legal services for inmates in 2008, compared to just £1 million in 2001/02 and the body responsible for it warned the growth is no longer sustainable. The Legal Services Commission, which operates legal aid, blamed rises in legal advice and assistance for inmates such as over human rights challenges and legal support for prisoners in adjudication hearings such as disciplinary action for those caught with drugs or mobile phones. There has also been a sharp rise in legal aid spending on Parole hearings. The LSC document showed one law firm earned more than half a million pounds dealing with prison law in 2007/08. The consultation document warned at current rates, the legal aid bill for prisoners would hit £45 million by 2010.



emailaprisoner (EMAP) Correction In our last issue we reported that the formal agreement between EMAP and NOM's for the standard service and special trials in Parc and The Wolds had been concluded. This is not in fact the case. Whilst many more prisons continue to have the system installed under local agreements, the negotiation of the national agreement is still being finalised. We apologise for our error.



SCOTTISH PRISONERS For sound advice from a friendly face cont act JEN REGAN or JULIA JONES
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KERRY MORGAN ‡LYNDSEY BROWN ‡ MIKE CAHILL



Morgan Brown & Cahill 10 Bexley Square Salford M3 6BZ







Bruce & Company Solicitors For a fast, reliable, efficient Advice & Assistance in all aspects of prison law inc: ‡ Parole Board Representation ‡ Human Rights ‡ Appeals (Including Late Appeals) ‡ Referral to SCCRC (Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission)



‡ Immigration ‡ Repatriation ‡ Categorisation and Transfer If you are in a prison in Scotland and require a visit regarding any of the above, please contact:



Grant Bruce Bruce & Company 24 West HIgh Street, Forfar DD8 1BA



01307 460666 ( 24 hr answering machine )



Solicitors to fight your case!
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Victorian Prisoner No 1



Prisoner John Lee



3934



Age: .......................................... 28 Height: ............................. 5ft 6¾” Hair: .................................. Brown Eyes: ..................................... Blue Complexion: ...................... Fresh Born: .................................. Surrey Married or Single: ............. Single Trade or Occupation: .... Labourer Distinguishing Marks: Pockmarked, Anchor left arm, Gun right arm. Address at time of apprehension: ............ 2 Martins Lane, Northgate Place & Date of Conviction: ............................ Surrey, Dec 1872 Offence for Which Convicted: ............................ Stealing a Goose Sentence: ..... 6 Mths Hard Labour



Big bottoms are good for you Good news for people with big bottoms. Subcutaneous fat – the kind that accumulates around the hips and buttocks – may actually be good for you. Researchers have known for some time that obesity in the abdominal, or visceral, area – the classic “beer belly” shape – raises a person’s risk of diabetes, whereas people with pear-shaped bodies are less prone to the disease. But it now turns out that the subcutaneous fat may actually be protecting the latter group by improving their sensitivity to insulin, which regulates blood sugar levels. Scientists studied the link by switching the two types of fat around in the bodies of mice. “The surprising thing was that it wasn’t where the fat was located, but the kind of fat that was the most important variable,” said Dr Ronald Kahn of Harvard Medical School, who led the research. Mice who had the subcutaneous fat taken from their hips and injected into their stomachs started to slim down and show better -regulated b l o o d sugar levels, whereas when visceral fat was injected into their bottoms, it made no difference to their health. Kahn’s team is working to find the substances produced in subcutaneous fat that provide the benefit, in the hope of developing a drug that can mimic the effect.



Date to be Liberated: .... 31.5.1873 Researched by Louise Shorter at the National Archives



Jennifer Lopez’s bum could protect her from diabetes



Mouthwash in health scare
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ODD MAN OUT



Using certain brands of mouthwash could dramatically raise the risk of contracting mouth cancer, according to new research by dental experts. Prof Michael McCullough of Melbourne University, who led the research, says that although most people don’t realise it, certain popular mouthwashes contain high levels of alcohol (up to 26%), and this alcohol helps cancer-causing substances such as nicotine to permeate the mouth lining. The increase in oral cancer risk is most pronounced, Prof McCullough claims, among smokers and drinkers who use alcoholic mouthwashes. While some critics have cast doubt on the findings, saying no direct link has yet been established between mouthwash and cancer, others have given the research a cautious welcome.



Question: who is the odd man out? LORD STEVENSON, former Chairman, HBOS bank;



SIR FRED GOODWIN, former Chief Executive, Royal Bank of Scotland;



ANDY HORNBY, former Chief Executive, HBOS;



New hope for MS sufferers A drug developed 30 years ago to treat leukaemia has been found not only to halt, but also to reverse the effects of multiple sclerosis (MS), the debilitating neurological condition caused when the immune system mistakenly attacks the fatty coating that surround the nerves. In a three-year trial on 334 patients in the early stages of the disease, researchers at Cambridge University compared the effectiveness of alemtuzumab against a common existing medication for MS, interferon beta-1a. They found that those given alemtuzumab were 78% less likely to relapse and had a 71% lower risk of being disabled after three years. Most remarkably, patients who took the drug showed fewer signs of disability at the end of the trial than at the beginning. Meanwhile, brain scans revealed that, whereas the brains of the patients on interferon beta-1a were slowly shrinking as the disease attacked tissue, the brains of those on alemtuzumab had enlarged as lost tissue was restored. “Somehow the drug is promoting brain repair,” said Alasdair Coles, a member of the team. However, it was shown to have some serious side-effects, which will have to be resolved before it can be licensed as a treatment for MS.



JOHN MCFALL, MP, Chairman of Treasury Select Committee;



ALISTAIR DARLING, Chancellor of the Exchequer and former Chancellor of the Exchequer GORDON BROWN; TERRY WOGAN, presenter of Radio 2 Breakfast Show.



Answer: Terry Wogan. He is the only one with a banking qualification.



D C SOLICITORS



Perry Clements



Petherbridge 3PECIALIST#RIMINAL AND0RISON,AW !DVICE4EAM DEALINGWITH tParole Board Oral Hearings incl Lifer Panels tRecalls tJudicial Reviews tAdjudications tParole Representations tTariff Representations tRecategorisation tRequests/ Complaints tLSP 3B/ 3E Reviews tMDT's/ Independent Analysis tAppeals tPolice Interviews



Write to us FREE at:



Freepost MID 18045 Nottingham NG1 1BR or call us on:



( 0115) 9583 472 Our dedicated team are always willing to help. Please feel free to contact : Jane W infield James Fairweather Ben Samples Martin Bridger Naomi De Silva Jessica Vogel L ucy Gelder A shley Raynor Suzanne Jovanovic Serina W oodhouse



“In a cell give us a bell” We provide assistance in all aspects of Criminal Defence, Family, Personal Injury & Prison Law, with a well-earned reputation for success. . Adjudications . Recalls & Oral Hearings . Parole Representation . Categorisation Reviews . IPP and Extended Sentences . Judicial Review / Human Rights . All Lifer Reviews . Transfers / CCRC . HDC Applications To contact our Prison Law Team direct call Matt Bellusci on 07834 630847, Becky Antcliffe on 07969 005616 or write to: Petherbridge Bassra Solicitors, Vintry House, 18-24 Piccadilly, Bradford BD1 3LS.



Tel: 01274 01274 724114 724114



Specialist in:



Criminal Defence & Prison Law DDisciplinary Adjudications, MDT's, Unauthorised Possessions etc



DParole applications/appeals DLicence revocation and Recall to custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board)



DTariff reviews and minimum term representation DRe-categorisation DHealthcare issues DHDC Conditions & Breaches DImmigration Appeals against Removal/Deportation DCriminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases For a prompt response please contact: Felicia Kenine at: P e r r y C l e m e n ts S o l i c i t o r s 2 n d F l o o r, H a r o l d H o u s e 7 3 H i g h St r e e t , Wa l t h a m C r o s s H e r ts E N 8 7 A F



Te l : 0 1 9 9 2 6 5 5 9 3 0 Fax: 01992 655931
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Newsround



Did I say that…?



It’s okay to Do alien life forms belch? marry your cousin There are signs of life on Mars and they don’t smell good. Over the past seven years, Nasa scientists have used an ultra-powerful telescope to detect “vast plumes” of methane, which they say are being “belched” into the atmosphere of the Red planet every summer. It isn’t certain that the foul-smelling methane is being produced by life forms, but tiny microbes living deep beneath the permafrost would be one possible explanation. Another is that the gas is the result of geological processes, but since there are no known active volcanoes on Mars, this is less likely. “We do not claim to have identified life, nor do we think it is possible to draw that conclusion solely on the basic of methane



“Please be mindful about how it looks and what public opinion will be. The banks have got to be sensitive to public opinion and I think they need to think about what is the best way forward.” Peter Mandelson addressing the Royal Bank of Scotland executives on ‘exorbitant’ bonus payments (5 February 2009). ‘It’s merely a top-up, I don’t know precisely how much he’ll get, but where he’s entitled to an allowance there’s no reason for him to forgo that allowance. I can’t comment on precisely how much he’ll get.’ A spokesman for Peter Mandelson on his £234,000 ‘transitionary payments’ on top of his salary for moving jobs from Brussels to London (12 October 2008).



The taboo on marriage between first cousins is misguided and out-of date. There is a popular belief - at least in the West - that wedlock between two people who share the same grandparents should be avoided because it raises the risk of children born with genetic deformities. But while there is some truth in this perception, the dangers are in fact minimal, according to Prof Hamish Spencer of the University of Otago in New Zealand and Prof Diane Paul of the University of Massachusetts. When a child is born to first cousins, the risk of its having congenital defects is only 2% higher than if its parents were not related, and the risk of infant mortality just 4.4% higher. “Women over the age of 40 have a similar risk of having children with birth defects and no one is suggesting they should Prof Spencer. Cousin marriage was once common in the West - Bach, Darwin and Poe all married their first cousins - but is now illegal in many US states (though not in the UK). “Such legislation reflects outmoded prejudices about immigrants and the rural poor and relies on over-simplified views of heredity,” said Spencer, whose study is published in the online journal Public Library of Science.



NEWS IN BRIEF



After calling Gordon Brown a ‘one eyed Scottish idiot’ Jeremy Clarkson’s favourite car is involved in a mysterious accident.



News that obesity has increased by 40% and nearly always leads to elasticated trousers takes a Sunderland supporter by surprise.



Stone Age man's loving family detection,” said Nasa’s Dr Michael Mumma, “but we now know where, and maybe when, to go and look for other chemical signatures that will distinguish whether this is biology or other processes work.” It is thought that the gas – which has been detected before on the planet, though never in such quantities – builds up beneath the surface during Mars’s winter and is then released in the summer when the relative warmth opens up fissures in the ground. Nasa’s next chance to investigate the matter further will be the launch of its Mars Science Laboratory, which is scheduled for 2011.



A Stone Age burial ground containing skeletons of adults embracing their dead children has provided the earliest evidence for the existence of the nuclear family.DNA tests on four of the skeletons indicate that they were a family unit - a mother, father and their two children. All bodies found on the site were interred more than 4,000 years ago, some having suffered a violent death. The discovery was made four years ago during quarrying in countryside 120 miles southwest of Berlin. Children who were related to the adults in the same grave were buried facing them, in their arms; unrelated children were buried behind the adults.



Andy Murray denies that a recent fourth round tie, in which he played late at night and under a full moon, affected him adversely.



Sex and the size of a man’s wallet Women have more orgasms if their husbands are rich. This may sound cynical, or even downright chauvinistic, but the link is borne out by statistical evidence, according to a pair of British psychologists. Dr Thomas Pollet Prof Daniel Nettles of Newcastle university used the Chinese Health and Family Life Survey - which questioned 5,000 people in China about a wide range of sexual, financial and other personal matters - to examine what effect extra noughts on the end of a man’s bank balance might have on the sexual pleasure enjoyed by a woman. The impact turned out to be “highly positive”. Indeed, the man’s wealth is a “more important” factor even than looks in determining the frequency of a woman’s orgasm. There are various possible explanations for the connection between wealth and sexual pleasure, but Dr Pollet believes it has an evolutionary basis. The man with resources has a better chance of providing a secure environment in which a woman’s children can grow up. It therefore makes evolutionary sense for her to signal her sexual satisfaction to him, suggesting she is good wife material, and that she won’t seek sexual satisfaction elsewhere.
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Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists ,OOKINGFORADEDICATEDLEGALTEAMTO FIGHTFORYOURRIGHTS .EEDAPROFESSIONAL EFFICIENTAND PROMPTSERVICE We offer Independant Legal Advice and Representation in the following areas: ‡ Criminal Proceedings and Appeals ‡ Confiscation Orders & Proceeds of Crime ‡ Adjudications ‡ Categorisation & Transfer ‡ Complaints and Maltreatment ‡ Recalls ‡ Lifer Panels and Parole Hearings ‡ CCRC Cases ‡ HDC Conditons and Breaches 0LEASECONTACT-ICHELLE-ATTIS 4R O T H  , A W  , , 0 Unit 17 Cannon Wharf Business Centre 35 Evelyn Street, London SE8 5RT  For a friendly and immediate response
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AA LAW
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"If you treat prisoners like animals, locking them up for 23 hours a day, you only have yourself to blame if they come out embittered and immediately re-offend." (Lord David Ramsbottom, former Chief Inspector of Prisons for England & Wales 2001)



We are a highly specialised firm dealing with criminal defence and prison law cases including: Human Rights, Categorisation, Recall, Disciplinary Hearings, Adjudications, all other prison related grievances & issues.



AA Law Solicitors Office 6b Skegness Business Centre, Heath Road, Skegness Lincs PE25 3SJ



01754 896970



And at a Commonwealth heads of government conference, the subject of power sharing is raised.
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 Do you know...? • Britain – the nation that gave the world television – is to lose its last TV factory. The Sanyo UK factory in Lowestoft will close this month, 82 years after John Logie Baird unveiled his new “televisor” in a laboratory in Soho. • The Advertising Standards Authority has been asked to rule on whether God exists. The lobbying group Christian Voice has complained to the ASA about the lack of “substantiation” for a new atheist poster campaign on buses which declared “there’s probably no God”.



• Half a million chickens, are to be removed from their cages. Following the trebling of the market for free-range eggs in the past year, Sainsbury’s will become the first of the supermarkets to end the sale of eggs from battery hens. • Premium teas, such as Earl Grey and Lapsang Souchong, have seen a major slump in sales, according to Twinings. Tea-drinkers feeling the pinch are apparently deserting them for budget, supermarket teas. • A quarter of five-year-olds have the Internet in their bedrooms. One in three eight-year-olds owns a mobile phone. By the time they leave primary school, 40% of nine-to



12-year-olds have the net in their room, although 80% of them still read for pleasure. • 60% of 16-25 year-olds worry about their future employment. 65% of the same group feel their life has a sense of purpose, while 15% feel it doesn’t. • Only 5% of music downloads are legal. • One in ten children in Britain now live in a mixed-race family. 20% of black African men and women, and 10% of Indian men and women are in inter-ethnic partnerships. • Supermarkets are having to fit electronic tags to cuts of meat because of a surge in
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shoplifting. Tesco, Iceland, Somerfield and M&S have all reported an increase in food theft since the credit crunch, and in some areas tags are being fitted to the more expensive foods. “In difficult times, the range of people who steal increases,” said a spokesman for the British Retail Consortium, “and they go for things they want to use rather than sell.” • A new primary school in Sheffield has banned the word “school” from its title because it has “negative connotations”. Watercliffe Meadow instead calls itself a “place for learning”. Meanwhile, 13 secondary schools in Barnsley have also been re-branded – as “advanced learning centres”.



• Morris dancing is on its last legs. The Morris Rings, which represents more than 200 troupes, says the ancient I apologised for English tradition could be extinct my role in the collapse within two decades because young people are too embarof the system and rassed to take part.



• Teachers are to be offered bonuses of up to £10,000 to work in Britain’s toughest classrooms. The “golden handcuffs” will be offered to teachers at around 500 badly performing schools, provided they stay for three years. The scheme has the support of the teaching unions and is expected to cover around 6,000 appointments in England. Under New Labour, the average teacher’s salary has increased from £21,500 to £34,000.



moved on ...



• The head of MI5 says that the threat of a terror attack in the UK has diminished over the last 18 months. Marking 100 years of Britain’s spy services, Jonathan Evans, MI5’s director-general, said that 86 successful prosecutions of terror suspects had had a “chilling effect on extremist groups in the UK.” However, he added, the changing global balance of power could bring about new threats, such as an increase in spying from Russia and China.



• 11% of British children under 15 have been drunk or have taken drugs. • McDonalds packaging makes up almost a third of all fast-food litter dropped in Britain. Greggs (18%) and KFC (8%) are the next worst offenders. • A car mechanic could face court action if he continues to listen to the radio in his garage without a licence, because without it you are not legally allowed to play copyrighted music in public. Len Attwood, 61, of Motor Maintenance in Witham, Essex, has been told by the Performing Rights Society to buy a £45 licence or work in silence. Image adapted from The Week



• The Chinese spend 44% of their free time on the Internet – more than any other nation on earth. But British housewives are even more addicted: they spend 47% of their leisure time online, compared to a national average of 28%.



• During the filming of a traditional wedding between two characters on Coronation Street, the soap’s producers decided to obscure the sight of the Christian cross for fear it might offend non-Christian viewers. Meanwhile a vicar in West Sussex decided to take down a 10ft crucifix as the “horrifying depiction of pain and suffering” was apparently putting people off.



J BON Solicitors We are Experts in the following: Criminal Court Proceedings including Defence and Appeals Licence Recalls Human Rights Judicial Reviews Categorisation Reviews Prison Law Parole Adjudications Appeals



• Each police community support officer has solved less than one crime in the past four years and hands out fewer than 1.5 fixed penalty notices each year. • The Happy Egg Company’s new six-pack of eggs bears the warning: “Allergy advice: contains eggs” inside the lid. A spokesman defended the decision from criticism, saying: “We have to cover all eventualities.”



SCOTTISH SOLICIT ORS Par ole Board Repr esentation, Prison Law and Human Rights ‡ Parole and Licence Recall Hearings ‡ Judicial Review ‡ Human Rights ‡ Categorisation & Transfer ‡ Release on Home Detention Curfew ‡ Immigration - Challenging Deportation Enquiries from Scottish prisons ONLY please
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541 Barking Road East Ham London E6 2LW
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020 8471 8822



87 Carlton Place Glasgow G5 9TD



“You will not regret contacting us”
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Month by Month by Rachel Billington Forgiveness is a tough word. Whole books have been written trying to explain what it means. Marina Cantacuzino, the founder of The Forgiveness Project, was well aware of the power and the difficulties attached to what she calls ‘The F Word’ when she started up the organization in 2004. Boldly, she uses that description for the related exhibition that tours prisons and other places. Seven hundred prisoners have taken part in workshop programmes. I’ve been to many different kinds of Fifth birthday parties - most of them for over-excited kids. The Forgiveness Project held theirs at the centre of legal power (and, one hopes, justice) in Lincoln’s Inn, London. Lord Woolf, a patron, kicked off the proceedings to an audience which included Tony Wedgewood Benn, MP extraordinary, and Lord Ramsbotham, valiant defender of prisoners’ rights. Lord Woolf drew our attention to a letter written by Anthony Turner to our



Minister of Justice, Jack Straw. While a prisoner in HMP Highdown, Anthony had joined the Forgiveness course and found the experience overwhelming. Later, I read the whole letter, and below is an extract: ‘Those of us who attended the 3-day course were quite literally blown away. Right from the humbling experiences of the victims’ stories to Marina’s and the volunteers passion and sincerity in delivering an often unaccepted word such as forgiveness. As the course was powerful and emotions were touched, the support continued for us inmates afterwards as Marina and the guest speakers and the volunteers were available to be contacted to help us on our journeys. I duly obliged and asked many questions…’ One of Anthony’s questions was, “Am I allowed to feel good about myself?”



This probes to the core of the project, which is encouraging both victim and offender to feel good about themselves. Marina quotes Mahatma Ghandi’s warning, ‘An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind’. She has chosen to move forward by using story-telling, the sharing of suffering, anger and guilt which may, in time, lead to understanding, forgiveness, reconciliation and peace. It is not an easy journey. At the party we were addressed by Richard McCann, whose life sounded like a horror story: his mother was murdered by the Yorkshire Ripper, Peter Sutcliffe; his father was violent; his sister committed suicide; he was kicked out of the army, took to drugs and drink, and ended up in prison. Amazingly, prison wasn’t the end of the story, because he decided to turn round his life, forgive his father, and now works for The Forgiveness Project. He said, ‘In order to cancel out something horrific, I felt I must do something on the same scale but in the other direction.’ Another ex-prisoner, Leri Paul, described the effects of ‘The F Word’ as ‘life-changing’ and since leaving prison in October last year has been working with The Forgiveness Project. Peter Wolf spent eighteen and a half years in prison cells and also made the transformation from unreformed burglar to facilitator for ‘The F Word’. All these men have had the humility to face what they have done and the determination to change. They are also brave enough to stand up in public and say so. One way and another it was quite a party even if the entertainment wasn’t exactly clowns and ice-cream. ......................................................................



Marina Cantacuzino, founder of the Forgiveness Project, at the 5th birthday party



… and to Lord Ramsbotham



Rachel Billington talks to the Project’s Patron Lord Woolf ...



Tony Benn, with former Brixton Governor John Podmore and Inside Time’s Eric McGraw
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Advice and Representation Representation also on all aspects of Mental Health Law Our dedicated and experienced team is always available to help. For immediate assistance and a quick visit anywhere in the UK, please contact: Abi Sanni or Chirandeep Mondol at TRINITY SOLICITORS 61a West Ham Lane London E15 4PH 0208 555 3030 or 01245 505399 24 hour Emergency Service: 07947 100880 • LET US HELP YOU DO NOT DELAY CONTACT US TODAY



Forgiveness seems to be this month’s theme. Michael Henderson’s latest book, No Enemy to Conquer (Baylor University Press) is subtitled Forgiveness in an Unforgiving World. Like Marina, he is drawn to his theme by the sense that tit for tat is escalating the level of violence throughout the world; whether on the private or public stage. He writes, ‘When our news media is regularly filled with reports of violence and crime, we can easily forget that the basic feature of society is kindness; and yet it is only through kindness and compassion, caring for others, that society can succeed. No amount of violent suppression can ensure the cooperation necessary for productive human interaction.’ Michael, too, tells stories - some of them are the same that The Forgiveness Project highlights in their wider work around the world. Sometimes individual acts of forgiveness serve



IAN F BRAZIER solicitors The Prison Law Practice that specialises in



Appeals CCRC Applications Judicial Reviews Ian F Brazier Solicitors P O Box 5592 Swyre Dorchester Dorset DT2 9YH



as an example, in Northern Ireland, Rwanda, India or Nigeria. Sometimes this leads to the setting up of organisations dedicated to bringing hope and peace where before there was revenge and violence. Combatants for Peace has gathered together in peace three hundred Palestinians and Israelis who were once in frontline combat. One ex-soldier writes: ‘On both sides, there is pain and grieving and endless loss. And the only way to make it stop is to stop it ourselves.’ Michael quotes Sir Jonathan Sachs, who has written that forgiveness breaks the chain, bringing into the cycle of predictable hatred the ‘unpredictability of grace.’ As a Jew and rabbi, he must live more than most of us with a sense of a tragic history, yet he is clear that, without denying the past, it is essential to redefine the future and that forgiveness is an important tool in this objective. Forgiveness, he writes, ‘is the refusal to be defined by circumstances. It represents our ability to change course, reframe the narrative of the past, and create an unexpected set of possibilities for the future.’ ...................................................................... How many of you have heard of Saint Dismas? I hadn’t, until one of our readers brought him to my attention. Many of you, however, like me, may know him as The Good Thief who was crucified on the right side of Jesus. He was called ‘good’ because he recognised Jesus as Son of God, and told off the Bad Thief on the left side who suggested if Jesus really was Christ he should save himself. Hold on a minute, the Good Thief advised his comrade, both of them had earned their sentence while Jesus had done nothing to deserve his. ‘Lord,’ he added, ‘Remember me when thou shalt come into thy kingdom.’ To which Jesus answered, ‘Amen I say unto thee, this day thou shalt be with me in paradise.’ My excuse for telling this uplifting story (assuming you’re ‘good’ not ‘bad’) of St. Dismas is that his memorial is held on March 25th, the traditional calendar date for the crucifixion, although Easter and Passover moves from year to year. More important still, he is the patron saint of condemned prisoners, criminals generally, reformed thieves and, rather oddly, undertakers.
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Prison Education Survey 2008 Pre-release Courses and Resettlement Wing / Programme



Brain Cells: Listening to prisoner learners The Survey was commissioned by the Prisoners’ Education Trust Offender Learning Matters project, working with Inside Time. It summarises the results of a questionnaire completed by 468 prison learners and published in Inside Time in October 2008. The primary aim was to explore prisoners’ experiences of education and learning in prison, in the context of their educational achievements before entering custody and their aspirations for life after release. Here we publish a selection of the findings.



Learning Support



Sources of Help in Finding Employment



Respondents were asked if their prison offers pre-release courses or has a resettlement wing or programme? 440 people answered this question. 35% of respondents said that it did, with28% saying it did not. 37% of respondents were unsure, which suggests that there is some scope for prisons with such programmes to better inform inmates about them. A small number of respondents to the earlier question about extra courses they would like to see provided suggested resettlement courses.



Respondents were asked about what support they had had whilst learning. Almost 70% of respondents said they received support from their prison education department with 48% receiving encouragement from their teachers/tutors. 14% said they didn’t receive any worthwhile support. I was helped by people in the prison education department The teacher/tutors offered plenty of encouragement My family and friends were keen for me to learn I was encouraged by my fellow inmates I had support from a mentor/or individual tutor Prison officers were supportive I didn't really have any worthwhile support Other I had specialist support eg for dyslexia or other needs



Plans and Prospects on Release Respondents were asked to say whether prison had helped them towards leading a law abiding and useful life upon release. 46% of respondents said it had, with 38% saying it had not and 16% being unsure.



284 197 121 91 74 72 57 27 14



69.3% 48.0% 29.5% 22.2% 18.0% 17.6% 13.9% 6.6% 3.4%



Respondents were asked whether they had acquired any skills whilst in prison that would help them find legitimate employment upon release. 59% of people who answered the question felt they had, with 32% saying no and 9% unsure.



61% of respondents said yes when asked if they would like, after release, to continue any learning or skills training they have started. 26% said no, with 13% unsure. This is broadly consistent with the findings to the earlier question about plans and hopes with regard to education after release, where a third of respondents said they did not have any plans to continue their education due to prioritising finding a job.
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Members of the Serious Fraud Panel



Know your rights and know how to stand up and make yourself heard. Whatever your status - if you need legal advice or representation - MK Law can guide you through to the light at the end of the tunnel.... Specialists in all aspects of criminal defence and prison law with a dedicated team committed to the following areas:
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We p r o v i d e l e g a l a s s i s ta n c e w i t h t h e following matters:



* *



* * * * * * * * *



* * *



Call Miss Manisha Knights or Mr Hesham Puri @ MK Law on 0208 692 2694 and speak to someone who WILL listen.... or write to us @ 24 Deptford Deptford Broadway London SE8 4PA 4PA



Criminal Defence Service



Late news: STAR AWARDS The Learning and Skills Improvement Service wants your help to identify the unsung heroes of the further education, learning and skills sector. They are looking for tutors, trainers, managers and support staff who make a real difference and regularly give over and above what is expected of them in their everyday roles. Nomination packs available from www.starawards.lsis.org.uk
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Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists



*



Adjudications Parole hearings Licence recalls Categorisation Lifer p anels



Respondents were also asked to say which two of the options would be most useful and which two would be least helpful. Responses to these questions supported the findings from the previous question with Job Centres (58%), family or friends (37%) and recruitment agencies (31%) being seen as the most helpful and prison resettlement (44%) and new contacts from prison (38%) viewed as least helpful.



Desire to Continue Learning or Training After Release



Skills Acquired in Prison



Tired of banging your head against the cell walls 'cos no one will listen?



Respondents who would be looking for work upon release were asked to indicate which potential sources of help they planned to use. Almost three quarters of respondents said they would use the Job Centre, with 58% using family or friends and 53% using recruitment agencies. Only 31% said they would use the prison resettlement programme.



Adjudications Appeals Complaints Licence Recalls and Reviews Extended Licence Reviews Categorisation P r i s o n Tr a n s f e r s P a ro l e B o a r d H e a r i n g s Ta r i f f R e v i e w s Lifer Hearings Home Detention Curfew ROTL Sentence Calculation CCRC Assistance Human Rights



Contact Miriam Altaf at EBR Attridge Solicitors 23 Southampton Place London WC1A 2BP 0207 842 8600



WE SPECIALISE IN ‡ ADJUDICATIONS ‡ JUDICIAL REVIEW ‡ PAROLE REVIEWS/LIFER HEARINGS ‡ IPP & EXTENDED SENTENCES ‡ CATEGORY A REVIEWS & RECATEGORISATION ‡ RECALL CHALLENGES ‡ CRIMINAL APPEALS ‡ CONFISCATION ORDER/PROCEEDS OF CRIME



For immediate and confidential advice contact a member of the team on:



0161 233 6600 Yasmin Aslam Margaret McNally We also specialise in Extradition Law Levys Solicitors Manchester House 84-86 Princess Street Street Manchester M1 6NG
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Inside Health... with Dr Jonathon and Dr Shabana Providing this valuable service are Dr Jonathon Tomlinson and Dr Shabana Rauf, both GPs practising in East London. Dr Rauf is particularly interested in women’s health. If you have a question relating to your own health, write a brief letter (maximum one side A4 paper) to Inside Time (Health) PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. Everyone will receive a reply, however only a selection will be published each month and no names will be disclosed.



Q



I am a sufferer of Gynaecamastia. I also have Crohns and as a result have lost a lot of weight which has made the Gynaecamastia much worse. It is something I have got used to but it is now a major problem and I am getting depressed. I have heard that surgery is available on the NHS but am not inclined to approach the prison doctor and worry that the problem may reoccur even if I do have surgery. What do you advise?



A Thanks for your letter about gynaecomastia (enlarged male breast tissue) which in your case is associated with Crohns disease. Yours is the third letter I’ve been sent by prisoners who have been worried and embarrassed by this problem, and I’m sure there are others who haven’t written, so you’re not alone. Although the psychological effects can be significant, it doesn’t cause any physical harm and for this reason doesn’t need treatment. If the cause is unknown it is worth checking with a doctor because there may be underlying disease causing it. If you feel that the swelling is unacceptably large, then surgery is available and is quite straightforward, with only a very small risk of complications such as infection or keloid (excessively thick) scarring. I’m sure a prison doctor would be happy to discuss this with you. Dr Jonathan



Q I was prescribed Amitripteline and Chlorpromazine and was on them for about two years. Ever since I stopped taking them I have been impotent and constipated and now I suffer from piles. Shortly after stopping



Addiction to benzodiazepines (Benzos) is a serious and common problem and it’s often associated with addiction to other drugs such as alcohol, heroin and cocaine because people take them to calm down or sleep when the other drugs are wearing off. They are often sold or exchanged for other drugs on the street and in prisons. Because of this, doctors (and prisons) have a duty to help people who are addicted to these drugs come off them and also to make sure their patients (or prisoners) don’t become addicted to start with. Insomnia is a common effect of stress and mental illnesses and may be a sign that the underlying illness is not being adequately treated, so it may be better to concentrate on that rather than treat the symptom of insomnia with sleeping pills alone.



the drugs I suffered a breakdown and was treated for paranoid schizophrenia. In hospital I was prescribed Olanzapine and Zopiclone. Now I’m only on Zopiclone. As I am no longer considered mentally ill, I wonder if you could tell me why the side effects remain and what I should do.



Having said this, doctors should be able to act in their patient’s best interests and there may be occasions when they think it is appropriate to prescribe drugs such as zopiclone or other benzodiazepines for long-term use. If this comes into conflict with prison rules, then they (and you) need to take it up with the prison authorities. Dr Jonathan



“



Q For the past few months I have noticed something on the side of my penis. I think it is warts and I have cut them off. They bleed, heal and then appear again. I have never had this problem before and can only think that it was because I had to wear prison underwear which I didn’t consider clean enough. Is there any sort of cream I can use to get rid of the warts?



Addiction to benzodiazepines (Benzos) is a serious and common problem and it’s often associated with addiction to other drugs such as alcohol, heroin and cocaine because people take them to calm down or sleep when the other drugs are wearing off



”



A I have written about benzodiazepines before and the same advice applies to zopiclone because the effects and risks are very similar. It is indicated for the short term treatment of insomnia but long term use is not recommended because of the potential risk of low energy levels, poor memory and concentration, worsening of depression, tolerance (when you become tolerant to the effects and need higher and higher doses to get the same effect) and addiction.



A It’s difficult to say without examining you but it could possibly be a wart. If it is a wart it will look like a small skin coloured lump. It is firm when you touch it and the surface may have a rough texture. Warts are common and are usually caused by a virus. The most common reason people get warts is by sexual contact. Many people carry the virus that causes the warts but don’t have any visible warts. If it is a wart then there are definitely treatments that are available. A cream that is commonly used is called podophyllin. The cream is put on the wart and left on for 4 hours then washed off. It needs to be done a once or twice a week until it disappears. Other treatments include freezing warts with liquid nitrogen. Freezing works by causing inflammation and stimulating an immune reaction that



Prison Law Prison Problems? We Care Specialists in Prison Law & Criminal Defence work Access to sound legal advice in prison can be a worry.We provide a professional and sympathetic service. I I I I I I I I I
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14 Baneswell Road Newport South Wales NP20 4BP



put the matter in our hands - we can help you!



Another option is to do nothing, as warts are not serious. Warts will disappear on their own but can take months or even a year. It may be a good idea to see the doctor so that he can examine you to get a better idea of what is going on. Dr Shabana



Q



I am 37 and still wet the bed. Is this a common problem or is there something seriously wrong with me? I had a hernia operation when I was two that restricted the movement of one testicle. I was asked recently if I wet the bed by a mental health psychiatrist but didn’t have the nerve to admit that I did. Does this problem make me a danger to anyone?



A Thank you for sharing your problem with me. I want to reassure you that this problem is unlikely to have a very serious cause and you are definitely not a danger to the public. However, bed-wetting is not a common problem in adults and I think it would be a good idea to see the hospital doctor so that he can ask a few more questions, examine you and do some tests. There are lots of reasons why you may be wetting the bed but I don’t think it would be related to the operation you had when you were 2 years old. I will mention a few conditions that may cause bed-wetting in adults. This includes: • An infection of the urine. If you had this you may notice that it hurts when you pass water. You may also find that you are going to the toilet to pass water more often. • It may be caused by a condition known as sleep apnoea. People with this condition snore and find that they are sleepy during the day. • In some people it may be a sign of diabetes. Other signs of this would be if you were always feeling thirsty or passing a large amount of urine. • It may also be a side effect of medication such as sleeping medication. There are other causes but I do think it would be important to talk to the prison doctor so that you can get to the bottom of this. I hope this helps. Dr Shabana
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clears the wart. Again this may need to be done several times before the wart disappears.
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Jonathan King writes ... that different producers do different things. George Martin produced The Beatles but the huge talent was the boys themselves. George simply organised them. In Spector’s case, he is the artiste; the singers simply provide the vocals. He constructs his Wall of Sound using echoes and orchestras and tape tricks – and does it underneath great songs with magnificent melodies.



O



ne of the worst things about getting old is your friends dying. Every day the obituary columns feature someone you loved or knew or simply heard about. And last month saw the demise of Estelle Bennett, one of the Ronettes (pictured above). Not the more famous lead singer Ronnie, her sister, but one of the three bee-hived girls who recorded ‘Be My Baby’ and ‘Baby I Love You’, two of the monster classic music gems from 1963, when I was an eager seventeen year-old fan. Estelle was only 67, young for these days (I hope; I’m now 64).



For me, he is the greatest person in music in the 20th Century; certainly the greatest influence on me. And I was delighted to find him, on the one occasion we met, a very charming person too. We sat in the studio listening to his latest work – a fantastic track by Sonny Charles and Checkmates Ltd called ‘Love Is All I Have to Give’ – which never became a hit, though they did have a smash with ‘Black Pearl’. Then he took me to a basketball game and afterwards we went for a meal with the best and biggest Lakers player, Wilt Chamberlain.



Many of you today will know his sound from the famous Christmas album, an annual pleasure which features the Ronettes doing ‘Frosty the Snowman’ and ‘I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus’. His other works include The Righteous Brothers, Crystals, John Lennon, George Harrison, The Teddy Bears and Gene Pitney – the man is a genius. Friends ask me why I rate him so highly and what exactly a producer does. The answer is
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progress. Like the start line on a circuit, the spring equinox shows where one lap ends and another begins. So here we have it - 20th March 2009 can be seen as the Sun’s new cycle, marking a new beginning, a fresh start for us all.



Wheel of the Year Introducing a monthly column devised by astrologer Polly Wallace exclusively for readers of Inside Time drawing on themes from both astrology and astronomy. The intention is to provide a range of information and ideas to coincide with the International Year of Astronomy and the 400th anniversary of the birth of astronomy (1609) celebrating Galileo’s first observation of the sky using a telescope.
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She did not have a happy life; neither has Ronnie, who married the greatest producer of all time, Phil Spector (pictured right). Rumour has it they did not experience happy times together; they divorced in 1974. But ignore all the strange events in Phil’s private life, including his recent trials for murder; his production talents and songwriting skills were phenomenal.



It’s rather nice when your hero turns out to be a good human being. So throughout his recent tribulations, I’ve been rooting for him. I’ve never ‘Lost that Loving Feeling’.
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his month the tempo of life changes - it goes up a gear! On Friday 20th March it’s the spring equinox, the day the Sun moves into the northern hemisphere into our half of the sky. At the equinox, day and night are equal, hence the word ‘equinox’, and over the equator the Sun rises due east and sets due west at about 6 o’clock. Throughout the ages, watchers of the sky have used this tidy point of balance to measure the Sun’s



At the spring equinox the Sun moves into Aries, first sign of the zodiac. The zodiac, named from a Greek word meaning circle of animals, is made up of 12 constellations. These clusters of stars form the backdrop to the Sun’s annual journey - rather like those advertising boards that make a colourful border around many sports arenas. Aries is a fire sign. Upbeat and passionate, people born at this time of year tend to be quick to react. In tune with their sign’s affinity with beginnings, Aries people like to start fresh projects - and they like to come first! With the spirit of adventure coursing through their veins, these people are the pioneers of the zodiac. Energetic, enthusiastic, warm and courageous; however the downside of this impetuous response to life can be bravado and recklessness. Arians can be headstrong, they can also be outspoken and provoke strong reactions. But at the end of the day these ‘up-front’ types have an integrity that makes for loyal partners and great friends. With little patience for trivia, Aries people may kick against routine, but in times of crisis there’s no one better to have on your side. Each sign of the zodiac is ruled by one of the planets - the ruler of Aries is feisty Mars. In ancient times, when people revered the planets as gods, Mars had great ‘street cred’ as the sky’s best warrior. His striking red appearance caused him to be associated with fire - and with blood! In the astrological chart, Mars describes a person’s vitality, his or her driving force and fighting spirit. Mars is active and competitive, and so sports and the gym provide fine outlets for his physical prowess. His downside can be seen in pointless aggression, such as bullying of all sorts, both physical and emotional. Nine days after the spring equinox, British Summer Time begins. On 29th March, in keeping with the key phrase ‘spring forward, fall back’, our clocks leapfrog into the new day. Okay, so we miss an hour - but then our days get longer and, hopefully, the Sun shows his face more often. At this point in the year, the natural world sets off on a new cycle of growth - all in response to the Sun’s bold move into the springtime zone of Aries at the spring equinox! Polly Wallace is a professional astrologer with 15 years experience of working with astrology - mostly by way of teaching, writing articles and personal consultation.
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contribution in the January issue of Inside Time informing readers that Minister of Justice Jack Straw had initiated a 'consultation process' regarding the matter of prisoners and their legal right to vote was the catalyst which prompted the following that Jack et al might care to consider.



Petition demands votes for prisoners in EU Elections in June John Hirst writes… The Association of Prisoners (AoP), have filed a petition with the European Parliament.



It seems reasonable for those opposed to allowing prisoners to vote to hold the opinion that, having offended against society, the offender is not only ostracised but disenfranchised. However, there is an alternative opinion which appears to be far more reasonable and desirable; and readers are invited to consider whether or not they agree the alternative better serves the public interest in terms of the rehabilitation of offenders. With the enfranchisement of prisoners, it seems to me that the Prison and Probation Services are gifted the opportunity of drastically reducing the rate of re-offending and prison overcrowding of. To this end, the rolling-out of purpose designed citizenship courses which dovetail with existing offending behaviour courses holds great potential. The content of a citizenship course could incorporate a number of elements, including unbiased political education in terms of imparting an understanding of the philosophies and manifestos of political parties and explaining the methods of voting in this country. Of greatest importance, such courses must impart an understanding of the symbiotic relationships of the rights, duties and responsibilities of all citizens in a democratic society. Accepting personal responsibility and duty is a core offending behaviour issue for many prisoners. Writing as a prisoner who now has the right to vote pending the government enacting overdue legislation, I feel less alienated. Though I share the view that the only people ever to enter Parliament with honourable intent were Guy Fawkes and his crew, how I decide to cast my vote is of consequence to those seeking office and thus elevates my self-esteem. I value the autonomy of my right to vote and I appreciate the privilege. Exercising a right to vote is a pro-social act. Voting is an act of belonging. The enfranchisement of prisoners has the potential to go a long way towards eradicating the sense of exclusion that many feel and in breaking the pernicious cycle of re-offending. Not surprisingly, many prisoners experience a sense of alienation from society the moment prison gates close behind them. This sense of alienation is reinforced and compounded by the day-to-day experiences of a prisoner and the longer the sentence, the greater the sense becomes. Release does not see the sense of feeling different dissipate. A con merely becomes an ‘ex-con’ with a sense of alienation. Self-evidently, there is risk to the well-being of society where people with such negative feelings are concerned. Alienated people are often antisocial, angry, bitter and cynical. The sense of ‘not belonging’ all too often leads to reoffending and further imprisonment. Sadly, the cycle is self-perpetuating. Prisoners’ issues have never been regarded as a vote winner by any political party. At best there is middle-ground ambivalence amongst the general public where anything to do with prisoners is concerned. The extreme opposed opinions of the rabid right-wing 'whip ‘em and hang 'em’ brigade and of the ultra-liberal lefties are well known. Former Home Secretary Michael Howard, he of …’something of the night’ about him, was right in one regard when he famously said that ‘prison works’. Self-evidently, when offenders are in prison they are not offending, ergo prison works. However, given that all but a few prisoners



The AoP have petitioned the EU to be allowed to vote in the UK, at the Elections to the European Parliament, to be held on 4 June 2009. They wish to vote for Members of the European Parliament (MEPs), under Article 194 of the EC Treaty and the AoP have submitted a petition to the European Parliament to be allowed to exercise their rights as EU citizens. The surprise legal move has caught the UK government off guard, because of its mistaken legal view that: "At present, prisoners serving a custodial sentence do not have the right to vote. This ban was enshrined in section 3 of the Representation of the People Act 1983 as amended by the Representation of the People Act 1985: A convicted person during the time that he is detained in a penal institution in pursuance of his sentence [or unlawfully at large when he would otherwise be so detained] is legally incapable of voting at any parliamentary or local government election". Library picture



Ballot box bandits Gerard McGrath says the enfranchisement of prisoners could go a long way towards removing the sense of exclusion that many feel will be released at some point in time, what most concerns the public is how effective has prison been in facilitating the rehabilitation of prisoners to reintegrate back into society? Given the current rate of re-offending, it can be safely argued that prison does not work in that regard. Whatever the conclusions of Jack Straw’s consultation exercise are, the fact will remain that a prisoner's right to vote is a fait accompli therefore my grateful thanks to the European Court. Straw and his colleagues need to enact the legislation expeditiously otherwise, whether or not his party is returned to power, the election result will be rendered illegal and invalid. My opinion is shared by Prisons & Probation Ombudsman Stephen Shaw, who is happy to be quoted in the following terms: ‘I



must emphasise that my office has no formal position on prisoners' voting rights and is awaiting the Government's decision following its consultation exercise after the European Court judgment. However, my personal view is that taking part in elections is an important way of encouraging prisoners to think of themselves as citizens attached to society, not criminals at war with society. Disaffection and alienation can be causes of crime and the goal should be to repair and restore prisoners’ links to the community against which they have offended. The right to vote can be a small but important part of that objective, as has been acknowledged in many other countries around the world.’ Gerard McGrath BA Hons is currently resident at HMP Haverigg



Richard Nelson



The AoP, in its petition, contends that the "any parliamentary election” only applies to any UK parliamentary election, because under EU law the UK cannot bind the EU Parliament, but the EU Parliament can bind the UK. For example, a Swedish prisoner in a UK prison is entitled to vote in the EU parliamentary election. It follows that because UK prisoners are also EU citizens, they too can exercise their right to vote in the forthcoming election. The prisoners are relying upon the principle of universal suffrage. To deny them this right would mean that they are being victimised, and would lead to claims for compensation costing the government many millions of pounds at a time when there is an economic downturn. Following the landmark judgment in Hirst v UK(No2), Cyprus, Iraq, and the Republic of Ireland have granted prisoners the vote, and now Hong Kong is to follow suit. The petition has been filed with the Committee on Petitions, the specific point raised about the EU parliamentary election did not emerge during the above case, which is itself to be the subject of the Committee of Ministers meeting on 17-19 March 2009, when the execution of the judgment is expected. It would appear that the government is facing a double whammy, and have seriously underestimated the legal ability of the jailhouselawyers and AoP members politicisation over recent years.
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One of the cruellest aspects of imprisonment is the denial of sexual expression - outside of masturbation. Sex in prison in the UK is great unspoken that looms large but is never acknowledged in any serious way. It is no myth that in male prisons homosexual relationships thrive - between those who are naturally inclined towards same sex and those who on the outside would never consider having sex with men, but for whom the need for warm skin on warm skin intimacy is so overwhelming that they are driven to compromise. Prisoners having sex is a great taboo among prison officers, yet there is no bar against prisoner couples setting up home together in a shared cell which is then referred to jovially by staff and prisoners alike as ‘married quarters’. Transsexual prisoners often become popular with apparently ‘straight’ men: the female appearance of a prospective male sex partner, however vague, can be enough to authenticate the fantasy for many. The tragedy of those who succumb and who are then seen in the visits room indulging in awkward fumblings with wives and girlfriends is all too apparent.



Conjugal visits Guardian columnist Erwin James considers that in a genuinely humane prison system, how we deal with human sexuality for those held captive will eventually have to be acknowledged acilities must be provided to enable UK prisoners to enjoy conjugal visits’, a landmark European court ruling concluded in February. By forbidding ‘sexual relations’ between prisoners and their visitors, the court decided that the British government was in breach of Article 8 of the Human Rights Act: the right to family and private life.



F



Of course there has been no such ruling - yet. But following the successful appeal to the Strasbourg court by six prisoners who argued that under Article 8 they should be allowed to provide sperm to their partners to enable them to become fathers, surely it is only a matter of time. The prisoners, all long-termers, had based their claim on the premise that they would be too old to father children if they were made to wait until they were released. Previously, the government had dismissed all such requests, unless it could be shown that there were ‘exceptional circumstances’. The Strasbourg court ruled that this policy in effect set the bar ‘too high to allow proper consideration of the proportionality of any such decision’. Accordingly, the government must now consider each application on a case by case basis. Six applications requesting access to artificial insemination services are now on Justice Minister Jack Straw's desk awaiting his considered decision, a spokeswoman for the Ministry of Justice has confirmed. The rights and wrongs of enabling men serving
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long sentences to father children, to whose upbringing they can only ever make a limited contribution, could be debated in perpetuity. Yet however outraged some may feel, it has long been established that people who are sent to prison do not forfeit their rights under the European Convention on Human Rights. So if the Strasbourg court agrees that prisoners are entitled to a family and private life, how can it not rule, when the appropriate case is brought before it, that people in prison are entitled to sexual relations with partners on the outside?
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No manifestly heterosexual prisoner would ever admit to any notion of sexual compromise, yet the trade in sexual services is rife: a hand job for tobacco, a blow job for drugs. Some men resort to raping others - assaults that occur more frequently than the authorities would care to admit. Even gang rape occurs occasionally, and rarely are the needs of the victims in such attacks taken seriously. Convictions in prisoner on prisoner rape cases are even more of a rarity. Less innocuously female members of staff, irrelevant of size, shape or looks, become objects of sexual fantasy - any woman who enters a male prison wearing a skirt knows that - and illicit relationships are not uncommon, though disgrace and humiliation awaits any prison worker who gets caught, while the prisoner simply gets a transfer. The sexual frustration that dominates almost every interaction in a prison is responsible for a great many of the ills that plague prison life and drive prison culture. Anyone who takes a human rights case on the matter to Europe citing Article 8 should also be able to argue that prison life distorts sexual appetites and inflicts unquantifiable sexual damage from which many struggle to recover. Conjugal rights for prisoners, already granted in some European countries including France and Spain, may not provide the whole solution dysfunction, sexual or otherwise, is already the norm for the majority of people who end up behind bars - but the issue of how we deal with human sexuality for those held captive will have to be acknowledged and accommodated sooner or later. A genuinely humane prison system demands it. Article courtesy of www.guardian.co.uk ‘Comment is free’



What the public had to say ... “



Let them suffer. That is what prison is for. If they want children they can have them without regular sex with their partners on the outside - some significant percentage will just smuggle in drugs. In fact they should only speak to outsiders through glass.



”



“



I think I'm losing the will to live ... they are in prison for a reason ... surely they are supposed to have less rights? As for children - that's what the UK really needs right now … convicted criminals breeding like rabbits and producing more one parent families.



”



“



Just when you think the EU couldn't come up with more out of touch bollocks they always surprise you.



”



“



Such wisdom Erwin! And to prevent a child's right to a mother and father being violated, why not bring in a regulation allowing for automatic parole 9 months after conjugal relations leading to conception?



”



“



Although I see Erwin James' point about sexual frustration, I think he's on shakier ground reference the right to a family. Doesn't it encompass a child's right to have its parents, as well as a prisoner's right to 'father' a child? Perhaps the putative child's welfare ought to be considered first in this instance?



”



“



On what planet is it a good idea to let a woman who is in jail become pregnant when she will have to give birth in jail, probably restrained, and then give her baby away?



“



”



What about unattached prisoners? Are you suggesting that the state pays sex workers to service these people?



”



“



I can perfectly see that allowing conjugal rights would enable a prisoner to let off steam and have some physical intimacy with a woman he cares about. It must also make the atmosphere inside prison less tense. Indeed, it seems to be a win-win situation - suiting everybody.



”



“



I love the way 'prisoners' seems to mean 'male prisoners' here. What about female prisoners? Women also feel sexual frustration - that doesn't mean women should get the 'right' to sex either. It’s pathetic that this whole debate is about male prisoners. Do women all of a sudden not commit crimes? Or is it that the author has no idea about female sexual frustration?



”
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Respecting the elders Andy Thackwray highlights the valuable role played by Age Concern in coping with the special needs of the hundred plus elderly prisoners at HMP Hull



I was having a mid-life crisis; though I had ordered a 'Ferrari' duvet cover from Argos the week before.



Andy Thackwray aving read with interest and utter amazement Peter Byard's article in the January issue of Inside Time (Too old to be cared for), and the piece by John Roberts (February - Whatever happened to the idea of a 'through the gate' service?) prompted me to wonder if any of the hundred plus elderly prisoners here at HMP Hull have ever experienced any of the problems and difficulties these articles brought to light? So I endeavoured to make a few enquiries to find out.



I agreed to go and have a shufti, hoping I may be needed to act as a patient for a bed-bath demonstration! With notebook and pen at the ready, I arrived at the meeting. Alas, there were no fit-looking buxom nurses wearing plastic pinnys and waving Dettol-soaked sponges about. No, the scene that met me rather resembled a geriatric outpatient's waiting room. I have to admit that my limited experience of 'groups' has given me the opinion that they are nothing more than places for its members to unite and exercise a lot of whingeing and whining, and to be honest I found the disabled and older prisoners’ meeting to be just that.



Before I could poke my nose in anywhere, I was approached by the wing's disability rep who informed me I'd been invited to the next Disabled and Older Prisoners’ meeting. Having just turned 43 the previous Sunday, I didn't quite know how to take such an invitation! I didn't consider myself as old, nor did I think



Considering the nature of the meeting (discussing the needs of disabled and elderly prisoners) the consensus of opinion shared between its attendees was they found it inexcusable that no representative from healthcare 'cared' to attend. This sent out a clear message to all present that the group wasn't being taken



H



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help? If the answer is yes, you may be entitled to assistance from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA Forces Help - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance. Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide financial support to you and your family. · · · · · · · · ·



Household goods Clothing Rent deposits Education and training courses, including distance learning Equipment and/or Work Tools Relocation Costs Advice and Guidance on getting a job or learning a trade Advice and Guidance on applying for a war pension Assistance for your partner and family



seriously enough when without doubt it should have been. I'm an advocate of the ‘one to one’ approach. I think of people as individuals. Elderly and disabled inmates are no exception to this rule. Yes, they might be old, disabled and in jail, but that's where the proverbial buck stops; whatever problems they may be experiencing should be dealt with in a way that benefits them as individuals and not because it worked for someone else. A remarkable lady called Kristine Smith, who I met at the meeting, is also a staunch advocate of the individual approach, one she employs within her role as the prison's Age Concern 'Locked Out Project' Coordinator. Having been slightly disillusioned with the 'group power approach', I wanted to find out more about the Project's' role within the prison, so she agreed to an interview at a later date. At the interview, I soon learned of the vast amount of help and support Kristine and her colleagues give to elderly and disabled inmates at HMP Hull. She informed me that Age Concern had been involved at the prison since 2006 after the prison contacted their Hull headquarters. The organisation initially came into the prison once a week to facilitate a social activity group. At that point, knowledge of attendees’ health and social issues was somewhat limited. As a result of attending the social group, Kristine became aware that many of the attendees had out of the ordinary issues regarding release, medication and their general well-being. She asked if she could interview the inmates individually, in order to access their needs and requirements and, most importantly, act upon them. The prison agreed to her request. Such was the demand for Age Concern's services it was soon agreed that a full-time worker would be needed within the prison and so funding was sought, and secured; thus enabling Kristine to initially take on the full-time role of Project Support Worker. The prison soon became aware of the valuable role Age Concern Hull played within its walls, so in December 2007 it asked whether the organisation would like to have its own desk, telephone and computer within the prison premises. As a result, January 2008 saw Kristine move in - complete with her own set of keys. To advertise her permanent arrival, an information leaflet promoting the ‘Locked Out Project', giving elderly prisoners an overview of the services Age Concern offered, and contact details of its staff, was quickly drafted and dispersed throughout the prison. It soon became apparent to Kristine that several things were needed to access the individual needs of elderly inmates. She immediately drafted a specialised referral form which prisoners



Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice. If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to discuss assistance please write to: Freepost TRBL/SSAFA Forces Help 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA
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have to sign to give consent for Age Concern staff to act on their behalf. Also a specialised assessment tool, enabling Age Concern to collect information on an individual prisoner's specific needs both in custody and after release is another brainchild of Kristine's. What impressed me the most was her introduction to the prison of the ‘Care Buddy Scheme,' whereby elderly and disabled prisoners are assessed then allocated a Care Buddy to help them with everyday chores like cell cleaning, collecting meals etc. This, to date, has been an overwhelming success and its implementation eradicates the problem (highlighted in Peter Byard's article) of able bodied inmates charging the elderly for such services, which I was reliably informed used to happen. I concluded the interview by asking Kristine what challenges she and her organisation faced whilst going about its business within a prison setting. She said; "Age Concern is very lucky in that the prison is happy for us to work within it. As it is not employed by the prison, we do not have to meet 'outcomes' identified by the prison and therefore can direct the project to meet the needs of prisoners”. The project goes from strength to strength and now employs a new full-time worker, and a student social worker on placement. Cynics would argue that the Prison Service embraces such schemes as the ‘Locked Out Project’ because it lets yet another outside ‘civvie' organisation in to do its job for them; no doubt saving a good few quid in the process. I disagree, and will argue that elderly and disabled prisoners and their needs are indeed a problem to the Prison Service, though one that certainly isn't new to it. Elderly and disabled men and women are arriving in prison at an alarming and accelerated rate; something about which Prison Service HQ is aware it has to act quickly upon. Maybe if PSHQ looked closely at Kristine's 'Locked Out Project' here at Hull, it could be used as a shining example; a modern day template of what can be achieved by working together hand in hand with a prison and its allies and, hopefully, become a model adopted throughout the UK prison estate. If so, such tragedies and atrocities as were recently highlighted by Peter Byard and John Roberts would be prevented from ever happening again. Anyone wishing to contact Kristine and her team to find out more about the Project can do so by writing to: Kristine Smith, Locked Out Project, Resettlement Unit, HMP Hull, Hedon Road, Hull HU9 5LS. Tel: 01482 282541 Email: [email protected]



Andy Thackwray is currently resident at HMP Hull



Paul Sullivan ??????
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hen New Labour came into government in 1997, Mr Blair stated he wanted to be 'tough on crime and tough on the causes of crime'. I think this is about the most disastrous statement that has ever been made about imprisonment because it has resulted in what I can only describe as penal popularism, where each party has tried to be tougher than the other and they have cranked the whole thing up.



But I contend that the reoffending or reconviction rate of prisoners coming out of prison is even more disgraceful and worrying than an escape, because by and large escapees get picked up again. The fact that 67 per cent of all adult males, over 70 per cent of all l8-yearolds, and 80 per cent of 15 to 18-year-olds are reconvicted within two years of release is a disgrace. Any firm that had a failure rate like that would be out of business. The public ought to be saying, ‘why are you not protecting us?’ Why are so many people reconvicted who have been in your hands and could have been helped? Just to introduce finance to show I have not forgotten about it, reconviction is currently assessed at costing around £12 billion a year, which is not a good return for the £2 billion or more spent on imprisonment.



Instead of being tough on the causes, Blair became tough on the causers, which is not the same thing at all. Being tough on the causes would have involved the whole of society in the conduct of imprisonment because all the causes of crime are actually in society: unemployment, lack of education, neglect, ill health, poverty, etc. Image courtesy: Legal Action Group magazine



The New Labour government also looked at the criminal justice system: the courts, police, prisons and probation service in particular. They realised that rather than being a system, it was more like warring tribes competing against each other for ever diminishing resources. They decided to try and unify them by giving them one aim - to protect the public by preventing crime. Now I have no argument with that as an aim except, as lawyers and others know, it is not given to the right people because the criminal justice system does not click in until a crime has been committed. Police investigate, courts sentence, and then the prison and probation services administer the sentence. Good idea, wrong people. A better aim for the criminal justice system would have been to protect the public by preventing reoffending because that does give a purpose, not necessarily to the police and the courts, but certainly to the prison and probation services. I was extremely distressed when in 2001, I found that the National Probation Service had put punishment at the top of its five purposes, when for the previous 100 years its job had been rehabilitation. It seemed to me a very dangerous switch. Then you look at how to make prisoners useful, and it always seemed to me that there are six aspects to this. Education: it is terrifying how many prisoners have appalling educational records - the statistic I use most is that 65 per cent have a reading age of less than eight. But what worries me too is the scourge of the 21st century, which is the inability to communicate with each other. Second, job skills. Appalling numbers of prisoners have no skills at all, and I would like to see an assessment that includes an aptitude test - as much as anything else to find out what potential skills people have got, and see
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What price imprisonment? The annual lecture of the Legal Action Group was given by Lord Ramsbotham in which he examined the failure of the prison system to cut rates of re-offending and suggested an alternative approach. Inside Time has selected extracts from the speech if you can make something of them. Then you come to the social skills side, by which I mean being able to look after yourself ... cooking, painting and decorating, electrical work, and parenting skills. The whole question of the skills needed to live in society should be looked at. Next is mental health, which is alarming. In 1998 the Office of National Statistics disclosed that 70 per cent of all prisoners were suffering from some form of identifiable personality disorder. That does not mean to say that they are all sectionable under the Mental Health Act but it does mean there is something you can identify which impacts on their behaviour. The one constant you hear is that the very worst thing to do for anyone with a personality disorder is to lock them up all day doing nothing because it makes them worse. So that seems to me to be barmy. Then, of course, the physical health. There is a lot you can do, and encouraging all the Well Man and Well Woman clinics as a natural part of prison life seems again to be sensible.



Finally, of course, there is the substance abuse - both drugs and alcohol - and the figures again are terrible. I mean 80 per cent had been using some illegal substance at the time that they are brought in. I have never understood why the Prison Service does not automatically test everyone when they come in, because it is the only way to know the size of the problem. Then the Prison Service has its own ridiculous test called the Mandatory Drug Test which it claims tells it what is going on. It is a test of five per cent of every prison every month. I once went into a cell and there on the wall were nine certificates and I said to the man 'what are they for?'. He said 'I do not use drugs, they test me every month and that is my certificate for being free and no doubt if you come next month there will be a tenth'. I think that ought to be stopped and there ought to be compulsory tests, and prisoners should be given treatment according to the result of the test. So, they are the six things: education, work, social skills, mental and physical health, and substance abuse. What you then need to do is to look at each individual and decide what it is that individual needs to live a useful and law-abiding life.



Morris & Warren Solicitors We are a friendly and supportive firm of solicitors specialising in



Prison Law and Criminal Defence Advice and representation on all aspects of Prison Law including: Recalls, Parole Hearings, Adjudications and Lifer Panels. Contact: James Warren or Talia Martin



01273 723783 162 Church Road Hove BN3 2DL



Jack Straw kept on telling me when he was Home Secretary that he wanted me to league-table prisons. I said it is a pointless exercise. They are inspected every five years and what is the difference between a women's prison in Cumberland five years ago and a young offenders' establishment in Kent today? What is it going to tell you? Absolutely nothing. It is wasting your time, my time and I have no intention of doing it. What I will do though is tell you whether a prison is healthy or not based on my interpretation of what a prison should do. I think that if they were required to produce a programme for each and every prisoner to have a full, purposeful and active day relating to the assessment of what is needed to protect the public by preventing crime, they would find a whole lot of things that they are currently doing are unaffordable and silly. The first thing I would do is get rid of the National Offender Management Service. It is an absolute nonsense: 1,647 civil servants and several tiers of management but nobody actually responsible or accountable for looking after different types of prisoners. There is no longer a Director General of the Prison Service. There is no longer a National Probation Service. There is no longer a Director of Probation. Well, this seems to be nonsense. They are operational services and they need operational heads. I would end the business of having national prison population management and delegate the responsibility out to the regions, saving millions. At the moment, the expense of putting people all over the place and arranging family visits and so on adds up to a completely unnecessary additional cost. When people say there will be a cost, yes, but for heaven's sake let’s work it out, because my contention is we cannot afford to pay the social cost of not doing it, and that is the question that I would put to government.



”



Source: Journal of Legal Action Group February 2009.
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n the current economic climate, where it’s predicted that crime figures will rise as unemployment increases and homes and businesses are likely to be lost, the Prison Service is actually permitting offenders, many of whom are in prison for acquisitive crimes (robbery, burglary, theft, fraud, deception and drug importation, and coming towards the end of their sentences) the privilege of undertaking five-day periods of resettlement home leave in preparation for their eventual release; with no checks being made on whether those prisoners have sufficient funds to sustain themselves over that period. Moreover, the prison authorities offer no financial support to ensure that the recipe for further offending has been removed.



received into the prison from charitable trusts would be paid into the prison administration account without any benefit to the prisoner.
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Without home leaves and other absences from the prison, which fulfil the criteria of open conditions and for prisoners to be tested in the community, risk assessments remain incomplete and the Parole Board are left bereft of any evidence of a prisoner’s ability to cope without re-offending. Yet this is the sorry saga at my current prison, Blantyre House, previously rated the ‘flagship’ of the resettlement estate, but no more, as prisoners find themselves with reduced opportunities, cutbacks in the regime and everything ‘costed’, as though there was a financial ceiling on reducing offending behaviour. Far from enhancing an offender’s prospects to succeed and remain out of the clutches of the criminal justice system, which after all is what underlines all work with offenders and protects the public, Blantyre House, which pays all its prisoners standard weekly earnings of £9.50 irrespective of job, actually expects them to own a mobile phone and keep it topped up with credit for the prison to be able to maintain contact with them when they are out in the community, and to pay £1.00 per week TV rental. The concept that prisoners could save for that ‘rainy day’ is all very well - but on £9.50 per week minus deductions? There is clearly not enough left for what is known as town visits when prisoners are allowed out on Saturdays for twelve hours, and certainly not for five-day home leaves. The prison has already had its fair share of problems with some prisoners who were clearly unsuited for open conditions. One convicted drug smuggler hired an aircraft at a local airport



Having submitted a complaint form to prison management questioning what I argued was interference in my right to write to correspondents, including charities, and protesting that it wasn’t for the management to decide what monies charities should allocate, or to whom, and having contacted the charity in question, the Governor relented and decided that she would release sufficient funds at each home leave period from the grant to pay the travel expenses. However, here again she falls far short of what the grant was given for and indeed the purpose of applying for the grant in the first place, which was to sustain myself over the period of five days - including travel.



Recipe for further offending



‘Get your family to help you out’, I was told. ‘What about friends?’ I have to ask myself whether it is me who should be acting responsibly, paying my way and making a contribution. Isn’t that what responsibility is all about?



The cost of crime to the country is already appallingly high without HMPS providing the recipe for further offending that makes a mockery of so-called ‘resettlement’ writes lifer Charles Hanson which crashed shortly after take-off and landed in a resident’s garden. Another was ostensibly working as a painter and decorator but was in fact running a drug factory in London; while another was caught with a substantial amount of amphetamines in his car some five miles from the prison. Yet another ran a brothel some three miles from the prison, while one committed more than fifty burglaries on his town visits and was bringing stolen property into Blantyre House to sell. The common thread running through all these offences was their acquisitive nature, money. Most prisoners will, at some stage, become eligible to undertake paid employment and of course this is an ideal opportunity to save for that rainy day and allows one to sustain themselves on leaves from the prison. However for other prisoners, who have yet to reach that stage, it really is an unenviable task of making ends meet, therefore it’s not surprising to find the education department running a course in



Give yourself the best chance



budgetary management. Are they kidding? Things are certainly not going to get better, as the economic crisis deepens and prisoners find they are up against tough competition in the job marketplace; notwithstanding the greatest barrier of all, that of being an offender. And so it was to charitable trusts that many prisoners wrote for funding to enable them to take home leaves and town visits, but more importantly to be able to rekindle family life after years in prison. After all, many charities exist to fund and support the disadvantaged and those at the lower end of the socio-economic scale, and certainly prisoners who are not eligible for state benefits and whose only income is £9.50 per week fit that model. The prison management, however, had other ideas which effectively meant that prisoners were disqualified from applying for grants and charitable assistance, and any monies



PROBLEMS WITH THE PRISON? YOU NEED



With a wealth of experience and technical knowhow, we can represent you on Adjudications, Parole Hearings (Lifer, IPP, and Determinate sentence prisoners), Licence Recalls or Categorisation issues and claims for Unlawful Detention, as well as advice on claims for Judicial Review. Whatever the matter, we can provide you with excellent, effective advice or representation. Contact Rob Smith on 01782 324454 for a free, impartial consultation. 88-90 The Strand, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 2BP 25 Wardwick, Derby, DE1 1HA
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I am amazed that the prison management should decide on the disposal of funds received into the prison, for after all it is not their money and I would argue that if they themselves are not prepared to support the prisoner then it seems rather unethical to interfere when the prisoner seeks funding and support elsewhere? Unlike other establishments, that pay higher earnings to prisoners, many actually offer some financial support to those undertaking home leave periods and it makes sense; for the cost of crime to the country is already appallingly high without HMPS providing the recipe for further offending that makes a mockery of so-called ‘resettlement’, preparation for release and the risk assessments which follow every prisoner as he or she progresses towards release. Charles Hanson is currently resident at HMP Blantyre House
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Notwithstanding whether I am on home leave or not, the prison owes me a duty of care, as they do all prisoners, and I still remain in legal custody until such time as I am released whether I am actually in the prison or in the community.
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A leap of imagination needed... Our prisons are creaking along like an arthritic donkey says lifer Ben Gunn



L



et us take a leap of imagination and assume that people get to be in charge of prisons, and the prison system, because they are reasonably bright. I appreciate that this stretches credulity; indeed verges on the insane ... however, bear with me for now. Why then are prisons such a shambles? I don't mean an utter shambles, just generally threadbare and creaking along like an arthritic donkey. There are clever, good things that happen even though they are tucked away in weird corners and have little effect on most of us. Some of these are the pet projects of individual members of staff; some are ideas thought of by cons and then stolen by bright, ambitious governors. If you accept this is true, then it raises the simple question - why are so few good things going on in prisons? Why is it that interesting ideas, new schemes, positive proposals, litter the landings yet die of neglect and indifference? Even ideas which are recognised at national level, for instance through the Butler Awards, tend to remain local initiatives driven by keen staff and cons. Why are these ideas not picked up by other governors and spread through the estate like an antidote to apathy and benign decay? Which takes me back to my first paragraph that our masters aren't really the idiots they generally appear to be? The evidence for this isn't strong, I'll admit, but if they do have more than a 50 watt bulb heating their heads, why are they so unimaginative, so uninterested in change and innovation? Why do they not pick up on these occasional good ideas and initiatives and implement them in their own prisons? Can you imagine one prison which incorporates all of the half-sensible ideas being played out across the system? Imagine! A prison which offers the E-Commerce training of Summit



fancy being given a budget of £10 million, 500 grumpy cons, 150 even more miserable screws and thousands of rules and regulations to abide by … and HQ, Area, the Inspectorate and the Audit Team watching your every move! It should task even the most competent of people, and I suspect that most governors are just happy to move on to their next job without leaving a pile of rubble behind them.



Most governors, though, are what we can politely call ‘managerialists’ - they are profoundly concerned with the processes of managing a prison; they are talented bean-counters. And there is the rub; it's like putting an accountant in charge of a nursery the books may balance but there will surely be tears.



Media at HMP Wolds; a prison which has a College Unit and a wing dedicated to distance learning such as at Rye Hill; a prison which has a Prisoners’ Consultative Committee, like at Leyhill; a prison which offers the commercial opportunities of the Community Interest Company, as at Erlestoke; and one which offers the forward thinking resettlement opportunities of (the old regime) at Blantyre House. Not that any of these ideas are perfect; I know from experience they are often very flawed in their execution, but still good ideas. There are prisons which encourage writing, art and theatre. There are those which offer genuine support to poor-coping cons. Would you believe it, there are even places where the cons look out for each other and realise that we have one thing in common that should
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FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS FOR ADVICE 0800 0832724 020 7689 8989 We also specialise in all aspects of Family Work, Divorce, Contact with Children, Child Care arrangements for mothers in prison.
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That may be the problem. Governing is an exercise in crisis management, of career advancement, and imaginative thinking in these circumstances may be punished not only by Headquarters but by intransigent cons or staff. None of this is an excuse though. If you become a governor purely to climb the promotion ladder then you are a mere money-grabber. Most governors, though, are what we can politely call ‘managerialists’ - they are profoundly concerned with the processes of managing a prison; they are talented beancounters. And there is the rub; it's like putting an accountant in charge of a nursery - the books may balance but there will surely be tears. overcome all our differences - being prisoners! A prison which adopts a handful of these ideas, which are already in action, would still not be a positive place. Imprisonment is damaging and meant to be; it screws up our psychology, our social capital, our relationships and our futures. These good ideas may help to limit the damage, but that doesn't make for a positive experience. But if reducing the harm prison does is the best we can hope for, surely it is still worth exploring? The question is: why aren't governors thinking about these things? What is it about the prison culture that makes "no" the default decision? Running a prison is a complicated business; far more complex than we usually imagine. Just
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Governors are so concerned with the numbers, the audits, the targets and budgets that they have overlooked the simple truth - this being that prison is about people, not products. The good ideas exist but the modern day governor has forgotten one thing - the really important issues in prison are exactly the ones that can't be measured and stuck on a graph. Imagination, consideration and an understanding of the human condition are not only the most important qualities when the lives of others are in your care, but they are the very qualities that are filtered out as governors aspire to ever greater responsibilities. Ben Gunn is currently resident at HMP Shepton Mallet



INSIDE? YOU NEED A FRIEND ON THE OUTSIDE... At Keith Park Solicitors we have many years experience representing our clients, not only before sentencing but also once they are in custody. There are many ways we can help you with advice and representation once you are on the ‘inside’. Our team of Legal experts will be your friends on the outside. We specialise in: OUTSIDE ADJUDICATIONS. Have you committed an offence whilst in custody? We can provide representation for you in front of the adjudicator. PAROLE BOARD HEARINGS. We can supply written representations and attending oral hearings. CATEGORISATION. If you want us to assist by way of written representations – we can help.



PRISON RECALL. Have you been recalled and do you think the decision is justiﬁed? We can prepare written submissions and appear on your behalf before the parole board. PRISON COMPLAINTS AND REFERRALS TO THE PRISON OMBUDSMAN. If you feel you are treated badly in prison, you can make a complaint. We can help you through the procedure.



Call us on freephone: 0800 374388 (24 hours).
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Comment PRISON SERVICE ORDER 1010 - Category ‘A’ Prisoners: Reviews of Security Category Back in the Dark Ages (1979), I entered Winchester Prison on remand, having been charged with murder, and recall the hospital officer informing me that I had provisionally been placed on Category ‘A’ status. Leafing through the brief file that had accompanied me from Reading police station, he said: “Don’t worry - you’ll only be on it for a couple of weeks”. The Cat ‘A’ status was confirmed by the Home Office and if ‘a week is a long time in politics’, according to former Labour Prime Minister Harold Wilson, he should try a couple of weeks in prison, because I was on Cat ‘A’ for over 12 years!



PSO



watch



Secrecy surrounded who was placed on Cat ‘A’, and why; the Home Office gave no reasons to the prisoner. Just as secret was the answer to the question: ‘How do I get downgraded to Cat ‘B’?’ I was told by a Lifer Governor: “You have to hit the target”. I thought at the time that in this darkened room, the target is not visible … it was an almost impossible task. Although I do recall watching an IRA prisoner called Phil Sherridan, who had been sentenced to 8 years, being escorted to the gate as a Cat ‘A’ prisoner with a guard of four, plus dog and dog handler, to be released upon an unsuspecting public! Dangerous prisoner one minute, the next an ordinary member of the public divested of his Cat ‘A’ status as he walked out of the gate. I thought at the time, ‘the system is absurd’.



In his monthly feature exclusively for Inside Time, former prisoner John Hirst simplifies Prison Service Orders. John spent a total of 25 years in prison (his tariff was 15 years - discretionary life sentence for manslaughter) and is the author of the Jailhouse Lawyer’s blog. Prior to release in May 2004, he proved to be the most prolific prisoner litigant of modern times and, he says, unlike Perry Mason and Rumpole of the Bailey, he never lost a case against the Prison Service



The history of Cat ‘A’ can be found in the Mountbatten Report into Prison Escapes and Security (1966, Cmnd 3175). Overnight, 120 prisoners within the system had gone to bed as ordinary prisoners and woken up the next morning to find themselves subjected to strict security conditions because they had been designated by some faceless bureaucrat in the Home Office with the status of Category ‘A’.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE



Apart from the amount of Cat ‘A’ prisoners creeping up to some 3,000 strong, nothing else changed within the system for a number of years. Until, that is, the case of Regina -vSecretary of State for Home Department ex parte Michael Mcavoy [1997] EWCA Civ 2888: “A prisoner had the right to know the gist (though not the full contents) of reports used in deciding on a review of his security status (Lord Woolf MR)”.



The case of ex parte Pate held that in deciding whether to classify a prisoner as Cat ‘A’, consideration should be given to whether the needs of security could be met just the same as in a lower category status and in a lower security prison. However, it is doubtful that the department will pay this case much heed because as we know, in prison, security is paramount and the department has a tendency when making decisions in relation to risk to err on the side of caution.



Secrecy surrounded who was placed on Cat ‘A’, and why; the Home Office gave no reasons to the prisoner. Just as secret was the answer to the question: ‘How do I get downgraded to Cat ‘B’?’ I was told by a Lifer Governor: “You have to hit the target”.



Originally, as defined above, there was only meant to be one type of Cat ‘A’ prisoner. In my view, it is an abuse of the system that the department stretched this category to what prisoners term ‘Cat A’, ‘Double A’ and ‘Triple A’. In the department’s terminology they are ‘Standard Escape Risk’, ‘High Escape Risk’ and ‘Exceptional Escape Risk’ respectively. In my view, I fail to see why those in ‘Standard Escape Risk’ cannot be de-categorised to Category ‘B’ prisoners.



The above decision led to the previous Prison Service Order 1010 being withdrawn and the present PSO 1010 replacing it, with the necessary amendments being added. In effect it ‘consolidates all previous guidance on the procedures for the reporting in of potential category ‘A’ prisoners and the conduct of the security category reviews of sentenced prisoners. The Order also introduces changes to the Category ‘A’ Review Process”. Rather than face fresh legal challenges, in PSO 1010, the Prison Service decided to make Category ‘A’ reports more focussed and fully disclosable, subject to the exemptions in the Data Protection Act 1998. For the record (Mountbatten Report): ‘A Category ‘A’ prisoner is a prisoner whose escape would be highly dangerous to the public or the police or the security of the State and for whom the aim must be to make escape impossible’.



Because there are presently no Cat ‘A’ prisons, only close supervision centres (for example Woodhill) within the existing penal estate, and even High Security Prisons are only classified as Category ‘B’, there really is no reasonable reason to subject these prisoners to more security conditions than are necessary for safe custody. The open reporting system now means that those prisoners stuck in Cat ‘A’ can at least have an idea of what they are up against, and perhaps what they need to do in order to be able to get de-categorised. Still, the system relies upon subjective rather than objective reporting and that is not a good thing. For example, if the police have it in for you their report can sink you like a lead balloon. Readers are reminded that the Prison Service Orders on this page have been summarised. The full text of the PSOs can be viewed in your library.
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An email from Which statistic am I? the Governor Cokisa Shude questions why prisoners have to fight to actually get on necessary programmes and her disappointment at the whole rehabilitation process that promise to help are the ones holding us back?



Stephen Shaw, Prisons and Probation Ombudsman, writes exclusively for Inside Time



risons remove all sorts of freedom, but one of the most important is the ability to communicate freely. As I sit here at my desk, I can write a letter, pick up the phone, send a text, send a fax, fire off an email, or even (old fashioned chap that I am) walk around the office and speak to a colleague face-to-face. I can see what my friends are saying on Facebook, share the banal details of my own daily life on Twitter, and keep my bank account healthy by switching money at the click of a mouse.



P



Prisoners lose the right to do most of these things, and the communications they do make are subject both to rationing (limits to the number and length of both letters and phone calls) and to monitoring (reading of mail, listening to telephones). Some things have improved of course. Thirty years ago, when I started working at NACRO, there were no telephones at all in prison. Limits on both the volume and content of mail were also rigorously enforced, and it was commonplace for letters to be smuggled out to avoid censorship. So there has been a lot of progress since those days. But as I have frequently pointed out in these columns for Inside Time, the Prison Service has found it hard to come to terms with more modern communication methods and technology. I wonder if that too is now beginning to change for the better? The splendid news in



Lewis Sidhu Solicitors



the January issue of Inside Time that EMAP (emailaprisoner.com) has now been introduced in over 50 UK prisons, and that a formal contract has been agreed with the Prison Service, is evidence for saying so. The potential benefits for prisoners and for the Prison Service of EMAP speak for themselves. I can see this service mushrooming in coming years. Everyone else now stays in touch by email, and why should prisoners’ families or prisoners’ lawyers - be any different. (For that matter, why should you not be able to email your complaints to the Ombudsman?) And if email can be introduced in a regulated way, how long can it be before some prisoners can enjoy (regulated) access to the internet? Again, as I often point out, if internet access can work successfully in an immigration removal centre (as it can), why is the same not true of a prison? The internet is the way in which people increasingly find their jobs, or search for their accommodation, or further their education. The Prison Service really does need to engage with the challenge of internet access if it is to achieve its targets in respect of rehabilitation and reducing re-offending. The work of prison staff is also changing as more computers find their way into wing offices. Amongst managers, the change has already occurred. Increasingly, I hear from Governors complaining about the volume of email traffic to which they have to respond. Investigators in the Ombudsman’s office are also beginning to correspond with prisons via email to try to settle complaints. But not all the Governors are as familiar as others with the technology. One of my colleagues recently tried to negotiate a property complaint and there were email messages with the Deputy Governor who proposed a solution agreeable to the prisoner. This was finally confirmed by the Governor at the top of the email chain. Unfortunately, he had left in the chain the advice he had given to another member of staff in the interim: “Don’t bust a gut as I think it is a crap idea” (sic). It won’t be a surprise to anyone that Governors and their Deputies do not always see eye to eye. But there are times when it is not sensible to communicate too freely. I wonder how long it will be before this particular Governor masters the delete key?
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Order image woman by bus



© prisonimage.org oday I asked myself this question: ‘Am I one of the lucky ones, leaving prison to have a better future, or am I one of the unlucky ones, leaving prison just to fall back into crime?’
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When I first came to prison and heard how the system was willing to help me have a better future, free of crime, I was very excited about the opportunity I would have to better myself. I've always wanted to do something with my life, but have sort of lost direction along the way. Getting people to help me realise my goals sounded like a dream come true, in a very strange way though … because of where I am. I was led to believe in the system and the people in it who were supposedly going to help me. They talked about …‘helping prisoners so we do not re-offend’. They went through this whole presentation of what they can offer and what skills could be acquired during our time in prison. They even asked us to tell them what we wanted to do so they can make sure we do it; the all important 'Sentence Plan'. So why am I so disappointed in the rehabilitation process of the prison? Could it be because I have found out that we prisoners have to fight to actually get on the programmes we need? Why is it that when we want to learn, there is frequently someone telling us we can't? How are we expected to go out and have a crime free existence if the same people
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It is surprising how everyone talks about reducing crime yet no one seems to be dedicated to providing the skills that reduce it to the very people that need help. A lot of us in prison are here because we struggled to have a decent life outside, and turned to crime so we could survive. We struggled because we lacked skills and the knowledge to get jobs. It is therefore soul-destroying to realise that the struggle we faced outside is the same one we face inside prison. Outside we struggled because we did not have the proper education to get jobs; ‘inside' we struggle to get the proper education and skills to help us get the jobs we need to live a crime free life. A friend of mine has worked extremely hard in order to get herself a qualification before she gets out. She was told to learn English so that she could get on the course she wanted; so jumped through all the necessary hoops and learnt English up to Level 2. She put her name in for the course like everyone does, however when it was time for her to actually do the course she was told she couldn’t; because the manager at her workplace did not want her to leave - his reason being that her sentence would only finish in June 2010, never mind the fact that her early release date is September 2009. So should she finish her sentence first and then get her education? Is it fair for her to be made to feel like a nobody? Like someone who can be pushed around at will; someone worth so little that no one cares whether she succeeds or fails? Is it right for her to be shown by the prison that whatever she does, it will never be good enough because there will always be someone there to hold her back. Why ask her to do all these things just to disappoint her? Is it the practice of ‘power’ by prison officials? Are we destined to be made to feel like nothing and be nothing? Where is the system that promised to help us get better? At the end of it all, no prisoner can have a better life outside of prison if the prison itself does not encourage that life. On the surface it may look like prisoners are the ones who don't want to learn, but looking deeper I now realise that, overall, the prison system does not give us a chance. It simply does not care …so once again I ask: which statistic am I? Cokisa Shude is currently resident at HMP Morton Hall
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y story, like many stories, is both tragic and true. The tragedy that provoked this article is that recently, in Foston Hall, yet another female lifer committed suicide. I knew the girl who died very well, she wasn’t a self-harmer or a depressive; she wasn’t unpopular; this is quite simply another case of the system letting someone down.
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I found out about the suicide when a friend called me; the prison service had done their duty, called all her friends and fellow lifers together, broke the bad news, and then banged them up for an hour to think about it! There was real pain in my friend’s voice when she called me; she said rather poignantly: “They just don’t know what to do with us”. The totally unnecessary end to a young life is a tragedy; but unfortunately that is not the worst part of this story. We must look at the truth behind what is causing an increasing number of female lifers to attempt suicide, examine the system charged with their care and rehabilitation, and ask why it is so fundamentally flawed. The plight of the female lifer population is reaching breaking point. Growing numbers of indeterminate sentences being given to women, combined with lack of courses, lack of trained staff and indeed lack of establishments, means that many of our longest serving female prisoners, through no fault of their own, are not being provided with what they need to get parole. I can hear many in male establishments muttering under their breath already, so to illustrate my points let’s follow the progress of ‘Heather’, a hypothetical but nevertheless typical example. Heather is 25 and received a life sentence in 2005 with a minimum tariff of 15 years for the murder of a family friend. She is maintaining her innocence. Shortly after sentence, Heather is moved to the lifer unit at Holloway and told she is a ‘first stage lifer’ and can expect to remain at Holloway for several years before moving on. Heather is well behaved and interacts nicely enough, so by 2009 she is recommended by probation for a move to a ‘second stage prison’; there is no choice of establishment because there is only one option for female lifers in the south of England, and that is HMP Send.



‘They just don’t know what to do with us’ ‘Sally’ looks at yet another tragic suicide and how female lifers face an uphill struggle and are relentlessly being backed into a corner Heather now has at least 8 years to serve before any possibility of a move to open conditions, and so faces the prospect of many years in the same establishment.



behaviour, risk assessment and other factors, Heather cannot progress. Due to the re-rolling of female establishments to male there is now only Send - therefore her options for courses
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The plight of the female lifer population is reaching breaking point. Growing numbers of indeterminate sentences being given to women, combined with lack of courses, lack of trained staff and indeed lack of establishments, means that many of our longest serving female prisoners, through no fault of their own, are not being provided with what they need to get parole
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It is now the fact that Heather is female starts to negatively affect her chances of achieving her first parole. Unlike male establishments, females are not categorised therefore regardless of



are restricted to those offered there. Some are accredited courses but the selection is limited, and of course there is the question of whether she can participate.
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RAPT is only available to prisoners with drug or alcohol addiction. Heather doesn’t have such addictions … so this is not an option. Sycamore Tree, a victim awareness programme run by the chaplaincy, is offender based and you must accept you have a victim. Heather is maintaining her innocence and so this course is unavailable. Therapeutic Community; a minimum of 18 months is required by TC, however to be considered you must accept your index offence; maintaining her innocence means Heather cannot apply. ETS; Heather could be assessed for this, but it has strict criteria that not everyone fulfils. If your crime was deemed to have been well planned, or if you are able to see the consequences in what you do, you won’t get on it. Education is limited at Send too; there are classes but they are predominantly basic skills. If Heather wants to go through the OU, she will have to sort the funding herself. This leaves Vocational Training: Send has an excellent gymnasium which offers good courses. The kitchen NVQ was halted ages ago and other than a short floristry course, offers nothing else. Oh dear Heather … it is going to be a hard 8 years! The prison service has a responsibility to its female lifer population to do better than this. A female lifer, I know, did the anger management course at Holloway only to be told when she went for her parole that it’s not accredited and she now has to go to a prison up north to do it again. In the meantime, she can’t go to open conditions; by what standard is this acceptable? Cookham Wood offered alternative courses, but when it re-rolled to a male YOI they transferred all the women but none of the courses. Why? Female lifers are being relentlessly backed into a corner; the official line is that maintaining your innocence cannot stop progression but it does, because all the available courses are offender based and there are no alternatives. They have less opportunity to progress, less chance of parole and as a result, far too many are resorting to attempting suicide. This isn’t rocket science. If a prison holds female lifers it should have all the accredited courses available, together with vocational training and education that is required to progress. This is not statistics, games or box-ticking exercises … it’s women’s lives. ‘Sally’ is a pseudonym for a recently released prisoner
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Insidetime March 2009 www.insidetime.org Swansea and the local branch of Samaritans were asked to pilot a scheme: this aimed to use prisoners to do the work of Samaritans in a prison environment. Samaritans policies were adapted to a prison setting and the original prisoners involved in the pilot decided on the name ‘Listeners’ - and the name has remained ever since that time. The prisoners were equally involved with the staff and Samaritans in deciding how they would operate. There are other peer support schemes in some establishments, but only those schemes that are supported by Samaritans carry the name ‘Listeners’.



HOW DOES SOMEONE BECOME A LISTENER?



The Listeners As Belmarsh prison celebrate their 15th year of the Listeners scheme, Samaritan volunteer Ruth Acty explains what the scheme does and how to become a Listener
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isteners have an invaluable role in providing emotional support to distressed prisoners throughout the prison system. There are Listener schemes in most establishments in England, Wales, Scotland, Northern and Southern Ireland, and they are fully supported by Safer Custody and Offender Policy Group; indeed they are the schemes that are the most well-established and longest-standing of all peer support groups. Listeners are trained and supported by Samaritans; a voluntary organisation available 24 hours a day to provide confidential emotional support for people who are experiencing feelings of distress or despair, including those feelings which may lead to suicide. Samaritans and Listeners recognise the importance of giving people the opportunity to explore difficult feelings; that being listened to, in confidence, and accepted without prejudice, can alleviate despair, including the decision to die by suicide.



was needed in relation to self-inflicted deaths in custody and led to a revised strategy: Caring for the Suicidal in Custody. This was established in partnership with Samaritans and launched in England and Wales in 1994, and remains the current policy. The essential feature was the recommendation that led to a more humane approach where those at risk are to be cared for and supported. A further thematic review was conducted in 1999 and a revised suicide strategy emerged, building on the original emphasis and establishing the Safer Custody approach.



Any prisoner may apply to be a Listener. Prisoners are encouraged to apply either by officers, or by existing Listeners who recognise the qualities needed for the role, or simply ask for an application. It does not matter if you cannot read or write well, whether you have a job or not, whether you are enhanced or not - you may still apply. You will be required to have a security check by the prison. If you pass this check you will then go onto the selection process. This process is conducted by Samaritans and determines whether you have the qualities to be a Listener - and will give you an opportunity to get information: to see if the role is something you would like to do.



LISTENER TRAINING Listeners are trained by Samaritans: the material is a standard package, so the same training is delivered in every prison. This means that if you are transferred to another prison which has a Listener scheme you should join the new scheme without re-training. The course consists of eight modules and is delivered over three to six weeks, depending on what time is available in individual prisons’ regimes. The training is not academic or full of theory: it concentrates on developing the skills needed to offer emotional support to people who are distressed, may be suicidal, or are at risk of
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harming themselves. At the end of the training, if you are successful you will receive a certificate that states you have done the course. Listeners, like Samaritans, are volunteers, so prisoners are not paid to do this work.



WORKING AS A LISTENER Listeners work with Samaritans, they also work closely with Safer Custody staff. In many schemes, Listeners organise their own rota for being on call, especially for being called out at night. If you are called out at night you should not be expected to work the following day, or lose any wages. Listeners get support from Samaritans, usually once a week, sometimes fortnightly. These meetings are held without staff being present and are used to support and debrief Listeners, discussing how callouts have been managed, whether any prisoner might need extra support; or if the Listener team is experiencing any difficulties in performing their tasks. A Listener is invited to attend the prison’s Safer Custody meeting.



WHAT DO PRISONERS GAIN BY BEING A LISTENER? Listeners are not paid for this work, yet provide a valuable role in supporting fellow prisoners. The training gives skills that can be used in many situations, both inside and outside prison, in relationships and employment situations. Listeners develop as people and gain a sense of self-worth; many prisoners have gone on to do counselling courses. Listeners have saved many lives. Ruth Acty has been a volunteer with Samaritans for over 18 years and involved in prisons for the last 8 years. She is responsible for prison support and Listener schemes throughout the UK and Southern Ireland. You can contact the Listeners in your prison; telephone Samaritans on 08457 909090, or write to Samaritans using freepost (from your Safer Custody Team) to: Chris, PO Box 90 90, Stirling FK8 2SA.



There have been parallel developments in other prison services. Samaritans had considerable input into the revised strategies and training programmes. The Irish Prison Service and the Northern Ireland Prison Service also support the strategy, the involvement of Samaritans and the establishment of Listener schemes.



HOW DID IT ALL BEGIN?



HOW DID LISTENER SCHEMES START?



During the 1980s there was an increase in the number of suicides in prisons in England and Wales. This led to a report by the Chief Inspector: Suicide and Self-harm in Prison Service Establishments published in 1990. The report stated that a radical shift of emphasis



During the time that the original strategy was being produced, prisons and Samaritan’s branches were encouraged to work together. Prisoners’ care and support for each other has always played a vital role in helping people cope with being in prison. In 1991, HMP
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Inside? We’re on your side. As specialists in Criminal Defence and Prison Law we provide straightforward advice and professional representation for: Adjudication Parole Hearings
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Women In Prison is 25! by Laurel Townhead



W



omen in Prison (WIP) is celebrating 25 years of supporting and campaigning for women offenders and ex-offenders. WIP was started by former prisoner Chris Tchaikovsky in 1983 to campaign for radical changes in the criminal justice system. Chris said: “Taking the most hurt people out of society and punishing them in order to teach them how to live within society is at best futile. The late Chris Whatever else a prisoner Tchaikovsky, knows, she knows founder of Women in Prison everything there is to know about punishment because that is exactly what she has grown up with. Whether it is childhood sexual abuse, indifference, neglect; punishment is most familiar to her”.
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You could ask what there is to celebrate after 25 years, which have seen the women’s prison population rise from 1,390 to over 4,450. But it is worth celebrating that WIP is still going - no small achievement for an organisation that started out with determination, a £50 donation and not much more. It is also worth celebrating the battles that have been won - for individual women and for the women’s prison population. In these 25 years, WIP staff have provided information, advice and support to thousands of women in prison and on release. WIP’s projects have helped women to get out and stay out of prison. The Holloway Remand Scheme - set up by WIP in 1994 - provided community-based alternatives to custody which meant some women taking part did not get prison sentences. The 2008 evaluation of WIP’s ‘Moving On Moving Out’ project providing support to women leaving prison found that their known re-offending rate was 4% compared to an average re-offending rate of 37% of women leaving prison. Some of WIP’s original campaign aims have been achieved. Medical services for prisoners are now within the control of the NHS. WIP have being pointing out for many years that women in prison have different needs from men in prison. More than half of women in prison report having experienced domestic



violence or sexual abuse, and most are mothers. These and other issues affect how prison impacts on women; for example, women in prison have higher rates of self-harm than men in prison. Finally the government has heard this and Maria Eagle, ministerial champion for women in the criminal justice system, said last year: “The criminal justice system must take account of the fact that the needs of women offenders are often different from those of men.” So not only is WIP still going, WIP works!



In these 25 years, WIP staff have provided information, advice and support to thousands of women in prison and on release.



But it is true that there are still too many women being sent to prison and support for women in prison and on release are still not good enough. With this in mind, WIP decided that the best way to mark their anniversary is to do what they have always done and keep on demanding better treatment for women in prison. Their new campaigns will be based on the list of 25 things women in prison and in the community told them they most wanted to change about prison. WIP will be sending this list to politicians to make sure that they see what changes should be made according to the people who have experienced it. It is a shame that these problems are not resolved after 25 years of campaigning, but WIP is still needed and as long as women are put in prison, WIP will be there providing support and leading campaigns. Laurel Townhead is Policy and Campaigns Manager - Women In Prison
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Celebrating 25 years Baroness Helena Kennedy QC was invited to speak at the 25th Anniversary celebration of Women In Prison on February 26th. A lot has happened, but not enough has changed she told guests Baroness Helena Kennedy QC



B



aroness Kennedy’s talk captured the celebration, remembrance, anger and sadness with which WIP marked its anniversary. Celebration that the organisation is still there to fight for women in prison and that two further organisations – Women in Secure Hospitals (WISH) and Hibiscus – grew from the shared learning amongst the women who started and supported WIP. Remembrance of the legacy of Chris Tchaikovsky, WIP’s dedicated founder – both in what she achieved as director and in the continuance of WIP. Anger that the issues which WIP was set up to address are still present today. Sadness that our criminal justice system is still failing women. Baroness



Kennedy spoke of her female clients, in her early days as a barrister and still today, and women who survive the criminal justice system as the source of her commitment to human rights and determination to combat injustice. She noted that despite the government commissioning the Corston report on women in the criminal justice system, and having its recommendations for 2 years, too little has been done to implement them. The rise of the women’s prison population and the failure to address it and effectively respond to the needs of women prisoners, Baroness Kennedy said, is perhaps the biggest failing of this government.



The demands of Women In Prison 25 years on  Leaving prison: More support for women leaving prison. Many women are thrown out of prison without anywhere to live, with no job, only £46 in their pocket and no real means of survival. If they put you in a hostel and you are an addict, it is usually full of drugs and alcohol, so you have no chance of going straight. There is little or no support for you outside, so the government has just thrown all the money it cost to put you in prison down a hole, as those who are repeat offenders have little chance of surviving outside.



can become a nightmare. It gives prisoners too much time to think, which can lead to depression, self-harming and suicide.  Visits: We should be allowed more visits.  Parole Board: Paperwork for parole boards to be done on time, especially for lifers.  Tags: More women to get tags and suspended sentences.  Housing: Better housing advice for women coming out of prison



 Work: There should be more work-related courses such as work experience, where you can try a trade out while in prison, which will make it easier for you to find a job when you get out. Men have this option and we should too.



 Lockdown: Women are locked up for too long. As well as allocated “lock-up hours” women are locked up instead of having association or going to education, due to staff shortages.



 Self-harm: Prisoners should get evening association on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. For self-harmers, this is a very stressful time and



From left to right: Prue Stevens - former Director WIP, Deborah Coles - Chairwoman WIP, Baroness Helena Kennedy QC, Olga Heaven MBE - Director Hibiscus  Deaths: More help for suicidal women inside, so that women do not kill themselves in prison.



breaking the law but we don't deserve to be spoken to like dogs.



 Regimes: Every prison should have the same regime, instead of different prisons having different rules.



 Family: Put us in prisons nearer to our homes and family.



 Modern: This prison is stuck in the dark ages compared to most of the other female prisons. It should be more modernised. More help and advice should be given to try and help women not re-offend.  Parole Board (again): Why do we have to justify to the Parole Board why we should be released? Isn't the torture of actually completing the sentence enough?



 Fresh air: If a prisoner is sick, why is her door locked all day? It is wrong because a sick person needs fresh air. Please can you change this rule?  Progress: Women should be able to progress through the prison system as quickly as men. There are only two open women's prisons, not enough.  Education: There should be more education courses for the girls to do, especially on remand.



 First-timers: I would like to help first-timers in prison. I know what it feels like when you come out. It is not easy to adjust to life on the outside.



 Food: Better food.



 Grandparents’ day: We need a grandparents’ day for women with long sentences.



 Clothes: I do not like being limited on the amount of clothes we are allowed.



 New prisoners: More information for new prisoners. You are expected to understand the rules when you arrive for the first time!



 Attitude: Officers (not all, but some) should improve their attitude and the way they speak to prisoners. Fair enough we're all here for



 Success: We need talks from successful ex-offenders, to let us know there are ways of doing well on the out.
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IN A CENTRAL ENGLAND PRISON? Do you need free help and advice with: Adjudications Parole Hearings Licence Recall Categorisation Confiscation Proceedings Lifer Hearings IPP Advice plus All Defence and Appeals Contact Jo, Lindsey or Charlotte at



27 Regent Street Leamington Spa CV32 5EJ



01926 888947 Pr otecting Your Rights We will arrange to visit you pr omptly and give you sound and ef fectie advice



 Wages: Put prison wages up.



 Christmas: I would like to have a Christmas party.
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News from the House (2) how many prisoners serving indeterminate sentences for public protection have been released since its introduction. Mr. Hanson: The average tariff, or specified part, for those prisoners serving an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment for public protection, as of 15 January 2009, is 2.97 years. This is based on a sample of 4,689 prisoners. Since the introduction of indeterminate sentences of imprisonment for public protection, 47 such prisoners serving such sentences have been released during the period up to 15 January 2009. 45 of these have been released by the Parole Board. two were released early by the Secretary of State on compassionate grounds.



Prisoners Chief Bankers are taken to task by the Treasury Select Committee of MPs for wrecking the economy while at the same time awarding themselves huge bonuses. All this happens at the same time as it is announced that ‘One in five Lords is raking in the fees’ and Home Secretary Jacqui Smith is branded ‘morally questionable’ for pocketing £166,000 of taxpayers money for a second home while lodging with her sister.



News from the House of Commons Prison Accommodation Philip Davies (Shipley) (Con): In 2006, as many as one in six prisoners were released before they were halfway through their sentence - in 2007, that had risen to more than one in three prisoners. Can the Prime Minister explain to the House why he thinks it is a good idea to let so many prisoners out of jail early? The Prime Minister: The early-release scheme proposals were agreed by the House. We have said that we will look at them as we build new prison places. We are already building new prison places and, if I may say so, far from being soft on prisoners, there are now 20,000 more people in prison than there were when we came to power.



Prisons Andrew Rosindell: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what progress has been made in his plans to build new prisons. Mr. Straw: The Capacity Programme will deliver a total of 20,000 new places by 2014 through a number of new prisons, expansions at existing prisons, and more efficient use of the estate. To date, we have delivered over 4,200 places including a new prison, HMP Kennet (Merseyside), which became operational in June 2007.



being sought for new prisons at Featherstone (Wolverhampton), Littlehey (Cambridgeshire; to be located within the existing Littlehey boundary), and for the conversion of former RAF accommodation to a prison at Coltishall (Norfolk). We also plan to submit planning permission for a new YOI at Glen Parva (Leicestershire; to be located within the existing YOI boundary) later this year. We will be publishing our response to the Prison Clusters (formerly known as Titans) consultation exercise by the end of this financial year. This response will set out more details on how we plan to develop these prisons.



Prison Sentences Mr. Duncan Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many offenders have been given an indeterminate sentence for public protection in each year since the sentence was introduced. Mr. Hanson: The numbers of receptions into the prison estate in England and Wales in each year since 2005 can be found in the following table. Indeterminate sentences for public protection 2005 420 2006 1,570 2007 1,747 Note: Indeterminate sentence for public protection came into effect on 5 April 2005.



Planning permission has been approved for new prisons at Belmarsh West (London), Belmarsh East (London; to be located within the existing Belmarsh boundary) and Maghull (Merseyside). Planning permission is currently



Mr. Duncan Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice (1) what the average minimum tariff for indeterminate sentences for public protection is;
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ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON LAW Contact Sarah Holland or Belinda Ariss at: Millerchip Murray Solicitors The Quadrant Business Centre 3 The Quadrant Coventry CV1 2DY 02476 243615 serving the midlands



Andrew Rosindell: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many prisoners are being held in HM prisons. Mr. Hanson: At the end of November 2008, there were 83,423 prisoners detained in all prison establishments in England and Wales. David Howarth: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what assessment he has made of the consequences of the absence of a central record of prisoners maintaining innocence; and if he will make a statement. Mr. Hanson: The National Offender Management Service (NOMS) works with prisoners to address their offending behaviour and manage their risk of reoffending on the basis that they have been correctly convicted by the courts. As such, a central record of those who maintain their innocence following conviction would serve no useful purpose. It is also open to any person who believes that they have been wrongly convicted to challenge the safety of their convictions through either the Court of Appeal or the Criminal Cases Review Commission.



Current guidance for Prison Service staff in dealing with prisoners who deny guilt is contained in chapter 7 of (Prison Service Order) PSO 4700



Prisons Andrew Rosindell: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice (1) how many prisons have been closed in each year since 1997; (2) how many prisons spaces have been lost since 1997; (3) how many new prison spaces have become available in each year since 1997; (4) how many new prisons opened in each year since 1997. Mr. Hanson: Since 1997 only two prisons have closed, HMP Aldington in 1999 and HMP The Weare in 2005. It is not possible to say how many prison places have been taken out of use since 1997 as the total number of prison places fluctuates depending on temporary schemes such as refurbishment and changes in use. Prison places may be permanently taken out of use as a result of prison closures or may be decommissioned due to the unsatisfactory state of the accommodation. Where decommissioned, and as part of our ongoing maintenance programme, many of these have been rebuilt and re-opened as new accommodation. There are at present five wings/spurs across the estate that are not fit for purpose and are permanently out of use, with a total of around 350 places. This in is in addition to the total of 540 places taken out of use following the closure of the two prisons. Despite the loss of these places, since 1997 we have overall increased prison capacity and improved the standard of prison accommodation available in both new and existing prisons. We have opened a total of 10 new prisons (see following table):



Prisoners: Young People Mr. Burstow: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many and what proportion of people under the age of 18 were being held in Prison Service establishments in England and Wales in each of the last 10 years. Mr. Hanson: Information on the numbers of juveniles aged under 18 detained under sentence showing also their percentage of the prison population of England and Wales is contained in the following table. 1999 Males and females All ages 15-17 As percentage of prison population



2000



2001



2002



2003



2004



2005



2006



2007



2008



51,392 53,180 54,212 57,306 59,439 60,976 62,257 63,493 65,601 68,234 1,710 1,851 1,965 2,089 1,781 1,763 1,836 1,865 1,883 1,932 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3



The prison service does not normally accommodate 15 and 16 year old girls, only 17 year old girls.
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Categorisation / Progression Parole & Licence Issues Lifer & IPP cases Adjudications Appeals / CCRC cases Recall HDC Judicial Review



For friendly and expert advice call



01274 561 666



Marcus Farrar, Chivers Solicitors 2 Wellington Street, Bingley BD16 2NB
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Insidetime March 2009 www.insidetime.org Overall, we have delivered around 21,000 new places since 1997 through building new prisons and expansions at existing sites. The total delivered each year is set out in the following table. Places delivered 1997 4,716 1998 1,222 1999 1,646 2000 640 2001 920 2002 1,780



appealing against their sentence and then of those how many are beyond their original or adjusted tariff would require a manual checking of records, which could be undertaken only at disproportionate cost.



publish the amount to be provided (or the date when this will be published) and details of how those additional financial resources will be used. Lord Bach: The Government committed in December to provide additional resourcing to divert vulnerable women, who are not serious or dangerous offenders, from custody. The resources will be used to build capacity of one-stop-shop services and to further develop bail support services to better meet the needs of women. A further announcement will be made once final arrangements have been agreed.



Prisons: Mental Health Services 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008



1,376 2,570 940 900 1,526 2,735



Prisoners: Appeals David Howarth: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what records his Department keeps on the appellant status of prisoners; how many prisoners are currently appealing against their sentence; and how many of them are beyond their original or adjusted tariff. Mr. Hanson: The Ministry of Justice does not maintain a central record of the appellant status of prisoners. Therefore, determining how many serving prisoners are currently



David Howarth: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what consideration he has given to the merits of recording prison psychological interviews using the same procedures which are in place for police interviews under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. Mr. Hanson: Consideration has not been given to the routine recording of prison psychological interviews using the same procedures which are in place for police interviews under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. The purpose of police interviews in gathering evidence for court and many psychological interviews (where the focus is on developing motivation and insight into offending behaviour and completing risk assessments) are different.



Legal Aid (Prisoners) The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Justice (Mr. Shahid Malik): My noble Friend the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State (Lord Bach) has made the following written ministerial statement:



The Legal Services Commission (LSC) has today published a consulta“tion on the provision of prison law services funded by legal aid in England



Criminal Justice: Women Image courtesy: The Week



Meanwhile in the House of Lords, the Noble Lord presents his bill.



House of Lords Prisoners: Women Baroness Howe of Idlicote: To ask Her Majesty's Government whether the new duty to promote gender equality or existing sex discrimination legislation, or both, allow differential treatment for women prisoners.



and Wales. Prison law services enable prisoners to receive advice on legal issues arising from their treatment or discipline in prison, and also advice or representation in connection with parole proceedings. Expenditure on prison law work has increased from £1 million in 2001-02 to approximately £19 million in 2007-08, and is expected to increase further in future years. The proposed reforms aim to ensure a sustainable future for prison law services by addressing rising costs and targeting resources on the most appropriate cases. The consultation paper proposes additional controls on the volume of cases that will be funded, strengthened eligibility criteria, new quality measures and a revised payment structure for solicitors. It also describes longer-term plans to develop alternative means of purchasing and delivering these services.



The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): The Government are satisfied that the gender equality duty and other existing legislation allows differential treatment for women to ensure equal outcomes for both genders. It was on this basis that the National Offender Management Service issued Gender Specific Standards for women prisoners in April 2008 with a view of their implementation in all women's prisons by 1 April 2009. HM Prison Service is now carrying out gender equality impact assessments of new policies affecting both genders.



The 12-week consultation closes on 5 May 2009. Copies of “Prison Law Funding: a Consultation Paper” have been placed in the Libraries of both Houses. The document can be downloaded from the consultation section of the LSC’s website at: www.legalservices.gov.uk”



Baroness Howe of Idlicote: To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they will provide additional financial resources to women's penal policy; and, if so, whether they will
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SCOTTISH PRISONERS Need help getting your conviction and/or sentence reviewed? Benefit from our years of experience and get specialist advice on:‡ Appeals (including late appeals) ‡ Referrals to Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission (SCCRC) ‡ Parole Applications (including Lifer Tribunals, Recall etc.) ‡ Generally all aspects of prison law



I am therefore pleased to announce that the Ministry of Justice will provide £15.6 million of new funding over two years to invest in the provision of additional services in the community for women offenders and women at risk of offending. The new funds will be directed towards building capacity of specialist provision for women in the community and developing bail support services. We propose that some of the funding will be used to invest in existing third sector providers, enabling them to work with courts, police, probation and other statutory agencies to provide support and services to vulnerable women in the criminal justice system. I have asked the cross-departmental Criminal Justice Women’s Strategy Unit to lead on this new phase of capacity building and to report progress to the Ministerial Sub-Group on Implementation of the Government’s response to Corston.
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In my Statement to this House in December (Official Report, 10 December 2008, col. 59WS) I confirmed that while significant progress had been made since the Government’s response was published in December 2007, we remain determined to do much more to divert vulnerable women, who are not serious or dangerous offenders, from custody.



simon bethel



For an immediate response and visit to any prison in Scotland, write or telephone:



01307 460666



The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): My honourable friend the Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State (Maria Eagle) has made the following Written Ministerial Statement. I am today updating Parliament on further progress made in implementing the Government’s response to the Corston report on women with particular vulnerabilities in the criminal justice system.



If we are to successfully protect the public from crime then we also need to tackle the underlying causes of crime and break cycles of disadvantage. My announcement today reaffirms the Government’s commitment to do more to ensure that there is early and effective provision for vulnerable women in the community and our continued commitment to the wider Corston agenda.
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IPP sentences … release from Category B conditions



QUOTE OF THE MONTH



Barrister Rajan Mawji highlights the case of the first ever release of an IPP prisoner from category B conditions he Parole Board directed the release of IPP prisoner Mr S from Category B conditions after being satisfied that his risk could be managed in the community. It was his first review and he was only 3 months over an 18 month minimum term. Mr S is 46 with 12 previous convictions, including one for manslaughter and other violent offences; the index offence was for threats to kill a police officer.



T



Until now there has been a common perception that an IPP prisoner has to progress through the categories, and release will only be granted from open conditions. This is incorrect, and the real test is whether the prisoner can demonstrate by his conduct in prison that his risk has sufficiently reduced in order for any remaining risk to be manageable in the community. It is no secret that in the Parole Board’s considerations the probation officer’s view carries considerable weight. It is therefore essential that a good relationship with a probation officer is established and this continues throughout the custodial part of the sentence. After all, it is the supervising officer that will manage the risk in the community. Against the backdrop of recent High Court challenges, including the Walker and James cases, the case of Mr S is a model for how risk can be reduced if the prison service ensures that they identify the risk factors at an early stage, and that courses are completed without delay. Within a period of 18 months, Mr S completed the ETS, CALM, Victim Awareness, Alcohol Awareness, Toe by Toe and many education courses. He had protective factors in the community such as a stable home environment and guaranteed employment. Furthermore, he was adjudication free, an enhanced prisoner, and generally posed no control problems.
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Prison Law Team Categorisation Parole Recall Adjudications Appeals/CCRC Lifers Contact: Katy Cowans, Rebecca Seal or Rachel Jamieson Henry Hyams also has a specialist Immigration Department that can deal with bail, deportation and immigration issues on release. Contact Gareth Miller or Emma Brooksbank



His lawyer argued that the risk could be managed if additional conditions were imposed such as alcohol testing and increased probation contact, and that any booster courses be completed in the community. It is essential that the Parole Board are made aware that there are alternatives to custody in terms of containing risk. The key to effective representation is preparation. It is important that the Parole Board is put in the position where it can make a fully informed decision. When the case of Mr S was progressing through the ICM procedure, the dossier did not even include the post programme reports for the completed courses and by the time of the oral hearing, the reports were 10 months out of date. His lawyer commissioned an assessment by an independent psychologist so that the Parole Board had before them a more recent risk assessment, which offered a number of alternatives to continued custody. The law regarding IPPs has evolved considerably since the Criminal Justice Act 2003, and the more recent changes meaning that an IPP cannot be handed down a minimum term of less than 2 years. This is also a useful argument before the Parole Board, although the law cannot apply retrospectively. It significantly asks the Parole Board to assess ‘dangerousness’ in a different light. Essentially, would an IPP have been handed down if he was being sentenced today? This was a useful argument presented in the case of Mr S, in the Parole Board’s evaluation of whether he now poses a serious risk of committing further serious specified offences. They were, as long as there were protective factors and alcohol use was controlled. Mr S was represented by Rajan Mawji, Head of Prison Law at Harrison Bundey Solicitors, 219-223 Chapeltown Road, Leeds LS7 3DX.



Graceland Solicitors Free Effective, Urgent Representation and Advice ! Specialists in Prison Law,Criminal Defence and all Immigration matters Specialist Representation for independent Adjudicators & appeals against adjudication decisions. Categorisations, CCRC Applications, Release on Temporary Licence(ROTL), Home Detention Curfews (HDC), Parole Hearings, Lifer Panels, Transfers & Reallocations, Licence Recall Issues, Judicial Reviews, Criminal Conviction Appeals, Home Rights Issues, Deportation cases and extraditions. Please contact Mr.A Okoro



Jack, Jade ... and Jack Jack Straw has intervened to relax the curfew conditions on Jade Goody's fiance. Can anyone else expect the same treatment?



Andrew Neilson writing in the Guardian on Friday 20 February



“S



o much for justice being blind. With Jack Straw intervening to relax the curfew conditions on Jack Tweed, so that he can spend his wedding night with Jade Goody somewhere other than at his mother's house, a number of questions spring to mind. Would this have happened if it didn't involve a celebrity? Of course not. At the Howard League for Penal Reform, we are aware of many people in the criminal justice system who have been refused leave to attend such things as the funerals of parents, or family weddings. When Jack Tweed's prison governor initially refused to relax the conditions, that's exactly how this story would have ended if the patron saint of reality TV had not been involved. Instead, the secretary of state for justice and lord chancellor himself stepped in. So, the second question is: how desperate can this government be to cadge some votes? It is rather tawdry to see one of the great officers of state attempt to make himself the hero of the hour - on the same day a poll identifies him as "the public's favourite to take over from Brown" - by casually perverting the workings of the criminal justice system. One would think Mr Straw would be more busy with his plans to deskill and downgrade prison officers, or rolling out giant warehouse prisons, or whatever the next public policy



disaster his obsession with penal populism leads him to. So third, does it really matter? Jade Goody is terminally ill and whatever you think of her life and times, surely this is the right decision. Well, it would be if everyone could expect the same treatment. Even Jade herself might have found Straw's reaction to have been completely different only two years ago, during Shilpagate. I was a government press officer at the time, and remember my secretary of state dutifully touring the news studios as demonstrations erupted in India to tell the world that Celebrity Big Brother should be pulled, that Jade was a terrible person, and indeed it did briefly seem that an outbreak of playground bullying on television was the most urgent thing on ministers' minds. If Jack Tweed had applied to have his curfew conditions relaxed back then, I suspect officials at the Ministry of Justice would have been sent scurrying around to find ways to get him banged up again. I come back to my opening point. Justice should be blind – not dependent on the interests of a celebrity, and their fluctuating fortunes in public popularity. I wish Jade Goody and Jack Tweed well on their wedding day. As for the other Jack, he has my nomination for eviction.



”



* Andrew Neilson is assistant director of public affairs and policy for the Howard League for Penal Reform
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The parting shot from the caseworker currently dealing with the matter within the Legal Complaints Service, who had stoutly resisted the return of the file to the SRA with a request to investigate, was that, in her view, Mr A had, during two years in prison waiting for advice as to an appeal, 'suffered no adverse effects'! Can this seriously be the view of the Legal Complaints Service and would it, or should it, if they could be bothered to consider the matter, be the conclusion of the Solicitors Regulation Authority?



Searching questions by Stanley Best n his article 'Where credit's due' in the Solicitors' Journal (10 February) Tony Guise has undoubtedly put his finger on one of the errors which most commonly lead solicitors into trouble with the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA), yet there is an even greater danger presented to clients and solicitors generally by the way in which complaints are investigated by the SRA. This can lead to injustice for the solicitor who does not take prompt advice from counsel when the dreaded letter from the SRA lands on his desk or alternatively may lead to serious injustice for a lay client, perhaps in prison, who feels that he has been badly treated.



I



When I am called upon to advise in a matter referred to the SRA, it is usually on behalf of a solicitor, but once in a while one encounters a layman who seems to have good and substantial grounds for complaint. If the SRA ignore that complaint, not only will the reputation of the whole solicitors' profession be unfairly damaged, the layman/prisoner may suffer injustice. Consider Mr A, who was in prison when he first sought help from solicitor Z with his proposed appeal against conviction in early August 2006. Over 5 months later, he was told that his papers were being sorted and were to be reviewed by the solicitor. Nine months after his first contact with solicitor Z (not, of course, his true name), Mr A was told that the 'review of his case was underway'. As at August 2008, two years later, instructions were at last sent to counsel to advise, but they omitted transcripts which, from the outset, counsel had said that he would require



since he was not counsel at the trial and had no note of the evidence. Mr A continued to languish in prison for two years after he had first approached solicitor Z, who attempted to excuse the delay by saying that he had had problems initially in getting papers from earlier solicitors and that later he had had trouble with court reporters in trying to obtain transcripts. However, two years still seems a very long delay. When the matter was reported to the SRA, they transferred it immediately to the Legal Complaints Service (LCS) contending (a line followed by the LCS) that no question of professional misconduct arose, but that it was one of inadequate service which should be resolved privately between the solicitor and his client. It did not, it was claimed, have anything to do with the SRA. Surely, prima facie at least, until the SRA conducted an investigation, this could not, or should not, be said? Of course, if the solicitors could show that they were not, in fact, responsible for the astonishing delay or for the larger part thereof, then they could not and should not be blamed, but might it not be said that the SRA had looked at the matter too superficially? They too, with the Legal Complaints Service, were also guilty of delay. Solicitor Z offered £300 to Mr A and the view of the LCS was sought as to whether they felt this was adequate. No assistance was forthcoming, but the LCS eventually, after some pressure, responded with several pages of 'guidance’. Is this the way to deal with a serious complaint? In the interests of clients and of solicitors at large, most of whom do a good job for clients, one asks, will this reassure the public that all is well?
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A senior and experienced solicitor to whom I spoke on another matter said to me that, in his view, the SRA was even less efficient than the Financial Services Authority whose conduct is presently under parliamentary scrutiny. I hope that he is not right, but I am beginning to have doubts. But not every case involves the delay which Mr A endured. Are solicitors as bad as they are often painted? In my view a few, but only a relatively small number are that bad, although solicitors who correspond with me agree that in too many firms, standards are dropping. Miserly legal aid fees must contribute to cutting of corners. To put the matter in balance, I record that in my experience in advising as counsel, and on proper analysis of complaints made, 75% of solicitors complained of are not guilty of the errors or conduct alleged. Other counsel also hold to that view; however 25% guilty is, though, still too high. One of the problems, I feel, is that since articles of clerkship, served with a solicitor for five years before qualifying, were abolished, the training of solicitors has been less comprehensive and thorough than it once was. The solicitors I most frequently deal with are of a high standard and work hard to achieve success for clients, but in consequence can be overwhelmed with requests for help and if they have to refuse on some occasions, the would-be client feels hurt. There are too few good solicitors available whilst the government holds the purse strings on legal aid too tightly and threatens even more draconian changes. A solicitor cannot afford to recruit as many competent staff solicitors as he might like to in order to deal with legal aid matters under present conditions. It is for that reason, and because of the need to ensure that seriously disadvantaged people in prison,
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or not, are properly helped, that the government, the Legal Services Commission and the Solicitors Regulation Authority should think twice and then again as to where the future of true justice lies. But what, then, of solicitor Z (again, not his true name) who was asked to handle for his client an application to appeal, out of time, a serious conviction? Advised by counsel of steps required to obtain evidence, including a part of the transcript as to a somewhat unfortunate event at the trial, including the question as to why the judge was not asked to; in fact did not recuse himself (i.e. withdraw from presiding and allow another judge to start the trial afresh), they did virtually nothing, saying that they were asking previous solicitors for their notes, instead of seeking the short transcript counsel asked for in the initial advice he had already given. Is solicitor Z simply engaged in trying to persuade himself and his client that he is doing something useful which will justify a fee from the prisoner client, whereas he is simply, as it seems to me, wasting valuable time. The young thrusting solicitor, qualified post the days of a requirement for articled service before qualifying, sometimes does not realise that counsel has a duty to give advice, if he thinks it is needed, whether or not the solicitor has sought it and occasionally will resist taking it. It is part and parcel of the ethos of the Bar to give that advice. As they become more experienced, these relatively few solicitors who want to do everything themselves, avoiding seeking counsel's advice, will come to realise, as many more mature solicitors do, that the traditional relationship between solicitor and barrister normally produces the best result for the lay client. Unless all recognise this, stormy times are ahead. The Government, the SRA and the LCS are, I fear, too much like Humpty Dumpty who is famous for saying more or less that ‘words mean precisely what I want them to mean'. There must be an end to this philosophy - and soon. Prisoners are especially disadvantaged; they should not be. * Stanley Best is a practising barrister at Barnstaple Chambers and Chairman of the British Legal Association. Chambers Tel / Fax / Answerphone: 01837 83763.
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All areas of criminal defence work Appeals against sentences and conviction Adjudications ALP/DLP Categorisation and Transfers Recall to Custody Licence Conditions ROTL And other areas of Prison Law Video Link facilities available Contact Richard Scotter or Richard Grace 190 - 196 Deptford High Street London SE8 3PR
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>> insidetime www.insidetime.org Is now available online for your family and friends Current and back issues can be viewed and articles downloaded. A legal database, showing who is available, where, and what issues they specialise in, is fully operational, together with links to over 50 help organisations.



Fed up with knock backs? Act now! We can give specialist advice and assistance on all aspects of prison law including: ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



Parole Criminal Cases Re-categorisation ROTL MDTs Adjudications Judicial Review



‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



Confiscations Appeals Licence recall HDC Transfers Human Rights Immigration



For more information please contact our Prison Law Department



0207 232 5100 Doves Solicitors 209 Old Kent Road, London SE1 5NA
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Adjudications and the Tarrant criteria Alan Burcombe, partner with Wells Burcombe Solicitors, highlights problem areas for prisoners having adjudications before the Governor djudications within prisons are either dealt with by the Prison Governor or otherwise by an independent external adjudicator; this being a District Judge.



A



Whether a matter is heard by the Governor or by the external adjudicator depends upon the nature of the charge alleged. Matters such as disobeying orders and the like will be dealt with by the Prison Governor, whereas matters such as possession of unauthorized articles, i.e. mobile phones, or drug related issues, will usually be dealt with by the independent adjudicator. The difficulty for prisoners who are subject to the adjudication procedure in obtaining legal representation is that for matters which are being heard by the Prison Governor, there is no entitlement to have a legal representative present at the adjudication. Matters which are heard before an independent external adjudicator carry an automatic right to having a representative present at the hearing to make representations on a prisoner’s behalf and to deal with the hearing generally. In such proceedings before an external adjudicator, an adjournment application made by a prisoner at the first hearing to seek legal advice will usually be granted; hence a prisoner should usually have the benefit of legal advice and indeed representation at the adjudication itself. However, there are several problematic issues for prisoners having adjudications before the Governor. Since there is no entitlement to have a representative present at the hearing, a prisoner may not be fully aware as to procedure, points of law likely



to arise, and the like. Most fundamental of all is that such hearings can hardly be said to be impartial, bearing in mind it is before the Prison Governor, who will be hearing evidence from his own officers, which he is obviously likely to accept as a truthful account rather than the evidence advanced by the prisoner. In an attempt to deal with this fundamental unfairness, a prisoner will need to make representations to the Governor to grant the right for him to be represented at the adjudication. Prisoners subject to adjudications by the Governor should initially contact their solicitor as soon as they are notified that they are due for adjudication, and should forward them a copy of their charge sheet. Having done this, prisoners should notify the Governor that they wish to seek legal advice concerning the matter and require a fourteen day adjournment in order to do so. In the event of an unreasonable refusal, then one can consider the remedy of judicially reviewing such a decision. If such an adjournment is granted, representations need to be made which are known as “Tarrant” representations, being named after the case of “R -v- Home Secretary ex parte Tarrant.” This case outlines various heads which will need to be considered by a Prison Governor in deciding whether legal representation at an adjudication before him is the appropriate course of action. The case of Tarrant held that amongst the issues that should be taken into account are the seriousness of the charge and the potential penalty, whether points of law are likely to arise, the capacity
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of the prisoner to present their own case, whether there are likely to be any procedural difficulties, the need for reasonable speed and the need for fairness between prisoners and prison staff. A prisoner should seek advice from his solicitor and ensure that his solicitor writes to the Governor as soon as possible, making the Tarrant representations, and tailoring them to the various heads mentioned above. Even cases that might be termed as relatively routine matters can have issues of law which are complex and which require legal advice. Equally, most prisoners are not used to presenting their own case, nor are they familiar with the procedure involved in such hearings. Such understandable lack of experience and knowledge in these areas will obviously put them at a considerable disadvantage. It goes without saying that it is only fair that matters of this nature are dealt with expeditiously, and with all due diligence, since pending the outcome of an adjudication, prisoners are often placed in the segregation unit and hence it is very much in the interests of all parties for such matters to be finalized as soon as possible. The most obvious and the most difficult area to deal with is that of the need for fairness. As mentioned earlier, there is an inherent unfairness in having internal tribunals decide upon matters where the body reporting the offence, i.e. the prison staff, is internally based as well. Clearly, the Prison Governor is unlikely to have the most open of minds when deciding whether to believe a prisoner and other
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prisoners acting as witnesses, or his own staff. With this in mind, it can fairly be argued that it would certainly not prejudice anyone’s position for a prisoner to be legally represented at such hearings, and in fact can only encourage fairness in the proceedings. Notwithstanding all of the above, Tarrant applications are very often refused by the Governor. This does somewhat beg the question as to why the Governor would consider granting legal representation which he or she may view would only be to their detriment in dealing with such matters to their satisfaction. However, even though the solicitor’s Tarrant representations may not succeed, and hence the prisoner will have to represent himself at the hearing itself, at least if a lawyer is contacted he will be able to advise the prisoner of his rights at the hearing, procedure, possible penalties, how best to present his case, as well as the strength of his case. Advice can also be given as to the use of witnesses and the lawyer can write to the prison requesting that they be made available for the hearing. It is also probably true to say that Tarrant representations are seldom made in many cases where they should be, and so it is definitely a matter worthy of consideration in appropriate circumstances. Whilst the above suggestions by no means eradicate the basic unfairness of adjudications before Prison Governors, at least they may go a little way towards addressing the balance in a prisoner’s favour in circumstances when the odds would otherwise be stacked against them.
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Serious Fraud … a glance at the future Aziz Rahman and Jonathan Lennon he world’s richest man, American investor Warren Buffet, famously said “you can only find out whose swimming naked when the tide goes out.” Around the time last year when we were all getting used to the dreaded phrase ‘credit crunch’ and its unpleasant consequences, another American, Bernie Madoff, must have been worried that he, and probably hundreds of his investors, were about to be exposed by the fast receding tide. It seems he wasn’t the only one with reason to worry. Readers may recall that Madoff admitted last December that the asset management arm of his firm was a giant ‘Ponzi fraud’. These frauds are really very simple; you take money from one investor and pay it to an earlier investor, pretending that that is the return on his investment. Inevitably such schemes must at some stage collapse, but as a great deal of Madoff’s clientele were charities they were in no rush to call in investments. Since Madoff there has been the Sir Allen Standford scandal. He is another American billionaire and cricket magnate of Antigua. He is accused of fraud by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Unfortunately, it appears that much of the money he had was invested with Madoff – so the ripple effect of the credit crunch continues, and continues to these shores.



T



There is, then, no doubt that frauds are going to become more commonplace; both because existing frauds will be exposed by the receding tide and new frauds too will emerge, because of the simple reality that economic depression breeds greed and risk taking behaviour – by victims as well as fraudsters. Serious Fraud Office The SFO was established in April 1988. Its remit has never been to prosecute all cases referred to it; it takes on the largest, most complex cases, often with an international dimension and where the value of the fraud exceeds £1m. It has been extensively criticized over the years for the poor conviction rate in the cases they do prosecute; the conviction rates for SFO cases fell from 82% in 2002/03 to just 61% in 2007/08. Compare this to the American Manhatten District Attorney’s Office, a similar agency with a conviction rate of 92%. There has long been a demand for a shake-up and the SFO was frequently compared to the American SEC and other agencies which were seen as tougher and more effective. That comparison now seems a little unfair, given that America seems to be the birthplace of the credit crunch and greatest fraud of all time (Madoff). The SEC is now under fire for failing to prevent the Madoff scandal. With the American system in mind, the SFO brought in Jessica de Grazia, a former US prosecutor, to undertake an extensive review of the SFO. Her report, published in June 2008, led to the resignation of the Director of the SFO. The SFO has now refocused, and there is a greater concentration on fraud prevention and the use of the civil courts. As the Solicitor General has recently pointed out when singing the SFO’s praises, the Office recently



obtained its first ever Civil Recovery Order in a case in which the firm Balfour Beatty was required to pay £2.25m. This Civil Recovery Order route may be the way of the future, as discussed below. The SFO’s caseload at the moment, though never exactly lightweight, is more focussed on lower profile boiler-room frauds, mortgage frauds and internet ticket sales scams. That said; the new Director is recently on record as saying that the SFO is currently looking into 6 cases of alleged swindling by financial institutions, including banks, and has launched a major inquiry into the UK operation of AIG, the American insurance company. The SFO has certainly got busier; by March it will have brought 19 cases to Court, compared to only 7 this time last year. International co-operation The new Director of the SFO is promising a new age of international co-operation with similar agencies. This too marks a recent trend – in the recent Marine Hose case, prosecuted by the Office of Fair Trading, jail sentences were handed out to three British men accused of cartel offences. This was part of a carefully orchestrated operation on both sides of the Atlantic. The men were arrested in the States whilst the British authorities carried out raids at their business and home addresses here. Following a plea bargain in the US, the men returned to the UK in December 2007 to face arrest on charges of dishonestly bid rigging, market sharing and price fixing. The men pleaded guilty. The authors of this article were involved last year in



a case (SEC v Manterfield) where the US SEC pursued a British hedge fund manager who is alleged by the US authorities to have operated a fraudulent investment scheme in the United States. The SEC’s website describes the unusual move of seeking a freezing order from a foreign court; i.e. the High Court as Mr. Manterfield held assets here. The SEC’s application was challenged on a legal point - we claimed, amongst other issues, that the SEC’s powers were in fact more like criminal powers than civil powers, and therefore the English High Court could not assist the US authority, which was in effect a wolf in sheep’s clothing - a criminal body masquerading as a civil one. The case is now being considered for leave to the House of Lords. It is clear though that as the World’s finance authorities seem to be coming together more and more to tackle the credit crunch, so the World’s prosecutors and regulators of finance are more likely to seek each others help. Plea bargaining Sir Ken McDonald, the ex Director of Public Prosecutions, is recently on record (Times 23/2/09) as being critical of this country’s effectiveness in prosecuting and regulating city fraud; as he says: “mug someone in the street and you go to prison, but mug their savings and you can buy a yacht. It’s a disgrace to justice”. Sir Ken favours the merging of the City watchdog, the Financial Services Authority, and the SFO. These sorts of reforms have been suggested before, but one particular demand that is being heard more and more is the demand for a formalised plea bargaining system. In late 2007, the Government’s Fraud Review made its recommendations. In response to Recommendation number 62 on plea bargaining, the Attorney General appointed a group to devise a plea negotiation framework for fraud cases. What is envisaged is an American-style system where parties can go into confidential discussions and make admissions that cannot become evidence and which include written
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agreements guaranteeing a guilty plea in return for a recommended sentence being submitted to the Court. The idea has already been met with suspicion by the Judges, who are wary of any removal of discretion. For our part we see inevitable problems, especially in respect of suspects who naturally are mildly interested in talking to the opposition, only to find themselves being offered a deal that pretty much guarantees their liberty but at the cost of becoming a witness for the prosecution. There is obvious scope for injustice. Even innocent defendants can be seduced by the certainty of a guaranteed outcome, even if that outcome is unpleasant. In the end, if the State has got a good enough case then it should forget about saving money by entering agreements and simply prosecute – the jury is the best guard against injustice and not all American imports are beneficial. Civil recovery The authors of this article have recently been involved in the lengthy trial of a man and woman accused of drug trafficking and money laundering. The alleged offences themselves took place between 10 and 20 years ago in Spain and Portugal – in Portugal there were two trials and both were acquitted! The case was pursued here complete with evidence that would never normally be seen in a criminal court. Much of the evidence was in the form of hearsay account in witness statements. There was no jury. What kind of trial is this? Answer … a civil trial at the High Court. What the police could not prosecute in the UK for lack of evidence was pursued in the Civil Courts by the Serious and Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) under its powers of Civil Recovery contained in the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. We are seeing more and more of this. SOCA’s powers to claim civil recovery of what it claims to be the proceeds of crime has been extended to the major law enforcement agencies since April 2008. We have already mentioned the SFO, who are now using this power. Customs and Excise too are starting to get used to the idea of pursuing a civil remedy. Their man does not go to jail but may lose everything he owns – all on the lower standard of proof of the balance of probabilities. We await judgment in our case, which may well turn out to be the leading case on limitation in historic civil recovery cases. Criminal trials without a jury Much of the foregoing may be read with increasing depression. Depression at the thought that the fight against crime seems to lead inevitably to erosion of all our civil liberties – and in this new ‘credit crunch’ world, things could get even worse. Civil Recovery orders in the High Court, plea bargaining, what next? Well, the Government has already tried to reduce the cost of fraud trials by introducing the notion of non-jury trials in complex criminal fraud cases. It is with great pleasure we report that the Fraud (Trial without a jury) Bill was voted down by the House of Lords in March 2007. In the midst of so much change, and so many threats to our basic system of criminal justice, it is a relief to see that one of our most established organs of the State is protecting our liberties.



Aziz Rahman is a Solicitor-Advocate and Partner at the leading Criminal Defence firm Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, specialising in Human Rights, Financial Crime and Large Scale Conspiracies/Serious crime. Rahman Ravelli are members of the Specialist Fraud Panel. Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in serious and complex criminal defence cases at 23 Essex Street Chambers in London. He is a contributing author to Covert Human Intelligence Sources (2008 Waterside Press), and has extensive experience in all aspects of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002.
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Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Replies for the Legal Forum kindly provided by: Chivers Solicitors; de Maids; Frank Brazell & Partners; Henry Hyams; Hine & Associates; Levys Solicitors; Morgans; Oliver & Co; Parlby Calder; Stephensons Solicitors LLP; Stevens Solicitors and Switalskis Solicitors - see individual advertisements for full details. Send your legal queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to our editorial assistant Lucy Forde at Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. For a prompt response, readers are reminded to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible. Use a first or second class stamp. between £50 and £100 result in a SIR but are still given to the individual). If the amount is in excess of £100 the guidelines are as follows :-



Value exceeds £100 The opening officers must complete a SIR (Security Intelligence Report), and forward to the security department for their attention. The money should be placed in the anonymous cash gifts suspense account, noting the available details, until sufficient information on the origin, and purpose of the gift have been established.



ST - HMP Dovegate Q Could you tell me where



I stand on the issue of HMP Dovegate taking money from my mail and donating it to NACRO - there was no sender’s address on the letter or birthday card but it had their name. The prison states that cash sent with no return address will be treated as anonymous and donated to NACRO - the sender was not aware that only postal orders or cheques could be sent and as I was not expecting money from the sender I could not tell the prison. In my eyes this is theft and surely there is no PSO that states that this can be done? Has this practice ever been challenged and are there any solicitors willing to take this case? How can a charity like NACRO accept donations stolen from a prisoner?



A



Before I start, the following all relates to ‘anonymous gifts’ i.e. where the sender’s details cannot be determined. In this case it seems the person had, at least, signed a birthday card (and so it wasn’t anonymous). As such under PSO 7500 it should have been returned to sender. Obviously it was not. I will deal with a more straightforward side of this problem first. Based on the guidance given in PSO 7500 (again the local limits may be set differently) if the amount of cash sent in is less than £100 then the cash must still be given to the individual (amounts under £50 are treated as normal monies received and amounts



That would seem straightforward guidance. The money must stay in the suspense account for 3 months. The Prison must conduct enquiries, presumably with the receiving individual, to determine who sent in the gift. If, after 3 months, the Governor / Director decide they are still not sure as to the bona fides of the cash gift it can then, at the next quarter, be paid to NACRO. Problems seem to appear because prisons may be rigidly applying the old prison rule :-



Money and articles received by post 44. - (1) Any money or other article (other than a letter or other communication) sent to a convicted prisoner through the post office shall be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of this rule, and the prisoner shall be informed of the manner in which it is dealt with. (2) Any cash shall, at the discretion of the governor, be (a) dealt with in accordance with rule 43(3); (b) returned to the sender; or (c) in a case where the sender's name and address are not known, paid to the National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders, for its general purposes: Rather than applying the PSO. The PSO states that Where neither the sender nor recipient has been identified, the amount of money received should still be credited to the anonymous gift’s suspense account. It should remain there for at least three months while attempts are made to establish the identities of the sender or recipient. If the sender is identified, a cheque should be drawn to clear the amount held in suspense, and forwarded to them. If the recipient is identified, then it should be dealt with in accordance with the guidance above. If neither are identified, then the sum may be paid to NACRO. The guidance referred to is guidance on what
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happens to the cash placed in the suspense account. The Governor may decide that “no action” should be taken or, as must have happened in this case, “if there is sufficient doubt as to the bona fides of the cash gift” then the sum must be kept in suspense for at least three months”. After that, at the end of the “next quarter” it can be paid to NACRO. Clearly in this case the recipient has been identified. As a result the Governor must have had concerns that the gift was not legitimate. Enquiries would need to be made with HMP Dovegate. The only way I can see an ultra vires act here is if the money was either :1. Less than £100 (depends on the local thresholds) therefore should have been paid to the prisoner’s account under PSO 7500 para (1). 2. NOT suspicious (that’s why we need the DPA report) if there was no evidence to justify the prisons contention that it was suspicious then the gift should have been credited to the prisoner account - PSO 7500 - Where the Governor decides that no action should be taken, the prisoners’ Private Cash account should be credited. 3. If Dovegate did not place it in the suspense account for three months, i.e. if they just donated it straight to NACRO, that would appear to be a clear breach of PSO 7500. Of course the original advice stands that as the sender was identified, it should have been returned to sender. The individual should: 1) Exhaust the Form Comp 1 procedure; setting out what has happened and refer to the relevant PSO 2)Make a DPA request asking for the SIR that was generated when the gift arrived at the prison and any other relevant paperwork/decisions relating to that cash gift. 3) Contact his local County Court for a ‘claims pack’



RH - HMP Rye Hill Q I was charged with an assault in 1979 when I was 14 years old and so was my victim. Probation are now saying that I’m a Schedule One offender. Is this fair, bearing in mind it happened so long ago and they are now saying I am a risk to children. Is there anyway I can challenge this?



A If you were convicted of assault against a 14 year old you would technically be a Schedule One offender. However I am surprised to hear you are being viewed as a risk to children in the circumstances. The prison must tell social services if a Schedule One offender is to be released. They then assess what risk there is to children who either may be residing at the address to which the offender is being released or will have regular unsupervised contact with the offender. It would be most surprising if they found that you were dangerous. If they do and you think this is unreasonable, the decision could be



challenged by judicial review. Be warned however that in R -v- Devon County Council ex parte L the court said that if fairness is an issue the interests of an adult may have to be placed second to that of the child.



MK - HMP Onley Q When I am released on licence can probation make me live in a hostel even if I have a suitable address?



A



The probation service may not agree that your address is suitable. Of course they cannot restrict your right to family life unless they can justify making you live in a hostel as necessary and proportionate. Without details of your offence I cannot say whether they could do so or not. I would recommend you contact the prisons and Probation Ombudsman first and if they cannot help, a solicitor who specialises in human rights and judicial review.



MW - HMP Ranby Q I am being held in a prison that is too far for my family to visit. I am category C but got shipped out of my local prison and since then have had no visits. I have heard there is a rule they cannot put you in a prison further than 50 miles from home, is this true?



A



Unfortunately this is not true. PSO 0900 deals with allocation of prisoners and sets out that there are 3 priorities; the needs of security, including control; the need to make maximum use of available spaces in training prisons; and the needs of individual prisoners. The distance between you and visitors is something to be taken into account but is in no way determinative of your allocation. The reasons for your allocation away from your home area should have been recorded on your ICA1 form. You should request this to see the reasons. If you are still not satisfied you should contact a solicitor.



free books from HAVEN DISTRIBUTION new 2009 catalogue now available Books relating to the social sciences, history and politics can be requested by sending a 2nd class stamp to Haven Distribution, 2 7 O l d G l o u c e s t e r St r e e t , London, WC1N 3XX Prisoners studying may be also be able to get help towards purchasing educational text books. Send a 2nd class stamp requesting an application form to the above address or ask your educational tutor to contact us at:www.havendistribution.org.uk
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Banks on Sentence Answers by Robert Banks, a barrister who writes Banks on Sentence, the book the Judges use for sentencing more than any other.



www.banksr.com Q I pleaded to murder. I got 16 years minimum before parole. I would like to know if, years down the line, you can get a tariff brought down or do the Home Office set the tariff? A The minimum terms are set by judges and they remain fixed. The Home Office no longer has the authority to fix them. The Home Office does however have a power to release defendants early but this is a power that is used very sparingly and seems to be used only for the very seriously ill. However, your release will be decided by the law in force when your minimum term nears completion and no one knows now what it will be. It is possible that a future government may consider (as many do now) that the minimum terms for many defendants convicted of murder are too high and adjust some of them. However that remains only a possibility. Q I am a drug user. I was waiting to get my drugs, I spoke to someone who turned out to be an undercover policeman. He phoned my dealer and the dealer told the copper to give me the phone. The dealer asked if I could take the man’s money and meet him, which I did. It was £20 for some heroin and £20 for some crack. I admitted the supply at the police station and got 2 years 4 months.



This was my first supply conviction. I had been convicted of 0.1 of heroin 10 or so years earlier. The probation wanted me to get a DRR. I have seen a supply case with an undercover officer who had his sentence reduced from 5 years to 2. Do I have grounds of appeal?



A



It is not possible to advise you about your appeal prospects from this short outline. It would be necessary to look at all your papers. You should ask your barrister for written advice on your sentence. However the court’s approach is as follows: One case says, for those of good character who plead guilty to supplying an undercover officer more than once the bracket is 4 to 5 years. Another case says, if you plead not guilty to low level retailing Class A drugs to feed a habit and to live with no relevant previous, about 6 years is appropriate. Personal circumstances may reduce it. Another says, where a defendant is an out of work addict whose motive is solely to finance his addiction, and who holds no stock of drugs and retail sales are few on a plea a DTTO may be appropriate or 2 to 2 ½ years. Your plea discount should have been about one third off.



Q



I am in a Thai prison. The British passport holders need some comment to base an opinion on concerning



whether to repatriate or not. We are mostly convicted of drugs offences. We have 20-40 year sentences. On return we are in custody for 14-20 years. I read in a book that, “the average term served by someone convicted of the worst offence in the Criminal Spectrum is 1012 years”. Al-Megrahi received 20 years for blowing up the Pan Am aircraft over Lockerbie. Q 1 We need to know what is the worst offence in England/Wales criminal spectrum? Q2 What is the average sentence (custody passed only) handed out by an English/Welsh judge for the worst offence?



A Thank you for your letter. It was a useful reminder of those with all the problems of being in prison abroad. If someone is seeking to draw a comparison between drug offences and the most serious offences then injustice would be inevitable. I have little knowledge of the Thai repatriation scheme. I am also without background to the question. However I will do my best to answer your specific questions. I also don’t have access to the Ministry of Justice data for long sentences. I see the Court of Appeal transcripts which are considered interesting. The longest sentences are for whole life murder. These sentences are passed for murder where the seriousness is exceptionally high. The release provisions do not apply to those defendants. Those who have had their whole life tariff approved by the Court of Appeal are a very mixed group. One was convicted of four murders which were considered “so horrific”. One
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had very worrying previous convictions. Another had killed a child for unknown reasons and dismembered her body. The next group is murder where the seriousness is particularly high. Here a 30 year minimum is considered appropriate. This is also a mixed group. At the top end a man shot at three policemen on duty wounding all three (two attempted murders). He walked up to one of them on the ground and shot him in the head (murder). That merited a 37 year minimum term which equates with a 74 year determinate sentence (i.e. a non life, non IPP sentence). A minimum term of 40 years was upheld for conspiracy to murder those travelling on London Underground on 21 July 2005. That was not a murder case but a conspiracy case when fortunately no one died. That sentence equates with an 80 year determinate sentence. So the 10-12 year maximum you quote is incorrect. I am afraid the AlMegrahi case gives no guide to sentences passed now in England. Q 2 It is, I’m afraid, impossible to give an average figure for such mixed groups. In England close attention is paid to the facts in the individual cases. I anticipate this information is the opposite of what you hope for. I see the comparison between drugs offences and the worst type of offences in England is not the comparison the courts or the authorities should make. If you would like a comparison for those convicted of importation and supply cases please write again.



Please make sure questions relate to sentences and not conviction or release. Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published it will be assumed you don’t have an objection to publication. No-one will have their identity revealed. Facts which indicate who you are will not be printed. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Going through all the paperwork is normally not an option. The column is designed for simple questions and answers. Please address your questions to Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire, SO30 4XJ (and mark the letter for Robert Banks).
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Book Reviews



That’s another story - the autobiography Julie Walters Jane Andrews reviews a book that goes through the life of a British film and TV institution The film ‘Misery' comes to mind ... okay, I had better explain myself! I am sat here in what has been described as the worse snow in this country for nearly twenty years and let's hope, dear reader, that by the time you read this in March, the snow has well and truly cleared and we are on our way to spring and warmer days ... but 'That's another story...!' I decided to read this book after it appeared as the number one best-seller in the Sunday Times top ten for many weeks, and have I regretted it? Well, I don't go through life now with regrets, so the answer is 'No'. However, would I read it again? 'No'. It is very unusual for me to criticise a book and I have questioned whether I should have read two autobiographies from two very different individuals one after the other; who knows. So dear reader, I do urge you to give it a chance and you may well discover something to your liking. A synopsis of Julie Walters' life in the formative years would have given more scope for such great anecdotes like the time she met the legendary Liza Minnelli in the London club ‘Tramp’ in the chapter 'I Love to Boogie'. What transpired next could only be repeated by Ms Walters herself, because if we had read it in a tabloid we would have believed they were, as is frequently the case, being somewhat economic with the truth! Actor Michael Caine threw a party at his London restaurant 'Langans’ just before the filming of 'Educating Rita' and Julie followed onto Tramp having treated herself to a new pair of cowboy boots from 'R. Soles'. (At this point, I have to repeat a story of my own ... try phoning directory
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enquiries and asking for that particular shop as I did many years ago! Think about it, and then imagine the response I received!') Anyway, 'That's another story!' Back to Tramp ... after a few drinks, Julie had taken to the dance floor to show off her moves wearing the new boots, which resulted in her feet being somewhat worse for wear. Taking herself off to the lavatory, she came face to face with Liza Minnelli! At this point she not only tendered to Ms Walters’ feet but went on to remove her tights so that Julie could at least try and put her boots back on and teeter out of the club instead of being carried out (and not the worse for drink!) Not long after that incident, Julie met Liza again at the Oscars and all she managed to say was: 'I've still got your tights! Not on me, you understand … I splashed out on a new pair for tonight. Though I may have had more luck if I'd worn yours!' The book goes through her life in great detail, from being born to an austere Catholic mother in fifties Birmingham and how, to appease her mother, Julie first ventured into the life of nursing before she turned full circle into an acting career. I would love to have read far more about the times on set with the great actors she was to work with, and not quite so much detail of her days living in squats in various locations. Who knows what would have happened if she hadn't stirred that morning in 1973 having been in a serious relationship with her partner 'DT' and said: “I can't get married. I'm just not ready ... can we still go on the honeymoon?” And yes, she did! Well, she would not have gone on to meet her soul-mate Grant, whom she literally pounced on in 1985 after being paralytically drunk and invited him into her house to look at her plumbing, and yes I do mean washing machine! What left a distinct 'mark' on me was that some eighteen months later she became pregnant and in her own words: 'It felt right in every sense. I had begun to feel empty on occasions during the couple of years prior to meeting Grant, wondering what my life was for... ' But, as Julie would say herself, 'That's Another Story!' That’s another story - the autobiography Julie Walters is available in all good bookshops Jane Andrews is currently resident at HMP Send



The devil’s children - a history of childhood and murder by Loretta Loach Inside Time’s Lucy Forde enjoys a riveting read that provides much ‘food for thought’ and considers those who maintain that children are not born bad, but develop as a result of social circumstances, will find a book that comes down on both sides of the argument It is a really macabre title for a book but sums up the content fairly well and covers the murder of children by children from as early as the1800s; not exactly easy bedtime reading! However, I am fairly sure the author didn’t write it for this purpose, or in fact for that ‘let’s curl up with a good read’ moment. However, for the everyday reader who wants to expand their mind and have a book that makes them sit back and think, I would strongly recommend it. High praise indeed from an avid reader who thought her days of textbooks were over more years ago than she cares to admit!
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Having been asked to review the book, it wasn’t a title I would have picked off the library shelf by choice; however, I have been fascinated and genuinely enjoyed reading it. The way it is laid out allows you to dip in and out to study specific subjects or cases, yet can just as easily be read cover to cover. The book is well researched and as a textbook for psychology or social study students, it is an absolute must.
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The devil’s children - a history of childhood and murder by Loretta Loach is available (hardback) in all good bookshops. ISBN 978-1-84831-019-3.



SOMERS & BLAKE - SOLICITORS 49B Boston Road Hanwell London W7 3SH



About to start your Parole process and in need of some help? Just had a knockback? %(77(5



Been recalled to Prison? About to appear before an independent adjudicator and facing added days? Have you just failed to get the category you wanted?
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Nonetheless, it is a riveting read and provides considerable ‘food for thought’, and could change your personal views on certain cases. Those of us who maintain that children are not born bad but develop as a result of their social circumstances will, interestingly, find that this book comes down on both sides of the argument; intriguing to say the least.



As well as the gory bits, there is good coverage of the steps taken to find the perpetrators and the science involved - even back in Victorian times they had their own version of CSI; the possible and probable motives behind the
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The book investigates the changes in treatment and punishment of child murderers and how they have been viewed by the Church, courts and medical profession. It explores the social history and how the legal and medical cultures used such cases to rethink human nature and responsibility.



Many will remember the murder of Jamie Bulger, and older readers will recall the conviction of Mary Bell in 1968 for the manslaughter of two boys. These are both examples discussed in this book. The thought of one child deliberately causing the death of another child will be abhorrent to the majority of us; in fact I would like to think all of us but I’m not that naïve. This book explores, at some considerable depth, a subject that many will find distressing, but I defy you not to be interested and, at times, enthralled by the well written, descriptive narrative.
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killings and, of course, the profiles of many of the murderers. It covers ‘the game that got out of control’ killing; the opportunist killing; and perhaps most distressful, the deliberate setting out to find a victim.



IF ANY OF THE ABOVE APPLY TO YOU YOU MUST ACT NOW! We can visit you, advise you and provide the representation you need. We are the experts in these fields of Prison Law and have successfullyhelped many inmates. Don’t delay - contact us today Emma Dolan or Gerry Blake



0208 567 7025



Film Review
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Conservatives attack books glorifying crime



and shame she can’t admit she is unable to read or write and accepts the greater blame. Michael could have come to her assistance but he doesn’t. He feels betrayed and violated and has had his own capacity for forming relationships stunted.



THE



Reader The Conservative party has attacked prisons for allowing inmates access to books which glorify crime and detail escapes from jail. A list put together by the Tories of ‘inappropriate’ books available includes memoirs by Charles Bronson, the Krays, and former drug smuggler David McMillan's ‘Escape’, which tells how he broke out of Thailand's Klong Prem prison. The party also criticised prison libraries for stocking the autobiography of ‘Mad’ Frankie Fraser - the legendary gangster who was a peer of the Krays - and bare knuckle fighter/ armed robber Roy Shaw's ‘Pretty Boy’, as well as Hitler's ‘Mein Kampf’ and Dennis Stafford's ‘Fun-loving Criminal’, subtitled ‘the autobiography of a gentleman gangster’. "Jack Straw has said that he wants to prevent criminals from profiting from their memoirs, yet prison libraries have been purchasing their books to lend to other criminals," said shadow justice secretary Dominic Grieve. "It beggars belief that books glorifying crime and violence are being made freely available to prisoners." A Ministry of Justice spokesperson responded to the Tories' complaints: "New instructions on prison libraries will make clear that if a particular item is inappropriate, it can be considered for removal - governors have already done this in some cases. But public prisons don't buy or own books to loan out. They're provided by county library services in the same way that they are in the community. The rules state that governors should restrict material in a prisoner's possession which they consider to be a threat to good order and discipline. This covers items prisoners can buy, receive or borrow."



The third section of the film covers Hanna’s 20 year long prison sentence during which Michael communicated with her but only via cassettes of great literary works recorded by him. Eventually she uses these tapes to teach herself to read books she gets from the prison library and writes back to him.



The Reader is a film adaptation of Bernard Schlinks best selling German novel of 1995 Der Vorleser, or The Reader, which amongst other things deals with the subject of Nazi concentration camps and the Holocaust.



T



he movie is in three sections with 15 year-old Michael (David Knoss, who had to wait until he reached 17 before being able to work on the film) meeting the voluptuous Hanna Schmitz (Kate Winslet), a kind tram conductress more than twice his age. She provides his sexual initiation and in return she asks him to read to her before and after making love. He reads The Odyssey, Huckleberry Finn, War and Peace and (a book she thinks disgusting) Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Then Hanna mysteriously disappears from Michael’s life and goes to work as a guard at Auschwitz concentration camp.



And the Golden Globe goes to ...
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The second section of the film unfolds some years later when Michael, now played by Ralph Fiennes as an older man, (who played the demonic commandant in Schindler's List) is a law student at Heidelberg and still yearning for Hanna. As part of his studies he is taken to a trial in a nearby town. There, Michael discovers to his horror that Hanna and three or four other Auschwitz female guards are in the dock, accused of appalling conduct and a callous atrocity while in charge of a group of Jewish prisoners. Hanna does little to clear her name. Out of pride



Michael does not write back or visit her in prison but near the time of her release the prison governor telephones him to seek his help in making arrangements for her release. He finds a place for her to live and a job and visits her for the first time to tell her the arrangements he has made for her. The night before she is due to be released, Hanna hangs herself in her cell.



The film ends with Michael taking his estranged daughter Julia to Hanna’s grave and tells her the story of how as a 15 year-old he fell in love with Hanna - a woman more than twice his age.



And the BAFTA goes to ...



And the Oscar goes to ...



criminal defence, prison law and family solicitors Legal services in the South West HMP Exeter, HMP Channings Wood, HMP Dartmoor • • • • • •



Criminal Defence Police Interviews Adjudications Licence Recall/Revocation Licence/Probation Problems Parole Board Applications and Hearings • Prisoner’s Rights



All aspects of defence law, prison law and family law work including divorce, contact and care proceedings. Contact Lynda Hodgson or Lesley Powell at Everys, 18 Southernhay West, Exeter, EX1 1PJ. T: 01392 477983



www.everys.co.uk
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Inside Poetry



STAR POEM OF THE MONTH Congratulations to Ras da Man - HMP Manchester - who wins our £25 prize for ‘Star Poem of the Month'.



Reality Ras da Man - HMP Manchester Mus be voyeristic spirit ova whelmin’ me Ca I’m wrapped in the beauty Of da things dat I see In dis age of advancement an’ technology Ev’ry whe I go dem tek photo of me Sneakin’ an’ peepin’ wi cctv Exhattin’ voyeurism wiv in society Side effects from dem prescription Fi dem insecurity Well mi nu wan fi live mi life In hypocracy So I keep it real, as real in reality An’ I tek it to da root of what’s Troublin’ me Ca deh’s no half baked solution Dat can set mi free So mi da lickle axe if dem da big tree Fellin’ fid a fats, fid a conman - unity Wi da life of livin love breathin’ empathy Mi try fi balance right but som Switchin on me Robbin’ virtues wid philosophy Love da first law but dem contradictory Cann be right in a God’s sight, politically Sixty thousand believer dem agree wi me Marchin ‘pon London demonstratively Hold tight to ya conscience So dat ya still see Ca ‘jus’ goin wi da flow Can lead ya astray, blindly



If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



No Fairytale Ending



The Bitch



Wendy Bury - HMP Low Newton



Hercule Poirot - HMP Swaleside



I’ ve kissed a lot of frogs So where the hell’ s my prince? I heard the story long ago And I’ ve been looking ever since. No Prince Charming To wake me from my sleep Instead, lying next to me Is just another creep. Happy ever after Is just a fairy tale Told to us when we are young To set us up to fail!



Fragments of a life W@R HMP Preston Living the life of crime, And surviving the grime, Snorting lines and doing time Hypodermic - spoon - speed run. Manic - paranoia fun Cannot come down Permanent frown Psychosis dual diagnosis Shrink says get clean Puts me back in the detox machine Thousand milligrams chlorpromazine I’m cured - I’m clean! Next stop is smackville I start to feel ill I’m back in the rut My veins are kaput Smack rack ball combo And Warfarin for my thrombo Abscess from another miss I don’t fuckin need this. HMP - CI - basic - no TV A borrowed needle from pad 23 Gave me a virus I couldn’t see From the HIV to my EDR Diagnosed Hep C on my LDR Free and clean - a brand new start This is my life - blown apart.



JF ‡ Tariff Settings



‡ Parole Refusal



‡ Adjudications



‡ Cat A Reviews



‡ Categorisation ‡ Judicial Reviews ‡ Lifer Reviews



‡ Oral Hearings



t IPP’s



t Recalls
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The Rule of the Blade!! Leanne Clark - HMP Eastwood Park I have toyed with the idea of cutting my self before I never thought I would seriously do it I know I’m crossing the line If you accidentally touch a hot iron You don’t leave your hand there You move it away as quickly as possible And rush to the cold tap To stop it hurting I pick up the blade My heart stops, my stomach tenses I know that if I do this I can’t go back F*** it I reach out I hold the blade above my wrist My hand’s shaking I shouldn’t be doing this It’s not a good idea I tell myself I have to follow through I think ‘how hard do I press To draw blood But not hit an artery?’ What if I cut too deep? Well I will have to deal with it I will be fine Gritting my teeth I run the blade across my wrist There, it’s all over, it’s done Suddenly I feel light As if a weight has been lifted I have no worries at all I feel on top of the world!



John Fuller



AND PARTNERS F O R M E R LY P I C TO N S



Criminal & Prison Law Specialists



Contact John Fuller or Collette Blake at: 3 The Waterhouse Waterhouse Street Hemel Hempstead Hertfordshire HP1 1ES



01442 233856



helping people to live crime-free lives



support and training for • accommodation, prison leavers wanting to resettle crimefree centres across England (including • project drug rehabilitation and women’s projects)



Ask your Resettlement Worker, Probation Officer or Chaplain about us



01993 774075 www.langleyhousetrust.org Registered Social Landlord H4250 Registered Charity 290059



When I woke up Form another heavy night She was staring at me She was in my sight. It’s hard to resist When she’s sat there teasing, A quick one won’t hurt I feel my tension easing. I could stay at home With her all day, I’m supposed to be at work I know what to say I rung up the boss ‘Aggh guv I feel rough’ ‘You know what’ he said ‘You’re sacked, No more shit, I’ve had enough!’ I got the sack, And she’s to blame, Another day off I must be insane It’s not the first time She’s got me in shit, I owed money cos of her I couldn’t pay so I got hit. When I go out On Friday nights, It’s her fault again When I get into fights. My self esteem boosts When she’s around, Any my body lifts up Above the ground. It’s an expensive night out When I take her with me, But when she is there The calm nights turn crazy. On nights I’ve abused her, I start to feel tough, But the following day I look and feel rough. There’s been some bad times Where she’s made me sick But that didn’t stop me Falling for her tricks. Then I wake up, And she’s nowhere in sight Without her here My mind don’t feel right I gotta find my phone And make a call If she aint here soon I’ll be punching the wall Twenty five minutes Until she comes round This time she’s costing me Four hundred pound I’ll tell you something And it aint no joke I wish I’d never met the bitch, Her name is Coke!
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If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



The Psychiatrist



Crime Capers



Steven Ali - HMP Featherstone



Robbie Lea & Daz Copeland HMP Stafford



Oh please do come inside, the psychiatrist said Under his mop of dyed purple hair Relax ‘n’ have a jelly bean You can sit in the electric chair Ha ha ha, ha ha ha Ha ha ha - he croaked I’ve lots of people on my list But it’s you I’ve chosen to see Well well he muttered, since you’ve been six You lived a life of criminality Grabbing a load of jelly beans, his back was turned Awkwardly - I settled in the chair His joke wasn’t funny until I spotted a pair of leopard pants This weirdo must sometimes wear The psychiatrist picked a guitar up He had a rather unstable idea That music could soothe the beast in me ‘n’ Made his theory clear He plucked the strings to test the tune ’n’ Cast his eyes above Then slowly in a woman’s voice Sang, ‘all you need is love’ I smiled to please the lunatic Although I was really sad As the realisation hammered down on me Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad Now I know I’m mad



Satanic Nights Richard Grieve - HMP Wymott I look through the bars in the dead of night, The day shift screws have gone. There’s an eerie feeling that doesn’t seem right. Night watchman lingers on. A line of trees in the distance far Turn black against the sky. Clouds have covered the fading star, A glimmer of frost as the bats fly by. Stricken men lay in their beds Aged with skin of grey. Release dates run through their heads. Come soon, they hope and pray. A hooded figure scours the grounds, Black robed with sheath in bones. Quietly tending his midnight rounds, ‘Bring out the dead’ in the air, he moans. Up above me glowing red An apparition of the Devil’s head. The evil bastard smiled at me, ‘Come boy - some things you need to see’. Not me Nick, you got it wrong For in this place I don’t belong. I’m an innocent man at the end of the day. ‘Yes’ said the Devil, ‘so you say Now there’s a good boy, come this way’.



Inside Poetry



In the police station, staying staunch, Going to Crown, get ready to launch, In the court cells, feeling down, Nine stone in weight, wig like a clown. Remanded in custody here we go again, Collect ye bed pack, back in the pen, Through reception, head was gone, Lads I know shouting ‘Small wig on’. The nurse is here, with a couple of calmers, She said ‘you’ve got breath of a thousand llamas’ Nice new pad mate, lying in bed, It’s half past six, nice for my head. Sitting on my bed, my backs in two, Rattling hard, doing the do, Up all night, face like a pike, Three in the morning riding my bike. Asked my pad mate, are you on the toffee, He said yes, I’m in for bacon and coffee, All he talked about was nicking, Joints of lamb and trays of chicken! I looked rough, I’m guilty of that, But the pad mate looked like a drowned rat, His trainers come off, look at the dirt Steam came off ‘em like the Bisto advert. The rattle is on and you have to smile Wrestling in bed, with crocodiles, Next thing I know I had the trots, Three in the morning star jumps and squats Six weeks later, feeling a lot better Pure whiteners and a solicitor’s letter, All is good, just pure potato mash, No razors left, got a Swedish porn trash. Enough is enough, I’ve finished the brown, No more wigs like Biffo the clown, Had enough, I’m going straight, Snorting whiteners and coffee mate!
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Paying Joseph Smith - HMP Barlinnie Times were hard, money was tight So I committed a crime that night Crime was wrong I had to pay Five years was the sentence I got today Laughing with inmates saying I’ll do it easy But really inside I feel scared and queasy Now times are harder and money is tighter Will I survive in here? I’m not really a fighter.



Mr Evans - RIP Watford’s No 1 Fan - HMP Woodhill Throughout my years inside this place, He always laughed when he’d see my face, Told me how I should stay strong, Don’t worry Hornet you won’t do long! Since my return he’s done me proud, Noticed I’d broken away from ‘that crowd’ He sat me down and filled out my ‘apps’ He said, ‘I’ll give you a chance, it’s time perhaps,’ I told him my goals and to what aim, I knew deep down, he felt my pain, He’s the one that built up momentum, Got my goals brought to the right attention, So hopefully now, I’m so nearly there, Mr Evans you were a decent man, Quite surprising really for a Luton Town fan! Dedicated to Mr Evans, an officer at HMP Woodhill who died playing football in the gym. He will be remembered by many prisoners for helping them change their lives, he really made a difference.



We will award a prize of £25 to the entry selected as our 'Star Poem of the Month'. To qualify for a prize, poems should not have won a prize in any other competition or been published previously. Send entries to: Inside Time ‘Poetry’ PO Box 251 Hedge End Hampshire SO30 4XJ. By submitting your poems to Inside Time for publication you are agreeing that they can be published in any of Inside Time’s ‘not for profit’ links, including the website, supplements and books. We will not permit any other publication to reproduce your contribution without first seeking your written permission. Please put your name, number and prison on the same sheet of paper as your poem. If you win we can’t send your money if we don’t know who or where you are!



COMPENSATION FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE We specialise in helping adults who were abused as children in the care system. If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you achieve justice call David Greenwood or Michael Thomas confidentially on 0800 542 3586 or write to:-



T h e G r a i n s t o r e , Wo o l pa c k s Ya r d , Wa k e f i e l d W F 1 2 S G
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Jailbreak P R O V E R B S A N D S AY I N G S Q U I Z



Match the proverbs to the meanings - for example: Meaning: You say this when you are away from someone you love. Proverb or saying: Absence makes the heart grow fonder. Meaning: It's difficult to understand why somebody likes a person that you don't like at all. Proverb or saying: There's no accounting for taste.



? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



NOW SEE HOW YOU GET ON WITH THESE You should help your own family before you start helping other people. Clue: Charity Every bad or difficult situation has a positive side. Clue: Cloud



Do only what you have enough money to do and no more. Clue: Coat



Plans to speed up healthcare service



just4 fun



It's better to be in a group of only two people than have a third person with you as well. Clue: Company Too many people are involved in doing something and so it will not be done well. Clue: Cook Don't be too confident that something will be successful because something may still go wrong. Clue: Count Don't ask questions about things that don't concern you. Clue: Curiosity



It's easier and wiser to stay in a bad situation rather than change to a new situation that may be much worse. Clue: Devil The decision has been made and cannot be changed. Clue: Die



The person who takes the opportunity to do something before other people - will have the advantage. Clue: Early Much more difficult to do than to talk about. Clue: Easy Enjoy life now and don't think of the future. Clue: Eat



Need Inside Advice? David Phillips and Partners can help out. We offer legal advice and representation on:· ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



CAT A Reviews Independent Adjudications IPP and extended sentences Lifer hearings and Paper Reviews Parole Reviews Recall Reviews Tariff/ Minimum Term Reviews



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty



Escape the technicalities and let us fight your case - call us now and ask for our Specialist Prison Law team.
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cooper rollason solicitors The 24 hour Criminal Lawyers



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



cooper rollason



NATIONWIDE SERVICE w w w. c o o p e r r o l l a s o n . c o m



Criminal Defence and Appeals CCRC Applications Adjudications Judicial Reviews Lifer Panels Tariff Reviews Parole Hearings Recalls Licence Conditions Miscarriages of Justice Low Count DNA 9b Pemberton House, Stafford Court, Stafford Park 1, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BD.



Established 1982 - 8th Biggest Provider of Criminal Defence Services



David Phillips and Partners, Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates



01952 204242



6 C a s t l e St r e e t , L i v e r p o o l L 2 0 N B Nationwide Service



Emergency: 07976 851926



Contact the Prison Law Team ‡Simon Rollason ‡ Sarah Cooper ‡ Norman McDermott
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Jailbreak
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CELTIC MYTHOLOGY WORDSEARCH



TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE



13. 'Dirty old river, must you keep rolling, flowing into the night', are the opening lines from which 1967 Kinks hit?



N A N N A D E D A H T A U T B E A N S X



14. Champagne is named after a wine-making region of which country?



FIND THE HIDDEN WORDS ASSOCIATED WITH CELTIC MYTHOLOGY



1. Which England football captain of the 1950s was married to one of the Beverley Sisters?



? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



2. Often used to indicate an alternative name for something, what does the abbreviation AKA stand for? 3. Which animated children's TV series has characters called Dizzy, Scoop and Muck? 4. Which town in Essex was called Camulodunum by the Romans?



5. Complete the title of a 1978 novel by John Irving, The World According to…what? 6. From 1994 to 2003, actor Jon Tenney was married to which Desperate Housewives actress? 7. Supermodel Heidi Klum married which British soul artist in 2005? 8. How many days does the first month of the year have?



9. Which hip-hop singer did Whitney Houston marry in 1992?



10. Which Shakespeare play was made into a film directed by Baz Luhrmann in 1996? 11. In the nursery rhyme, what did Humpty Dumpty fall off?



12. Which British pop artist had his only UK number one hit in 1983 with the Marvin Gaye song 'Wherever I Lay My Hat'?



I D E H D I S N A E B L U C H T A I N E



A E Z P V T U P Z Q S D Y F U C E R B T



M L O I N J S V K I N G A R T H U R F I



H M W X Y R E A F D N A F M C R A J K N



Z J Y I S E L K I E B I E O F N O A P T



T F B E N R E H O L S N L E A S K D Q A



Q N E W L O K C N A C E N R N E R A D G



I C A M E L O T N D K Q A T X B L G Z E



P N A N N A N A M G M A G D P T A D S L



D A F H I B M D A A N P R S J D C R Y B



K G X R A X K S C F O M O R I A N S R F



C I P B L N T H C X N B M F H N U A D A



B R Q N U B A D U R N S E A L U X D B V



R R W J H F S P M Y A D R L M I O E S E



O O F G C M D A H S I Z L L S N W T J B



W M U V U T F S A P H T I Y X B F M B U



N L Y S C O R X L I R E N W C I Y R L R



I H T E X C A L I B U R A P O O K A C Y



E G N E H E N O T S A Y W E D G N I A O



AINE - AVEBURY - BALOR - BEANSIDHE - BRAN - BROWNIE - CAMELOT - CUCHULAIN DGADA - DANU - ENBARR - EXCALIBUR - FAERY - FAND - FIONN MAC CUMHAL FOMORIANS - GOIBNIU - HERNE - KING ARTHUR - LIR - LUCHTAINE - LUGH - MACHA, MANANNAN - MERLIN - MORGAN LE FAY - MORRIGAN- - NIAMH - NUADA - OLWEN PIXIE - POOKA - PWYLL - RHIANNON - SELKIE - STONEHENGE - TINTAGEL TUATHA DE DANNAN



15. The US actor Jon Voight is the father of which present-day Hollywood actress? 16. Professor Moriarty is the clever, evil enemy of which famous fictional detective? 17. In 1624, which cardinal did King Louis XIII of France appoint as his chief minister?



CHECK FORWARD, BACKWARD AND DIAGONALLY, THEY ARE ALL THERE! £5 is on its way to ‘PRISONERS ABROAD’ as requested by



18. The Oscar-winning 2004 film Ray is a biopic of which American music star's life?



Morgan Kane an Inside Time reader in prison in California who compiled this wordsearch for us



19. The kakapo is a large flightless parrot native to which country?



IF YOU FANCY COMPILING ONE FOR US PLEASE JUST SEND IT IN MAX 20 X 20 GRID & COMPLETE WITH ANSWERS SHOWN ON GRID IF WE USE IT WE WILL SEND YOU £5 AS A THANK YOU!



20. In which decade was legendary film star James Dean killed in a car crash?



ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON THE BACK PAGE PAGE



Classic Quotes “Ipswich isn't twinned with anywhere, but it does have a suicide pact with Grimsby. “The man who invented ‘cat’s eyes’ got the idea when he saw a cat facing him in the him in the road. If the cat had been facing the other way he’d have invented the pencil sharpener.” Ken Dodd “I went to watch Pavarotti once. He doesn't like it when you join in” “ I don’t like men who take drugs. Customs men, for example” MW HMP DOVEGATE



We can look again



The Criminal Cases Review Commission is the independent public body which investigates possible miscarriages of justice in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. For an information pack and application form, please phone us on 0121 633 1800 or write to Criminal Cases Review Commission, Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street Queensway, Birmingham B1 1TT. www.ccrc.gov.uk



L A T I F A D A M S S O L I C I T O R S



24 H R C RIMINAL D EFENCE SPECIALISTS. ~PAROLE HEARINGS AND RECALL ~ POLICE STATION ATTENDANCE ~HUMAN RIGHTS ~PRISON DISCIPLINE ~ LIFER REVIEWS ~ CATEGORISATION ~ ADJUDICATION ~ JUDICIAL REVIEW ~MAGISTRATES /YOUTH COURT ~COURT OF APPEAL ~CROWN COURT ~EXTENDED SENTENCE HEARING RECALL ~DISCRETIONARY LIFER PANELS



> We also Specialise in Family Law



* We speak Punjabi* > 24hr Dedicated Service > Fast & Effective Representation > It is our policy to try to visit every client requiring advice and assistance



Need Professional Help? Call us on :



0208 574 2255 Emergency 0795 723 0560



Latif Adams Solicitors 2 Gladstone Cottages, Wimborne Avenue, Southall, Middlesex, UB2 4HD. E m a i l : N u s r a t @ l a t i f a d a m s . c o m We b : w w w. L a t i f a d a m s s o l i c i t o r s . c o m



Mick Miller



Lawrence & Co Prison Law We have expanded our Prison Law Department ‡ Lifer Review/IPPs ‡ Licence Recalls ‡ Parole Hearings ‡ Adjudications ‡ Judicial Reviews We are also able to provide advice and representation in Criminal Defence, Child Care and Immigration cases. Prompt Reliable Efficient Friendly



Criminal Defence Service



Community Legal Service



Please contact Patricia Okenwa, Judy Kelman or Maya Lal at: Lawrence & Co Solicitors 404 Harrow Road London W9 2HU Tel 020 7266 4333 Fax 0207 289 3161



[email protected]
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Jailbreak P HIP HO JAZZ



Gema Music Quiz Identify the following pop groups or artists from these anagrams and picture clues:



?



1. EROSJOIRNMAMS 2. IYULGWONL



R&B INDIE



Music & Computer Games



Music CD’s and Computer Games, both new & pre-owned. Catalogues cost £2 (postal order payable to ‘Gema’) but this is r e f u n d e d w i t h f i r s t o r d e r.



Anyway - I think the answer machine was Fawlty!



Gema PO Box 54, Reading RG1 3SD



4. YABNDOLB 5. DNMYSARABA 6. GICSUBRDEHRH 7. NKOWDAICWREIN



PROBABLY PROBABLY THE UK’s UK’s LARGEST MUSIC BACK CAT CATALOGUE



?



8. CIGARMEGOHEEL



10. NLAKEVYZRINT



See below for details of how to enter. The first three names to be drawn with all correct answers (or nearest) will each receive a £15 Gema Record Voucher and a free catalogue. The answers to last month’s quiz are on the back page



CAPTION COMPETITION WINNER



LAST MONTH’S INSIDE KNOWLEDGE WINNERS



?



9. LOAFSITAREGEN



GEMA MUSIC QUIZ WINNERS + Michael Parr UCHER £15 VO logue HMP Frankland ta free ca



Keiran Grieve HMP Dovegate Maurice Crossley HMP Peterhead



The beleaguered broadcaster Jonathan Ross has sparked a fresh row by making comments about spending the night with an 80-year-old woman and this was during the opening ten minutes on the first radio show after his return from a three month suspension.



Gema, sponsors of Jailbreak, Suppliers of



3. LEILJBOYL



?



TRY POP



SOUL ROCK



?



CAPTION C OMPETITION



COUN



Daniel Smith HMP Moorland



£25 Prize winners: Ann Harker HMP Foston Hall



ANOTHER £25 PRIZE IS ON OFFER FOR THE BEST CAPTION TO THIS MONTH’S PICTURE. What do you think is being thought or said here?



Well done Daniel, your £25 prize is in the post.



David Scott HMP YOI Norwich



At the 81st Academy Awards ‘Slumdog Millionaire’ won a total of eight Oscars. Pictured here is Danny Boyle as he kisses the Oscar presented to him for ‘Best Director’. The seven other awards were for best: Film - Cinematography Film Editing - Sound Mixing Original Score -Original Song and Adapted Screenplay.



Stuart Peate HMP Chelmsford



£5 Consolation prizes for Sue Clayton HMP New Hall Alan Littler HMYOI Aylesbury



Inside K nowledge



The p rize q uiz w here w e g ive y ou t he Q uestions a nd t he A nswers ! A ll t he a nswers a re w ithin this issue o f I nside T ime - a ll y ou h ave t o d o i s f ind t hem ! !



? ?



1. Whose painting hung in the Royal Festival Hall?



11. Who doesn't agree with any kind of bullying?



2. Which date can be seen as the Sun's new cycle?



12. Who disagrees that the bar set by the CCRC is impossibly high?



? ? ? ?



3. Who were the only people ever to enter Parliament with honourable intent? 4. Who did Julie meet again at the Oscars?



5. What kind of applications are very often refused by the Governor?



6. The Indeterminate Sentence for Public Protection came into effect on what date?



?



13. Who is the only one with banking qualification?



14. Whose question was: 'Am I allowed to feel good about myself'? 15. Which are the only two prisons to close in England & Wales since 1997?



7. Who started working at NACRO thirty years ago?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz



8. Who ordered a 'Ferrari' duvet cover from Argos?



1. Burton Railway Station, 2. Steve Kidd, 3. Gavin Taylor, 4. Jo Melene, 5. 0800 587 1667, 6. £17 million, 7. 61, 8. May 1944, 9. 277, 10. 2002 11. Over 2,400, 12. Baz, 13. Charlene, 14. Jane Andrews, 15. Danyella Thompson



9. The next General Election has to be held on or before what date?



10. What has the World Health Organisation identified as a recognised symptom of addiction?



TO ENTER ANY OF THE ABOVE PRIZE COMPETITIONS PLEASE DO NOT CUT OUT ANY OF THESE PANELS. JUST SEND YOUR ENTRY TO ONE OR ALL OF THESE COMPETITIONS ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER. MAKE SURE YOUR NAME, NUMBER AND PRISON IS ON ALL SHEETS. POST YOUR ENTRY TO: INSIDE TIME P O BOX 251 HEDGE END HAMPSHIRE SO30 4XJ.



£



£



£



CLOSING DATE FOR . ALL IS 24/03/2009



YOU CAN USE ONE ENVELOPE TO ENTER MORE THAN ONE COMPETITION JUST MARK IT ‘JAILBREAK’. A 1st OR 2nd CLASS STAMP IS REQUIRED ON YOUR ENVELOPE.



EP D



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



ERICA PEAT & DIABLE N AT I O N W I D E A D V I C E & R E P R E S E N TAT I O N O N SOLICITORS A L L A S P E C T S O F P R I S O N L AW I N C L U D I N G : For a fast, experienced and professional service ‡ Adjudications ‡ Judicial Review ‡ Categorisation ‡ Parole Review ‡ Licence Recalls ‡ Tarrif/Minimum Term Reviews please contact: ‡ Criminal Appeals & CCRC Cases ‡ HDC Applications



Simon Diable 020 8533 7999 SERIOUS CRIME SPECIALISTS WITH A TRACK 24hr Emergency RECORD OF SUCCESS IN CASES INCLUDING: 07968 358 509 write to:Erica Peat & Diable Solicitors 314 Mare Street Hackney London E8 1HA



‡ Murder/Attempted Murder ‡ Rape/Serious Sexual Assault ‡ Serious Fraud ‡ Drugs Importation & All Drugs Offences ‡ Blackmail ‡ False Imprisonment ‡ Armed Robbery



bsb



PROTECTING YOUR RIGHTS



Dedicated Prison Law department with experienced solicitors able to assist in the following areas:



• Disciplinary Hearings/Adjudications Parole Board Hearings Home Detention Curfew (HDC) Release on Licence Recall Recategorisation Prisoners Rights and Complaints Judicial Review For more details contact



Avril Stone



BSB Solicitors 5 -7 Euston Road London NW1 2SA



0207 837 3456



Edward Leonards Solicitors



Immediate Visit, Proactive, Representation In all aspects of prison law ‡ HDC Conditions and Breaches ‡ Re-categorisation & Cat A Review ‡ Allocation and Transfer Issues ‡ Criminal Cases & Confiscations ‡ Appeals & CCRC applications ‡ Complaints about Maltreatment ‡ Tariff Setting & Written Representations ‡ Adjudications ‡ Licence Revocation and Recalls ‡ Parole Board Hearings



Criminal Defence Service



For Immediate help & assistance, call Mr. Edward Obioha 245 Walworth Road, London SE17 1WT



020 7252 7676



Jailbreak
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B



A



These Elvis



Scarlett Johansson



celebrities were recently



D



C



voted by Channel Four



Brad Pitt



Beyonce



viewers as the E



F



Top Ten Sex Symbols, but in which order do you think



Angelina Jolie



Johnny Depp



G



H



Kylie



Answers are shown on the edge of this page >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



CRIMINAL & PRISON LAW EXPERTS Serving the South East



All aspects of prison law covered Please contact Catherine Bond 16 Mill Street, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6XT Tel: 01622 678341 [email protected]



Experts in your interest



www.gullands.com



Marilyn Monroe



I



J



George Clooney



Lara Croft



NOBLE SOLICITORS Specialising in Criminal Defence and all aspects of Prison Law Offering advice and assistance covering:‡ Appeals against Sentence & Conviction ‡ Adjudications ‡ Lifer panel Representation ‡ Licence Recall & Parole Reviews ‡ Request and Complaints For an immediate visit, advice and Representation call:-



Noble Solicitors 21 High Street Shefford Bedfordshire SG17 5DD 01462 814055



Twell & Co Advice and assistance in relation to all aspects of prison law. Contact Robert Twell or Shevette Adams - Rose



Twell & Co 3rd Floor, 48 Lugley Street Newport Isle of Wight PO30 5HD



01983 539 999



1 s t - F, F, 2 n d - B , 3 r d - H , 4 t h - C , 5 t h - D , 6 t h - J , 7 t h - I , 8 t h - G, G, 9 t h - E a n d 1 0 t h - A



they came?



A ME



15



8



9



16



IMPOSSIBL



3



17



SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER



good honest good honest



YOUR 1111 LIFE



g



REVIRDTAES



blonde



b o o d ye



KSUSTK 20



13



TIPYNG



p no a no y



19



12



6



General Knowledge Crossword



18



11



LOADED



5



t l o b



tit tat tat tat tat



10



4



case



as rain



BRING BALLERINAS



2



I T SUDOKU



yggipride



NT



Just say What you see! 1



14



MO



7



LIKE TV’s ‘Catchphrase’



nim cumu



P U R PURPOSE O S E



bus lus



SUDOKU AND CROSSWORD ANSWERS SHOWN BELOW



A N S W E R S O N T H E E D G E O F T H I S PA G E > > > > > > > >



3. Too Good to be True 4. Overloaded 5. Back Seat Driver 6.Typing Error 7. A Touching Moment 8. Right As Rain 9. Tit For Tat 10. A Man For All Seasons 11. For Once In Your Life 12. Wave Goodbye 13. A Break In The Clouds 14. Piggyback Ride 15. Just In Case 16. Bolt Upright 17. Pay Through The Nose 18. Fair and Square 19. Just In Case 20. Cross Purposes
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> NEXT ISSUE Week commencing 30th March 2009



Don’tt Rot On Re Don ecall! ecall! Specialists in Serious Crime with a track record of success in: Murder - Attempted Murder- Robbery - Armed Robbery Commercial Burglary - Blackmail Drug Importation & all Drugs Offences All serious offences Offices in London and Manchester, clients accepted in all prisons throughout England and Wales. Our Prison Law department welcomes clients for: Ajudications, Parole / Recall and Lifer Issues. ‘ We d o t h e w o r k t o g e t t h e r e s uy l ts ’ y ɭ We speak: Po-Polsku, ýesky, Slovensky, ɉo-Ɋɭɫɫɤɢ, Guajarati, Urdu, Hindi, Español, Français



87 Chorley Road Swinton Manchester M27 4AA 0161 794 0088



Serving England & Wales over four decades



Jailbreak A nswers



SUDOKU



General Knowledge Crossword



Elgin House 106 St Mary Street CARD DIFF CF10 1DX



STOKOE PARTNERSHIP STOKOE PARTNERSHIP UNDER ARREST? SOLICITORS S O L I C I T O R S



The specialist in Criminal and Prison Law



The Specialist in Criminal Law  Serious Crime  Adjudications  Appeals/CRCC Parole/Disciplinary • SERIOUS CRIME • TERRORISM  Prisoner Rights  Tariff • DRUG TRAFFICKING • SERIOUS FRAUD  Licence/Recall  All other matters • CASH SEIZURES • Prison MONEYrelated LAUNDERING The Stokoe Partnership is a franchised



Our business is to provide expert, rapid



advice, assistance representation firm of independent solictorsfor with including All languages catered Greek,andFrench, in all aspects of criminal investigation. branches in Manchester and London in criminal law. Spanish,specialising Urdu,only Panjabi, Bengali, Hindi and Chinese.



0161 237 5755



0161 237 5755 AVAILABLE – 24 HOURS



ANSWERS TO TO THIS MONTH’S GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ



MANCHESTER OFFICE: MANCHESTER OFFICE LONDON OFFICE: The 4040 City Road, Deansgate, Manchester,M15 M154QF 4QF TheBoatmans, Boatmans, City Road East, Manchester MANCHESTER OFFICE: The Boatmans, 40 City Road, Deansgate, Manchester, M15 4QF



ANSWERS TO TO LAST MONTH’S GEMA PRIZE MUSIC QUIZ



646-648 High Road Leytonstone, London, E11 3AA



LONDON OFFICE LONDON OFFICE:



You’re Not Alone



646-648 High RoadLeytonstone, Leytonstone, London, E11E11 3AA 3AA 646-648 High Road London, This Firm is aThis Member THE SPECIALIST FRAUD PANEL Firm is aofMember of THE SPECIALIST FRAUD PANEL Regulated by the Solicitors Regulatory Regulated by the Solicitors Regulatory Authority Authority



1. Ghostface Killah 2. Barry Manilow 3. Libertines 4. Alison Moyet 5. Depeche Mode



6. White Stripes 7. Arctic Monkeys 8. Chris De Burgh 9. James Morrison 10.Beautiful South



1. Billy Wright 2. Also Known As 3. Bob the Builder 4. Colchester 5. Garp 6. Tery Hatcher 7. Seal 8. Thirty-one 9. Bobby Brown 10.Romeo and Juliet



11. The Wall 12. Paul Young 13. 'Waterloo Sunset' 14. France 15. Angelina Jolie 16. Sherlock Holmes 17. Cardinal Richelieu 18. Ray Charles 19. New Zealand 20. 1950s
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